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ABSTRACT 
Chapter II 
The control of nonlinear lumped-parameter systems is considered 
with unknown random inputs and measurement noise . A scheme is 
developed whereby a nonlinear filter is included in the control loop to 
improve system performance. Pure time delays in the control loop are 
also examined . A computational example is presented for the propor-
tional control on temperature of a CSTR subject to random disturbances, 
applying a nonlinear least square filter. 
Chapter 'III 
Least square filtering and interpolation algorithms are derived 
for states and parameters in nonlinear distributed systems with unknown 
additive volume, boundary and observation noises, and with volume and 
boundary dynamical inputs governed by stochastic ordinary differential 
equations. Observations are assumed to be made continuously in time at 
continuous or discrete spatial locations. Two methods are presented 
for derivation of the filter. One is the limiting procedure of the 
finite dimensional description of partial differential equation systems 
along the spatial axis, applying known filter equations in ordinary 
differential equation systems. The other is to define a least square 
estimation criterion and convert the estimation problem into an optimal 
control problem, using extended invariant imbedding technique in 
partial differential equations. As an example, the derived filter is 
used to estimate the state and parameter in a nonlinear hyperbolic 
system describing a tubular plug flow chemical reactor. Also a heat 
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conduction problem is studied with the filtering and interpolation 
algorithms. 
Chapter IV 
New necessary and sufficient conditions are presented for the 
observability of systems described by nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations with nonlinear observations . The conditions are based on 
extension of the necessary and sufficient conditions for observability 
of time-varying linear systems to the linearized trajectory of the 
nonlinear system. The result is that the local observability of any 
initial condition can be readily determined, and the observability of 
the entire initial domain can be computed. The observability of con-
stant parameters appearing in the differential equations is also 
considered. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
All descriptions of physical systems contain some degree of 
inherent uncertainties due to idealization of real processes in model-
ing and to whimsical environmental effects. Once the mathematical 
model of a dynamic system and observation process is given, the uncer-
tainties are lumped as random interactions between the system and its 
surroundings. The random interactions are usually denoted by dynamical 
noise and observation errors. Therefore, the realization of the system 
is given as the model and observed data. With this realization the 
function of the given system is designed and controlled . 
Conversely, fundamental questions can be posed whether the 
state of the system can be determined uniquely from given measurements 
and the process model, and whether the dynamic response of the given 
system can be controlled to achieve the prescribed performance specifi-
cations . The former problem is called the inverse or observability 
problem and the latter the controllability problem. With these obser-
vability and controllability assumptions the system can be analyzed and 
controlled with or without consideration of the randomness, i.e., 
stochastic or deterministic approach. However, the stochastic approach 
would be the only alternative if the process uncertainties become sig-
nificant. 
Consequently, the two important classes of engineering problems 
are: (1) how to estimate the state of the system, and (2) how to control 
the system with given noisy observations. The given measurements may 
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be smaller dimensional quantities than the desired state of the system. 
The former is called stochastic estimation and the latter stochastic 
control. 
1. Stochastic Estimation 
Stochastic estimation of the state and parameters of a dynamic 
system has significant applications in modeling and adaptive controlC 59 l. 
For example, estimating concentration, temperature, reaction constants, 
and catalyst activities in chemical reactors[lS]; determining pressure 
history of oil reservoirs; and guiding and tracking of satellites[ 4 ,s,27J 
represent some applications of stochastic estimation. Also, stochastic 
estimation techniques can be applied to control stochastic dynamic 
systems. 
Since Kalman initiated the filtering (sequential) estimation 
theory[ 30, 3lJ, exhaustive studies have been performed_for lumped param-
eter systems, applying either probabilistic approaches[ 26 •48 l or 
. . . h . [ 43] optimization tee niques • Yet, exact solutions of nonlinear filter-
ing problems have not been obtained, although many approximate 
nonlinear filters have been suggested[S 7l. The research activities on 
the topic can be summarized as the derivation of filtering equations[ 26 • 
43,48] . 1 . f h f 'l . . . [6,22,50,62] d 
, error ana ysis o t e i tering estimations , an 
duality study of the filtering theory and the optimal control theory [ 2:4 ' 
30,31,41,61] The excellent compilation for ordinary differential equa-
tion (O.D.E.) systems can be referred to Meditch[ 4BJ, Jazwinski[ 26 l, 
and Lee[ 43 J. 
For distributed parameter systems the similar approaches to 
lumped systems have been carried out only recently because of the 
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mathematical difficulties involved. To make the literature survey 
compact, the following classification of available methods for the 
derivation of filtering equations is made: 
1) Direct Method 
(a) Statistical approach 
(b) Optimal control approach 
2) Indirect Method 
In this classification "Direct Method" indicates the system equation 
is handled directly, and "Indirect Method" means that a finite differ-
ential difference approximation to the system equation is applied. The 
statistical approach requires known noise characteristics like zero 
mean Gaussian white noise assumption[Sl] to evaluate probability den-
sity functions for the system state. Thau[ 64 ] solved a linear case 
with one spatial measurement point, using minimum variance technique. 
Kushner[ 39 J generalized Thaµ's case with continuous volume and bound-
ary measurements, extending the Ito stochastic differential calculus[ 26 ] 
to linear parabolic systems. Kushner[ 39 J also solved the case where 
boundary conditions contain stochastic inputs described by linear 
stochastic O.D.E. 's. In both Thau and Kushner's cases boundary condi-
tions are linear and do not contain any additive boundary noise. 
Tzafestas and Nightingale[ 6S] solved the linear case with additive 
boundary noise, applying the orthogonal projection lemma. The optimal 
control approach is the extension of a technique suggested by 
Detchmendy and Sridhar[ll] for lumped systems. This method does not 
require noise specification. Balakrishnan and Lions[S] applied the 
least square method to solve the initial state estimation for a linear 
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de t e rminis tic system with Gaussian white measurement noise. Meditch[ 47 J 
solved the filtering and smoothing problem for the similar case with a 
special form of boundary conditions. Lamont and Kumar[ 40l solved a 
nonlinear case with deterministic boundary conditions , using the invar-
iant imbedding technique. 
As an indirect method, Pell and Aris[S2] applied finite dis-
cretization along the spatial axis to utilize the Kalmar-Bucy filter[ 3lJ 
for a linear system with deterministic boundary conditions . Tzafestas 
and Nightingale[ 6?] used discretization along the time axis to apply the 
maximum likelihood method combined with differential dynamic program-
ming [ 6S] to obtain the nonlinear filter equations. Also they solved 
the smoothing and prediction estimation problems. 
However, the above results cannot be applied to general cases 
such as parameter estimation problems or nonlinear systems with addi-
tive boundary noise and stochastic inputs in the volume and/or boundary 
which can be described by nonlinear stochastic O.D.E. 's . Also the 
fixed-point smoothing (interpolation) has not been solved for the above 
general cases . 
2 . Stochastic Control 
To improve the performance of noisy dynamic systems, stochastic 
control theory has become an important area of optimal control theory 
after deterministic control theory was established. In a deterministic 
system the true state and output of the system can be predicted exactly 
if the initial condition and the control law are given. But in a 
stochastic system the state and the output are random variables, and so 
only the expectation values of the system variables can be found. 
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Hence probability density function of the system state updated with 
noisy observations, should necessarily be introduced. It is denoted 
by posteriori probability density function, which can be evaluated with 
the assumption of the Markovian process[J,Sll. With the evolution of 
a posteriori probability density function represented by a set of 
integro-differential equations[l?,JSJ, the optimal feedback control of 
a lumped parameter system can be reduced to the solution of a func-
tional differential equation with Gaussian white noise assumption[J?J. 
Here the feedback control means that noisy observations have been used 
to generate the control law, otherwise it is the open loop control. If 
the system is linear, the structure of the optimal feedback control is 
a Kalman filter followed by a deterministic optimal controller, which 
. k h . . 1 . . 1 [ 3 '26] is nown as t e certainty equiva ence pr1nc1p e • For a nonlinear 
case the functional differential equations[ 69 l combined with probability 
density evolution equations are almost impossible to solve. Therefore, 
as a suboptimal feedback control of a nonlinear system, open loop con-
trol law which can be approximated by a finite dimensional O.D.E. was 
suggested[l,lJ,l4 l. However, this open loop approximation eliminates 
the advantages of using feedback schemes, especially when the noise 
level is significantly high . For distributed parameter systems the 
deterministic control theory is still in a developing stage, even 
though the corresponding maximum principle and the variational principle 
have been obtained for some cases[ 9 , 34 •49 l. For a linear stochastic 
partial differential equation (P . D.E . ) system with a quadratic cost 
functional, Tzafestas and Nightingale[ 66 l obtained optimal feedback 
control law, the certainty equivalence principle, and the Kalman's 
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duality principle. For general nonlinear P.D.E. systems, the corres-
ponding probability density evolution equation or extended stochastic 
differential equation should be developed first for future study. 
3. Observability 
The fundamental assumption underlying the above discussion on 
stochastic estimation is observability, i.e., the convergence of the 
filtering estimates and their uniqueness. Since Kalman[Jz, 33 J intro-
duced the notion, it has been studied in various fields such as system 
theory, identification and estimation theory, and optimal control 
theory. The observability study provides answers to the convergence 
of the state and parameter e~timation schemes and the possible choice 
of observation processes for a given dynamic system. 
The principal question is under what conditions we can have a 
one-to-one correspondence between the state and observation spaces. 
For lumped systems the problem can be stated as under what conditions 
we can find a unique initial condition of the system equation on the 
basis of given measurements. In deterministic linear O.D.E. cases, the 
explicit transition matrix representation of the solution enables us to 
determine observability conditions completely in terms of observability 
matrix which is independent of the initial condition. Also the duality 
relationship in a linear control system relates the observability and 
the controllability[ZB, 6ll. For linear stochastic systems it ~sex­
pressed as Kalman's duality principle between the optimal control 
theory and the filtering theory. Furthermore, partial observability 
conditions have been studied with the structural theory of linear O.D.E. 
systems [ 7l]. 
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As for deterministic nonlinear O.D.E. and P.D.E. systems, the 
research on observability is still in its initial stage although many 
engineering problems heavily depend on the topic. Regarding nonlinear 
O.D.E. cases, Lee and Markus[ 4ZJ studied local observability around 
the equilibrium point for the first time, applying the results for 
linear time invariant systems . Kostyukovskii[ 35 •36 l, and Griffith and 
and Kumar[Z 3] investigated the one-to-one mapping conditions between 
the state and observation spaces, assuming necessary high order differ-
entiability of both the system equations and observations with regard 
to their arguments and time. Roitenberg[SS] considered the construc-
tion of a Lyapunov function[ 44 J for the linearized system to study 
observability. For P.D.E. systems Wang[?O] extended Kalman's approach, 
using semi-group operators (generalization of the Green's function) to 
obtain the conditions under which the initial condition of -the system 
can be determined from measurements uniquely. Wang_ assumed the botmdary 
conditions are known . Goodson and Klein[Zl] considered the observability 
of the first order P.D.E. systems from the viewpoint of solution 
uniqueness, given observation over a subset of the space-time domain. 
Their definition of observability is whether or not measurement data 
are sufficient to evaluate the unique solution to a P.D.E . in the 
absence of initial conditions and possibly boundary conditions. Never-
theless, its applicability is quite limited to simple linear cases 
because of mathematical difficulty of solution construction for given 
observations. 
For linear stochastic O.D.E. systems[ 2 J, Sorenson[ 6J] showed 
the connection between the nonsingularity of the covariance matrix of 
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the discrete Cox filter[lO] and the corresponding deterministic observ-
ability. For continuous systems Bryson and Ho[ 7J and Meditch[ 4SJ 
presented a similar result. The parallel approach can be used. to show 
the similar connection for distributed systems with Wang's result[ 70J. 
Figueiredo and Dyer[lS] studied observability approximately for non-
linear stochastic O.D.E . casesby means of the convergence of the 
covariance equation . 
4. Sununary of Contents 
The objectives of the present work are: to derive a most general 
nonlinear filter for distributed parameter systems which can be applied 
to nonlinear chemical reactor systems; to formulate a feedback scheme 
by which a nonlinear stochastic system can be controlled; and to inves-
tigate the nonlinear observability problem . In Chapter II the control 
of nonlinear stochastic systems is considered. A control scheme which 
includes a nonlinear filter to improve system performance is developed. 
The proposed scheme is applied to the control of a continuous stirred 
tank reactor (CSTR). Also various effects of noise on the dynamic 
response of the CSTR system are investigated . Two different derivations 
of a nonlinear filter for P.D.E . systems are presented in Chapter III . 
One is by the indirect method as an extension of Pell and Aris ' result . 
The other is by the direct method using the least square method with 
invariant imbedding . Also nonlinear interpolation equations are 
obtained. The derived equations are applied to the state and parameter 
estimation of a heat conduction problem and of a plug flow tubular 
reactor system . In Chapter IV nonlinear observability of lumped 
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parameter systems is investigated. Necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for local observability are obtained as an extension of the 
results for time varying linear systems. 
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Chapter II 
CONTROL OF NONLINEAR STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
1. Introduction 
The stochastic optimal feedback control law for nonlinear O.D.E. 
systems with Gaussian white noise has been reduced to the solution of a 
nonlinear functional differential equation with probability density 
evolution equations[l7 , 3sJ. The solution is almost impossible to obtain 
either analytically or numerically. For the linear system with a quad-
ratic performance index, the optimal feedback control law can be 
separated into a minimum variance filter followed by the corresponding 
optimal controller for the deterministic system. For nonlinear cases, 
usage of the optimal open loop control has been suggested with its 
O.D.E. approximation. The important control problems in chemical pro-
cesses involve nonlinear stochastic systems with unknown noise charac-
teristics. Often there are delays in control loop such as transporta-
tion lags. 
The purpose of this study is as follows: to formulate an 
on-line feedback scheme by which a nonlinear stochastic system can be 
controlled; to extend the scheme to the case of time delays in the 
control loop and possibly to distributed systems. 
The proposed scheme is a closed control loop which contains a 
nonlinear filter, i.e., ,a process control computer which integrates the 
filter equations. Hence the equivalent dynamic system consists of the 
actual system, observation process, and the filter. The control law is 
generated on the basis of the output of the equivalent system, i.e., 
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the estimation of the system states. This scheme is applied to the 
proportional control of a CSTR with and without time delays . In addi-
tion, various noise effects are examined with the example system 
compared to the performance of the deterministic case . 
Since this work has been published , this chapter presents only 
the general formulation of the problem . The detailed results are given 
in Appendix II-A. In Appendix II-B, the measurement noise effect on 
the control gain, i.e . , the proportional constant, is examined by 
applying a describing function idea[ 20l . 
2 . General Formulation 
Let us consider a noisy dynamic system governed by 
x(t) = f(t,x(t) , u(t)) + ~(t) (2.1) 
Observations are related to the state of the system by 
y(t) = h(t, x (t)) + n(t) ' 0 < t < T (2 . 2) 
where the state of the system is represented by then-vector x(t), the 
observations by them-vector y(t) , the random inputs to the process by 
then-vector ~(t), and the observation errors by them-vector n(t) . 
The controller outpµt is given by the r -vector u(t) • The possible 
delays in the control loop are the transport lag in the observation 
process of magnitude a 1 and a pure time delay of magnitude a 2 in 
the control action . The corresponding . u(t) and h(t , x) will be 
u(t-a2) and h(t,x(t-a1)) respectively . In this section the time 
delay case is not considered, but will be considered in Appendix II-A. 
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The performance index becomes 
J E {f F(t,x,u) dt} 
0 
(2.3) 
The control problem is to choose u(t) to minimize J , where E{•} 
represents the expectation operation. The open loop control depends 
only on the initial state of the system, while the feedback control 
depends on the state of the system at each moment. For a determinis-
tic process with a given initial condition, the optimal open loop and 
the optimal feedback control solutions are equivalent. For stochastic 
system, the open loop control cannot compensate noise effects and is 
thus inapplicable. 
To suppress dynamic and observation noises, the proposed 
scheme requires the estimate of the system state on the basis of noisy 
observations. For a system described by 
x(t) = w(t,x(t)) + ~(t) (2.4) 
y(t) = h(t,x(t)) + n(t) (2.5) 
the corresponding filter equations, i.e., the differential equations 
which generate the estimate , minimizing the squared error functional, 
are(ll] 
x(t) = w(t,x) + PhT 
x 
Q(y - h(t,~)) (2.6) 
P(t) = w p + PwT + P(hT Q(y h(t,x))J p +R-1 (2.7) x x x x 
" where x is the estimate of the noisy system state, p is an nxn 
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symmetric matrix which is the covariance matrix of the estimate error 
in the linear case. Q is an m x m symmetric matrix which, in a 
linear case, is the inverse of the covariance matrix of n(t) . 
R-1 (t) is an n x n symmetric matrix which becomes the covariance of 
~(t) for the linear case. h and w are the appropriate Jacobian 
x x 
matrices. The initial conditions ;2(0) and P(o) are taken as the 
expected initial state of the system and the covariance of its estimate 
respectively. 
If the control law is represented by u(t) = g(y(t)) without 
the filter, it becomes u(t) = g(h(~(t))) with the filter. In other 
words, the control problem is changed with the filter so as to choose 
u(t) in order to minimize 
T 
J = J F(t,x,u) dt 
0 
subject to the constraints, 
"' 
. 
"' x = f(t,~,u) + PhT Q(y - h(t,x)) 
x 
f P + PfT + P[hT Q(y - h(t,~)] P + R-l 
x x x x 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
where f indicates (8f/8x),,_ . As shown in the above constraints, 
x x 
application of the filter increases the dimension of the system equa-
tions from n to n(n+3)/2 . Owing to the increased dimension and the 
complexity of the feedback law, the proposed scheme in general is not 
feasible as an on~line scheme. This scheme is applicable only to the 
case where a simply prescribed controller function such as . 
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u(t) = g(t,x(t)) can be chosen to achieve the performance specifica-
tion. More precisely, the present scheme can be applied either with 
the choice of a simple control mode such as the proportional con-
troller or with the choice of a simple instantaneous performance index. 
The latter case requires a linear structure of the control input to 
result the bang-bang control[ 42 , 53 l. In the present study the former 
is considered, and the latter is examined by Seinfeld[SBJ. 
The proportional control mode combined with the proposed 
scheme is applied to regulate the output of a CSTR with an exothermic 
first-order reaction. The control action is to manipulate the heat 
transfer coefficient by means of heat removal with a coil or jacket. 
The detailed study is shown in Appendix II-A. 
3. Notation 
E { •} 
f 
g 
h 
J 
N(a,b) 
p 
Q 
R 
t,T 
u 
w 
x 
y 
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expectation operator 
n-dimensional vector function 
r-dimensional vector function 
m-dimensional vector function 
= performance index 
= normal distribution with mean a and covariance b 
= n x n covariance matrix 
= mxm weighting matrix 
= n xn weighting matrix 
= time 
r-dimensional control vector 
n-dimensional vector function 
= n-dimensional state vector 
= m-dimensional measurement vector 
GREEK SYMBOLS 
a,a1 ,a2 time lags 
n = m-dimensional noise vector 
~ = n-dimensional noise vector 
SUPERSCRIPTS 
= estimated value 
= time derivative 
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Appendix II-A 
Reprinted from l&EC FUNDAMENTALS, Vol. B, Page 257, May 1969 
Copyright 1969 by the American Chemical Society and reprinted by permission of the copyright owner 
CONTROL OF NONLINEAR STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
JOHN H. SEINFELD, GEORGE R. GAVALAS, 
AND MYUNG HWANG 
Ch1·mirol r:/jainrrn°fl!/ 1~11.mrafufJI, l.'aliforrl'ifl /f1 ,"./it11t1· uf 7'ul11wloyy, /'fl!Ulf/t-1111, <:alif . . ?/ JO!J 
The control of nonlineor lumped-poromeler dynamical sys.rems subject lo random inputs and measurement 
errors is considered. A scheme is developed whereby a nonlinear filter is included in the control loop lo im-
prove system performance. The case ai pure time delays occurring in the conlrol loop is else treated. Com-
putations are presented for the proportional control on temperature of a CSTR subject to random disturbances. 
A LL rl'al >_\'>ll'llb wl1il'h one d,•,irl'.-; to •·011lrol an• ,11lijC'l't t11 
ronw dC'grrr of 1111crrlai11ty. E,·,·n wl H'll ii"· f111ulai11e11tal 
phy,iral phe11011H·11n url' kllo\\'11, the rnalhe111atit'al morlrl 
mny ,·ontain pararnrtrr.< who.'e \'ahi<'s are u11kJJ011·11, or the 
actua l 'Y>lrm may hr >llhjcct to u11k11C11rn raJJdorn dis-
turb:iJJn'>. I11 dC'si;:11i111!'. n c1111trol s;»tr rn the C'asicst approach 
is to neglrct the ra11dom11e . ...:s !l:-'~OC'i:lt{'d with inpnh, as . .;ign 
crrt!lin i1orni11al \'al11e:< to paramrtrr:<, a11d ba.'c the dc:<ign on 
cln:<>iral drl!'rmi11i>tic tla·or.'·· llo11'<'\'1•r, it is oh\' ious that a 
d<',i1:11 ha.-rrl on cl!'ll'rlllini>tic eo11trol throry bcrnilll'.'i innclc-
q11ntc whrn the Jll'Ol'r>:< 11ncrrtai11tirs lx·come :<ignificant. 
Th<' a!tl'rna t i\'e is to con.,idcr the problt•m as one of control of· 
a stocl1a>tic systrm. 
The en11trol c,f 'lo('!t::l.,tic 'Y"t<'111s i" of significant thcorrtical 
and practical irnportan('r. ..\ laq;c and cleµ;n11t t.hcnry exists 
for the analy.-is of lil1rar ('(Jntrol 'Y"tt•ms H<hject. to corrupting 
noi'C' (:\ris um! ,\mn11dson, l!l58b; :\'cwton ct al., l!l5i; 
Sol1•lon1iko\', l!lGO). Hrcc·ntly, solu tions ha\'e been ob-
tninrd for thr optirnnl contrul of linear :<y:<trms with white 
noi,;(.' forcing um! quadratic performance criteria (Aoki, l()Gi; 
l\11.,J111c·r, l!Hi5; .\kdit .. 11, l!lliS; ~11·onll'I', !!JG7). Th<' struc·-
tllrc of the opti111al f<•l'dh:wk <:01itrnl in thi., c:be is a mini inll 1n 
\'ari:ull'e (l\altn:rn) filter follow<'rl by the opti1nal <:ontroll..r 
for the dctrnnini.,tic 'Y"lcm. The optimal eontml of non-
li11car systems with white noi.-;e i11pu l.-; can be rcdnecd to the' 
solntion of a '"t of no11 li11ear, integro-partial cliffere11tial 
cquatio11,, whi('h, as one might :<uspcct, arc alll\o.'t itnJH»sihlc 
to soh·e. The kc·y problems in chc111ical proce" contrul 
i11,·oh·e nonlinear systems with nois;· input<, the stati,tical 
prop••rtirs of which arc usually u11known. In addition, thrrc 
arc almost alway' ck·lays in thr co11trol loop bceatt>e of non-
instantanecius control a('tion and/or the time nccrosary for 
the analysis of measurements. A feasible way of handling 
such systcllls represent.~ n. challenging problem in chemical 
procrs.' control. 
The objccti,·cs of this paper arc: to formnbtc n scheme 
by which a nonlinear ,y;tcm 11·ith unknown ra11dom input:; . 
can be controlled; tn <'Xtend this sehcmc to the case of time 
delay, in the contrul loop; :incl to apply the scheme to the 
proportional control of a continuous stirrcd-tn.nk reactor 
V 0 L. S N 0. 2 M A Y 1 9 6 9 257 
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(CST!l) and compnrr thr prriormnncc of rlctrrmini,tic nnd 
stoch:i..,tic control when the reactor is subjected to rnndolll 
di., turbnnccs. 
The fir>t nltrrnuti\"r is to nq,kct the stoclu1>tic nat11n' of 
the pror<'>·' cntirl'iy· und rrly· upon the inhrr<'nt proJ1rrt_1· of 
f('('db:irk eontrnl to dt•<'H' :l>C thr ~cn,iti\"ity oi the entire looJ> 
to di,turhnnr<'.'- It is CXJH'<"tcd that in the Jll'l'>t'IH"C of 
~-ub, tn11ti:1l di,t11rh:111n'' the contn•lirr 11·011ld cxpcrirncc 
difficulty in rrj:'.t1btin~ the '.\"'t<•m. The next nltcrnati1·c i.-• to 
filter thr ')»l<-111 011tput in sollle m:innrr hcf11n' the outj111t 
~ignal is >ml to thr ('Ontroll1•r. A >illlplr H-C filte r co11ld he 
u,ed to >lll{)(>th thr outjl\lt. ,-i~nul; howc1'<'r, such n filter 
incorporates no information on thr 11nt11rc <ii thr sy>t<' lll. 
'Yhat i> .i • .,.ir!'d i> uot fll('r<'ly tO >lllOOth the Olltput 'iµ,nal b11t 
to U>C thi> >i~nal to l'>ti1natr the >t:ite of the sy·strm. As 
noted abo\"<', the optilllnl f1·<'dha<"k <"Olltrol of u linear plant 
with white noi.'e di.,t11rh:1n\'e> nnd u qunrlrutit prrformnnce 
index can hr "''~lllrntcd into n I\alinnn filtrr followrd by the 
optimal detrnnini>tic contr .. ll<'r. 
Cow•idrr a nonlinrnr >y>tem with rando111 i11puh and 1n1•ns-
urcmen t error:-; for whi!"h 1n· d1'>in· to 1·-ti111:1tc the nctual state 
of the sy,tem. Optimal ku>t "lunrr 'talc 1·,;ti111alL•s ior ,;u"h 
11 sy~tern cull he olitai1wd fr<>tn the >ol11tion of u st'l ni non-
linror ditkrl'11tial rq11:1tin11,;, t1·n11rd the 11onlin<'nr filtrri11~ 
or ~rque11tin l p,timation rq11at i11us (.\tl1:ws cl al., l!l(j.'i; 
Dctrhmrndy a11d ~ridhar, J(J(ili; Ga \":iln.' cl rd., !%()). Tl11' 
~tin1:iti1m <'qnation:-; ll .... <" th<' proce:-. .... uh <.: l·n·ations a-; i11p11t, 
their ~CJl11tion pro\"idi11~ ('onti11uo11' e.-ti111alt'' of tl1c a<"t11:1l 
~tate oi tll(' J>r<><""''· \ \" hC"n tlw J>r<•<"<".'' a11d 011tj1llt an· li11rar, 
thC',;e <"'{llt1tior1.' urr rnllrd tl11• l\:il1n:111 filtt•r (l\:1 l1na11 :111.I 
Bucy, l!Hil). 
In thi' j>:IJ>< 'r tlw , .. !11•11..- i11 whi<"i1 a filt1·r · i.P., a Jlfll<"<'.'' 
rontrol c·o11qntlt·r wl1ic·l1 i1itq:,ru11·s tlw t•:-ti 111atio11 pcptatio11s 
i.,. i 11 ('orp<1rutPcl prior to tlw n111trol\1·r i11 tlw c·c11drol !onp i . ..; 
rxu111 i111•1l. T l11• fillt-r j>1"1>\"idrs an <'>li1tta!P of tlu· :L<· L11al stat<•. 
or t}w pron•.-. ... af 1·:u·Ji i11 .. fa11I, wJ1ic·J1, ill ll'l'lllS nf l'Oll{J'C>J, j, 
thC" qua11tity ur lllf1:--f i11 t1·n·:-; I , Fir:-.l' tl1P prop":-:l'cl ~wiH'llH'S, 
i1H'l1tdi11g- flit• 1·:L"'(' of jlllf{' filllC' d('iay . ..; ill thP ('Olltroi loop, an• 
prt"'<'11tl·d witl1 II"' aid of hlo"k dia~r:1111s . Tl1P ap-
proprial<· l'<jllatio11s few tlu· filti·r arc• d<·rivl'cl i11 <':11·!1 !":!"'" 
Tlll'n ti"' proportioual rntilrol of a ( ":-i'J'H "1lij1·l't. to rn11rlo111 
inpui tli~t11rl.a11c·t•:-; u11d 111<'U!->ltrl'fl1t•11t Prrors i.-.i <'<111.--idPn•d. 
Tht• l"l'>'P"""' of t ll!l ('STH wi lh ro1"ta111. l(llill a11cl no fi ll<'t' 
i>< rornpnn·cl to tlint with I\ filtP ri 11 the rn11trol loop. 
Gonorol Problem 
Fip;urc I sliow.• tl11> <:11,;tomnry fecrl lmek control of u 
dynnmirul pron'ss. The s.tnte of the sy,tcm is n•pn',C'11tcd by 
the n-vcctor x (I), the oL,crvutions or output hy the m-vcctor 
(Ill 
,_ __ ..:'ll::,ll::,l _ _ ~ 00S£RVAT/ON f--'"h"-(x."-('-'I-") -'"I,_) <>{ }-- '-ct._t)"+ 
'-----'u._fl~)----iCONTROLLER~--------j 
Figure 1. Feedback control of a system subject to dis· 
tvrbances 
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OBSERVATION h('ll!f•a,l t) ti) 
._ ____ u_t 1-1-----1 CONT ROLLE~ f4--'y"-tt'-·.:.•"-l-j 
Figure 2. Feedback control of a system subject to dis-
turbances ond pure time delays 
cm ~<II 
OBSERVATION h(x 111 t) yltl Fu .. TE:R j,,(11 
'-----'-ul._l._) ----;CONTROLLER f+- - --------' 
Figure 3. Feedback contro l of a system with filtering 
No · timo doloys 
y(I), tlu• rancl11111 iupuL-< to th" prcH"l'"-' l1y th<> 11-vc•·tor {(l), 
und tl11• 1111·a,;11n·111r11t rrrors h.v th•• 111-vc<:tor n (I) . TlH! 
1•1111lroll1•r 1111lp11t is rc•prc"<'llll'd Ii.\· t.11(' t•\' l'< ' Lor u (I). ff a 
pun• t.ir1H~ dl·ia.\· · f'.~ .. tnlll~J111rtatio11 laµ; · -<1f mag1 1it.11dC' a 1 
t•xi .... t~ i11 t li e· 11l1 .... t•n·a1 iw1 a111I n pun~ ti111n d1·la~· of 111 ag11it llfll' a 2 
•·xi>'l> i11 thP 1·01itrol ac-t.io11, t.l"' s.il11ati1111 i.-. dl'pi<"tPcl in 
Fiµ:ure :.?. 
Tl1c 1·onlrol ol1j1·ct.ivP i' (.o 111aint.ai11 the s>·,tp11111L u clP,in•d 
sin(,, in spit<- of cl1n11~<'.' in t}l(, input.. Tlu•rc nm ba'i"ally 
l w11 t.,YJH's of i11p11t rli.-111rlia11!"<'.' "·hich afTPd th" s>·s tein : 
i11fn·q11<•111. di.,turlia111:t•s due lo ch:u1µ:1•s in the f1•1•d <"<>11ditions 
or flow ml•', and hi~h fn•q1u·11cy di,;l.11rl1:111r('s, tl11' cliar:u:tcr-
i>tic ti111P of wl1i<"h i.' 1n1wh s1111dlc·r tl1a11 t lu• <"harac:l<'l"istic ti111e 
i1f lhP syst.1•111. 1101.h l·YJI"·' of cli.,t11 rli:1n1·,•s norn11dly fH'Clll' in 
prncti•·<'; l1<1wc1·1·1-, if tl11' a111plit11dc of tl1c hii.d1 frrq11Pncy 
noisr. is srnall, t}11, !"<>11v1•11l.io11:d c11ut.rc1l ,;chPnH'.s in Fig11n·., I 
1111d 2 sh1111lcl ill' """''""'fu l i11 n·µ:11la1. i11~ tlu' sy.,l<'n>. \\"hen 
thl' n111plit11d<' <•f t.!11• l1 igh frc·q111·11cy 1111i"' npprnt1l'h<'s tlu' 
rn111e onkr of 111a~nit11dt• 11.s t.h" 1L 11 1plit111i<• of t.hc· low fre-
q11P11cy 11p,;eb, I.he Jl"rfonnaucc of the <:onl' l'11tio1ial s.y,;l<'nl 
may Lr. poor. In adcliti1111 to 11oi.,y inp 11 L<, ti"' 011tp11t nwa.s-
urernenb i11\"uria l1ly C<>ntain ruuclom errors, which uri,;c 
typically ns a result of inaccurncic., in the nH'asuring instrn-
mcnL~. We will study the cfTect of both types of random di..;-
turbnnccs 011 the pcrfonc1ancc <ii the l'ontrollcd systrlll. 
Fip;urcs 3 a11cl 4 correspond to Fip;mcs I ·and 2 but inclttdc a 
filter nftcr the mrnsmi11g rlcmcnt. It is the compuruti1·c 
pcrfor111uncc of Figures 1 1111<1 3 ancl Figure; 2 und 4 that we 
wbh to consider. 
Let us now formulate mathc111aticully the situations de-
picted in Figures 1 to •1. For the scheme in l?igure 1 tlic 
system is p;ovcrncd by 
x(t) = f[I, x(I), u(I)] +Ht) (1) 
and the output is 
y(I) = h[t, x(t)] + n (t ) (2) 
{Ol 
.._ __ ..:u.;,.(!.;,.l ___ ---ICO~TAOLLER 
··----' 
Figure 4. Feedback control of o system with filtering 
Tim• delays in observation and conlrol 
It j-; a."unwd that f.H(I)] = E[n(t)] = 0. Eq11ations I 
nn<l 2 arc rnlid if the 11oi.-y input>' arc arlditi\·e or of low 
11mplitude so that n li111'arizatio11 alio11t. rxpcrli'd \·al11r,; C':lll 
be carriC'd out. Tl1~ st a tr x (/), the oulpllt y (l), a11rl tlu' 
control u (I) arl' all ra11don1 variabl t» he1·a11,;c Ut) n11d n (I) 
nrc ran<lon1 vnria!.!1'"· The control i-< a prt'>t'l'ilwd f11nC'tir1n 
of the output, u (I)= g[y (I)]. For the cn.•e ci<'pict«d in 
Fi~urc 2 the sr>tClll is govcrnl'<l by Equation 1 with the 
output 
y(t) = h[I, x(I- ail]+ n(l) (3) 
while thC' co11tn1l artion i., u (I)= g[y(t - a,)]. 
The ,eJic,mrs <•f Figun·.• a anrl ·I have a !ilt<-r aftPr tlw uli-
servntiun clc11\C'11t. For !l ·'Y't1'rn dl'>crilic1l liy 
:i(l) = w[I, x(l)J+ <CtJ 
y(l) = h[l, x(l)J+ n(I) 
(-1) 
(;)) 
the <liff('r<'ntinl eq11atirnl' whil'h c11n>tit11t" the lea't sq11arc 
filt<'T arc (lktd1111<'1ul.r :111d ."rid\1ur, l!lllfi) 
i '· ' W(/,x)+Ph,.,.Q[y-h(l,xJ] lti ) 
P '" w,P -t- Pw,7' + P lh,"Q[y- hit, x)Ji,P + R -1 (i) 
1rlll'rt' X i., th<' 1»ti11i:tl1• of the :u·tnal ,,.,,11•111 >lal1! x , P i., an 
11 X 11 !"~· 111111Plric r11:ilrix \\hi<'h i11 tlil~ li1u·ar r:h<' is tli P. 
eovnrittru·t· 111ntri:\: of ll1<• <'. .. ti111alt• <'1T111·, Qi~ a11 ill X 111 ,..;y 111 ... 
r11l'tric 111atri:\ wl1i1 ·h in tl1t' li11Par f':L'" i."" tit<' <·o\·aria111·p 
1111drix ,,( n, arid R i .... a11 11 X 11 :-.y111111~·lri(' 111alrix wlii1·l1 in 
th<' li1H'ar <·11•<' i, th1• r·ovaria1w1· 111atrix of i. . h, :111d w, :tr<' 
th<' :1pplllpri:1!1• .la1·01.i:111 111alrir1•, t'.;.?;., (Jh ,/i!J'J)i. Th" 
initial 1•111Hlitio"s f<or Eq11alio11.' (j :uul i an• x(ll) a11d P(IJ) . 
Tlu.,... q11:111titi"" nn· tak<'11 ns thr <'XJH'<·tcd i11itlal .,ta t." <•f tl11• 
sy> f<'111 a11d th<' 1·ov11ri:1111·l' ,,f tloi> l'st.i111ate, r" ' l'l'l'tiHl.\'. Ii 
no a prinri j11for111ati1111 is known, liiP:;t~ \'ah11•s an"' c·l10 . .:('n 
11rliitrar;ly. 
For th1• >rh<'ll<!' 11f fi)!tirr 3 ti"' sy,lc111 and <•h•<'l'VILti1111., arl' 
J.(i\·<'11 by Eq11ati r111s 1 a11d 2. Si1H'<' th" lil t."r ha,; lircn i11-
s1•rtcd , u (I) = ~[x (I)} i.1•., tl1e ro11·trol 111111· d1• pP111ls 011 t.I"' 
lill<'r out put., th1• <'lllT<•nt state <•,ti111all' X (l). Thu~, Eq1iat.io11 
J l\!'l'OlllCS 
i(l) =fit, x(l), g[x(t)JJ + <(t) (S) 
The filter eq1111tion.-; urc 
i=t[1,x,i:cxlJ+P11,rQCY-11c1,x)J <Ol 
P = f,P + Pf,T + Pih,TQ[y- h (l, x)Jl ,P + R-1 (10) 
where f, indicat!'s (Df,/ur; )i. 
We cow•idPr the dcby" a 1 and a~ scparatclr, as later we 
wish to co11'id!'r the individual effect of each. \\'hen the sole 
delay i-; that in the ol.J,;cn·ation with mag,11itudca1, the state is 
governed hr Equation I with the output given hy Equation 3. 
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Since the output at time t i~ related to the ~tate nt time 
t - a 1, the filter produces an c;timate of the ;tnte of the 
system 11t t - a 1 , x (l - ai). The control action nt time 
t, u (/), dl'pc1111' 011 the filt r r output· at time t, or x (l - ai). 
Thu,- , u (l) = g[x (t - a1)]. TIH'n Equation 1 become~ in 
this CMC 
i(t) = f{t, x(l), g[x(I- ai)Jl +~(I) (ll) 
The filter l'CJUations nre, correspondingly, 
i(r) = f{r, x(r), g[x(r- a1)Jl + 
Ph,TQ{y(l) - hlr, X(r)Jl (12) 
P(r) = f;P + Pf,T + P(h,TQ{y- h[r, x(r)]l).P + R-1 
(13) 
whl'rc r = t - a 1• :\lthouµ;h Equation:; 12 and 13 arc inte-
µ;rntl'd i11 rl'al time with inpnt as the current observation 
y(I), the r<'sult i,; th<' 'tale c,timatc at t - a1• 
Fur a d<'iay a, i11 tht! contmllcr, u(t) = g[x(t - a,)]. 
The "ystcn1 is i.;overned by 
x(t) = t{t, x(t), g[x(t - a,)Jl +Ht) (14) 
with outp11t µ;inu hy Ecp1ati•i11 2. f'i11c" y (/) '·' rclo.tl'd 
to x (I), thP !ilt1•r outp11t i" x(I). The filter i.'i d1 '.•tr illl'd 
h.\' Eq11nti1111s !l :rnd 10 with f[I, x. g(xJ] rl'J ilac .. d h.\' 
r: I, x . g[x (I - a ., l]i. Two paper.' ha\·(' :lJIJH':trt'li (Ill th<· 
sul1j<·c·t <if !iltrri11µ; 'Y·'t1•1:;., with t i1111• <1"l:t.\-,<. l\wak1:rna:1k 
(J!lGi) 1·xlc·11rlt·d the! l\alt11a11 !iltl'r to li1war ,,·.-tc1ni with 
11111ltiplt• ti111 <! cl1·l:ty;, J\.,ini and :-Sto!ler (l ~)(j.-;) d1·ri\·1·cl 
!iltr·r rquat i1111• f11r :1 !ilt1·r plac"d C>ltl.•icl" a 1:1111trol loop i11-
n1l\'i11µ; ;, pun! ti11w cl1•la\'. 
SinrP 11·1· l1aV<' a •.-1 11111•d tl1at tlll' co11lrnl rn1tp11t, i., pn·1·i .,1·l .1· 
knc.wn·- i.r .. glx) .. -·tl1i.' f11111'lio11 •·a11 lu• din·r·tl .\· 11 •1·d in pl:H'l' 
of u(l) i11 1h1• lil11·r •·q 11 at.io11.•. In prnl'fio·r, if till' 1·1111lroll1·1· 
:u·I io11 "a111111t. Ill' n·pn• ... t•111l·d pn·<·i..:l·I.\·, 1 l1P n· .. ;dt in;_!; u (/) 
l'llll Ju' 1111·:1.•11rl'd t1 11d '""!· din·<'ll .\' t.o the. !ilt1•r ,;i1 11pl.\' "'a 
·k11nw11 f11111 ·tio11 of tinw. 
Control of a CSTR Subject to Random Inputs 
\\'1• wish to 1·011s id1•1· tlu• Jl<'rfon11a111·r of a CSTH wit.It 
proporli1111n l """I rol 011 I 1•111 JH'ral urt• i II Pach of th" sd lf'li'ot'.-< of 
1-'iµ;un"' I to ·I. C'1111,icl1·1· 1111• d.n1a111i<'al <'quation; of a CSTlt 
with a11 <'Xof henni<· lir.,t-ord<'r rt•:t1!f inn 1111d hPat removal h.r r, 
coil or jacket .. 
V (de/els)~' q(r,, - r) - Vk,.,c-£/RT, (15) 
pl'C.(c/1'/ds) :, qC.('l'. - 7') + 
(-lll/)l'k0cf://lr, - /)(T- 1',) (lti) 
Dcfi11i11µ; th<· di11wnsio11lrs~ rnriahlPs, 
l = qs/ V 
q, = c/c. 
Y., = pC/1'/(-MJ)c. 
Equations 15 u11d 16 hrcomc 
{3 = In (Vk0/q) 
'Y = BpC./(-Ml)c0 R (17) 
0 = D/pqC. 
d.4>/dt = l - q, - exp [.B- ("//i/t)]</> (18) 
If fc<•dback pruportio11al control on temperature is 11, cd to 
manipulate the flow rate of cool:int, the dimcn>ionlc$S 
lieut transft•r coefficient, 0, can be exprc;;sc<l u,; (Aris and 
V 0 L. 8 N 0 . 2 M A Y 1 9 6 9 259 
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Amundson, l05Sa) 
l
e,+ kf,. 
8= ~,+k(f - f,) "''2 "'· + "'" I if - If, I<""" 
y, ~ "'· - """ 
(20) 
whNc k is thr proportional "'ain , O. thr str:ul~"-statc hrat 
trn11>fl'r corllieic11t, if, th<' d,•,irrd rl'artor k111pcr:1t11rc, and 
kf" a co11.-t:rnt !'<>1T<''i"""li11g to half r:<ngc <1f th,· coobnt i!ow 
valw. The objrct of l"<lnlrol is to maintain the outlet tcm-
ll<'mturr, >[,at f,. 
A;; a lo\\" frequency inlrt cli.-tmha11cc we \\"ill co11'iclcr a .-;tcp 
change i11 the inl<'l tcrnpt•ratun· f. at I= 0. lligh frrque11cy 
fh1ctuatio11s i11 inlet cotll"C'ntratio11 and tr111pcraturr rnlrr the 
right-hand ,ides of Equatiq11s 11' nnd I 9 ndditiH·ly. Thu.s, 
we ndd the r:rndom rnrialih•s 6 (/) and ~'(I), 
d¢/dl = 1 - ¢ - ~xp [P- (y/f )]4> + 6 (21) 
df/dt=i/t.-i/t+cxp[fJ- (y/f),P-0(1/t-i/t,)+~, (22) 
The mrn"1trl'<I output from the n·aclor is the trtupernturr, i/t, 
which may, in gclll·rnl, have a noisy c01npo11t'11t 'I (I), 
y(I) = f(t) + .,(1) (23) 
where 8 in Equation 20 """" dt'p<·nds 011 y(I} rather than 
Y,(1). If thNt' l'Xisls a purl' ti1nr clday of mngnitudca1 in the 
observation, Equation 23 is rt'plac<'d by 
y(l) = Y,(1- ai) + '1(1) (24) 
For n pure time delay oi 1nagnitudc a, in the controller, 
Equation 20 is r<'pberrl by 
{
e. + J."f,, 
8= ~+k[y(l-a1 )-Y,,] 
y(I - a,) '2 if!,+ f" 
\y(l-a,)-f,\ <"1" 
y(I- a,)~ if!, -f" 
(25) 
The <1ril'.i11al sl<'ud_,. ~tatt• of th<' l'l':tdor t•orn·.-po11ds to 
iJt = iJt, und 0 ~~ O. (no ro11lrc.l ). Tl1t• following para11wll'rs 
nrc· '"''!: 0, = I, i/tc = I.if>, kif!"= 1, /i = 2;,, i' = r,o, 
i/t.(t < 0) = I.iii. Fur tll('"' p:tra1n<'l!'rs lll(•n• an• lhn•t• 
,l<·ndr :-lal<•s fur till' ('ST!! witla '"' m11trol. Tilt' initial 
xt1·ad~· "tall' was ..!1"'"" ""' q,, = 11.fi alld iJt, = :l.O, Ill!' 111"1111>11· 
~kady :-lllh'. Tl1t• illi<·t 1<·11111<•rat11r<· >J,. fur I> 0 i., takt-n :cs 
1.8.'"i. For a port icular \"al11r of t lu· ;\llill k th<· 11<'11" ,l<•ady 
,talc(,} <"!Ill i. .. 1·0111pt1l<·cl. The clilfrn·1w<• ofi/t(I-• "') froll1 
iJt, i" th<' oO»ct. 111 this st11d_,. /; = :.!O \\"as u,.;1·d, for wliirh 
tlu·r<' an• tlan•p strody 'lal<'s, tlw u11stai>IP Oil<' rr.-ulti11J.!: i11 lh<' 
~rnnll<'"I· nff"'•I. 
\\'t• wish to <·0111p11n• ti!(• 1wrfon11an<'r of till' C':-\Tlt in the 
&h<'llH'S of Fi;\11n•s I to ·I. Tl111s, it. i,; IH'r<'""".I" to si111ulal<' 
1'ad1 of th<' situation,; d<·pictrd i>y 111ca11,; of cornput<'I' <'XJl!'ri-
lll!'Hts. Ju particular, thl' dy11a111ical and lll<':t•11rPn1P11t 11oi.'<' 
11111st lw si1J111latrd by approprial<' 1•xpn-s,;io11,. Tll(• rcspou"'' 
of tll(• C'STH with 110 noise and 1111 'ti11ie cl<'la,· "a"'"' (lhlai11t'd 
fro111 th<' "'lutio11 of Equations 18 lo 20 \\"ith ,P(O) = ¢,, 
i/t(O) =if,,. Th<' n-spo11sc uf th<' C'ST!l with 110 noise and u 
<lt•lay a, iu the loop <·au ii<' nbtai1u•d fro111 tl1t• sol11tio11 uf 
Equation,; JS, 10, awl 25 with y(I- a,) simply rcplac!'d by 
i/t(I - a,). \\'ith no filf!'r the loratio11 of the pure ti111e dPlay 
i11 the loop i" intmllt<•rial. Tlwsr rrsponse.s arr rl'ff•1Trd to as 
the dclcrmi11istic n•.spo11,;e,. 
To ~i111ulal<' th<' noi.-_1· dynamir~ of Fig11r1• 1, Equations 20 t-0 
22 arc intrgrated with ¢ (0) = q,,, f ( 0) = i/t., and 
h (t) = A 11·os wit 
(26) 
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Figure 5. Transient response of CSTR and filter with 
controller off 
\\"here the valurs A 1 = I .. ~, A, = 1.0, w1 = 20ir, arnl w2 = 40ir 
arc usrd. To produce the noisy oh,«·rrntion, i/t (I) from Eq11a-
tion 22 is 11.srd in Equation 2:3 with 'I (t) as a normally rli,;-
trihutccl random variable with z<'l'o n1ran and variance of 0;1. 
To 'i11111late th<' rrsponsc whP11 a pure time cll'iay a 1 exist.,, 
Eq11utio11s 21 and 22 are inl<'grat<'d with Equation., :n and 2ti. 
\\'hen the delay a, <•xists, l·:quations 21 and 22 arc integrnted 
with Equatio1is 2:l, 2i>, and 26. These rr:;ponscs arc rcicrrcd 
to as tlw unfiltcrcrl rrsp1111srs. 
Nrxt we wish to simulalc the r<>sponsc of the entire loop 
wheu a filtrr is pbcrcl aftrr the ohscn·ation . If W<' lrt 
xr= (xi,x1 ) = (,P,Y,) a11cl lr= (E1,f2 ), Equations 21 and 
22 cnn be written in the ~cncral fonn of Equation l, wh<'l"C 
n = 2, 111 = l, and r = 1. The fill1•1· 011tp11t i., x,, Xi , Pu, P", 
and /'12 ( !'21 = /'r, ). Q i.-< l\ scalar and R i.s takc-11 as a 
dia!'onnl 1natrix with 1·1'·1111•nt.o1 Rn and n,~. Sine<' the state 
1•q11alio11s an• nonlin<·ar, 110 din·d. statistical int<•rprdat.ion 
can l•<' a.-c·rihPd to Q and R. A' m<'ntioned 1m•vio11.sly, how-
<'l'<'I', in the linear c·ase Q and R ar<> I he covnri:u1cl'.s of~ and l· 
~o if\\'<' liavc ~onw a priori k1wwil'clgC' as to thC' . ..:f' <'O\':triart('C•.--t, 
tl11'S<' vahH'S n·pn'o«'llt n·a.,onable 1·l111i<:es for Q awl R <' V<'ll in 
lhr 11onli1war 1•a.sc. Frn1n the n•.,nlts of nn !'arlil'r st.ndy 
(l\ell111a11 cl al., l!HilJ) it is appare11t that the prrformanc·e of 
the filtrring rquations dPpcnds siJ.!;nilicant.1.r on the el1oii:r.-< of 
x(O), P(O), Q, and R. In r1nlcr to px1ur.i11<> the converJ.!:ence 
of t.hr tiltr1· rquutions, Equations 21 to 23 were considered 
with 0 = 0, (110 ront.rol )-i.e., the pure t.rn11.<; i<'nt rr.,pon"r of 
tlar CSTH t.o a step cha11gr in Y,0 in the pn•,-cnee of clynan1icnl 
and 111ra'11rr111rnt noi"' · Since at t = 0 W<' know t.hat the 
""lrm i> at. (.r1,., 2·2.,) = (q,,, if;,), the most n'asonable choice 
f;,r [x1 (0 ), x, (0) J i., (,P . ., f , ). Several <'asrs \\WC exu111i1wd in 
whirh P (0), Q, and R wcr<' varied. One exa111plc is shown in 
Fignn• .'i, wlirre Q = l, Ru = 5, R22 = JO, Pu . = l, /'i,. = I, 
}'"· = 4. The trnc and 1-stimatcd Vlllues arc almost. idcnt.ieal 
ov!'r t.he entire time of inte;;ration. Other eas<•s not show1i 
convcrJ.!:rd more or lrs:i the same as in Figure 5; however, if Q 
is too small ronvrri;r11ce i,; not obtained. These values are 
usrd in the remainder of the study. 
Computational Simulation 
First. we consider the control sehrmcs of Fir;urcs 1 and 3 
(no time delay;;). Tht• simulution of the sche1ne in Fip;t1re I 
has brrn drsrrihrd. For the filtered system (Figure 3) the 
state, observation, and fillrr (Equations 2, 8, 9, and 10) arc 
solved simnltanrously from t = 0. The outlet temperature 
Figure 6. Compa rison of filtered and unfiltered responses 
with no time delays 
UNFILTERED 1 1 
2-4 
::r 
2.2 
2-1 
Figure 7. Compa rison of filtered a nd unfilte red responses 
witha1 = 0.1 
r~pon,rs nre shown i11 Fiµ;urc G. Thr. drtrnni11istic x2 (l) is 
the rr."ponsr of the reactor trlll1wrnt11rr with no noise. Th" 
unfiltrr<'d J'2 (I) is the n•s11<Jn>r. of the n•af'tor tc1JqH·rat11rr. 
corn»pondinl-( to Fiµ;urr I. The filll'rcd J'2 (I) is tiH• rl'."j>Ollsc 
corrrspo1ulinl-( to Fiv;ure :!. Thr colllparisc111 oi interest i., 
bctwN.'11 the fill<'n'd :11HI 11nfi lkn·cl J'2 (1) . \Ye sec that 
prrforrnnnc<' 1111~ b1•cn s11bstuntially in1pro\'<•cl in the filLrrl'd 
l'U.o;('. 
.:"\rxt we !'onsiclrr the <':\Sl' of ti111e dt·lays (Fip;lil't'." 2 n11d ·1 ), 
As 111>t<'d, wr tn•at a 1 anti a 2 >t•paratdy to co111parc the effect of 
the time <klny hH'nlion. The d1•tcrn1ini.,tic J'2 (I) is the 
r~pon"e or the J'('U!'tor with IHI noi>r. The unfiltt•red 
rc,ponsr fora1 = 0 nnd a, = 0 is <1htai11rd ii.I' the sim11lt:111rous 
intrv;rntion of Equations 21 anti 2:l with Equation.-; :lO and 
24 frorn t : • 0. Th<' fi!tl'n·tl n'."i>ClllS<' is olitninc1l by i11tr .~r:1-
tion of Eq11ntio11s :l nnd I I to 1:;, 'l'lll'l'<"P""'<'si<il'a1 =0.1 
nnd a 2 = 0 nrr , !wwu in Fiv;urn 7. It ''l'IH':lr." tlrat t.IH· nn-
filtcrrd rr:;po11se is c•xhiuitinv; 1111stnblc or limit cycle br h:l\'ior 
while tire filtered response is not . \\'e di scu;s tlris matter 
s11ll"t'<p1c11tly. The esti111atio11 of a 1 = 0, a,= 0.1 is dt'pictccl 
in Fii.:11rc 8. The dl't t·rn1i11i."1ic rc,-pons<' for a 1 = 0.1 an<l 
a2 = 0 is olr\'io11sly icll'ntical to that. for a 1 = 0, a,= 0.1, 
Thr lncatio11 of tlrl' dl'iay in t.hl' loop is "<'t!n to h:l\'c ·"lllW 
rfT<'ct on the filtcrrcl r1'>'pon:;<'· \\"hl'n a purr. ti111e delay 
occurs in th<• olN·rn1ti111i, tl1<? colllbinrd rlTcd of the delay 
nncl thr oh><·n·ation noi,e <'!lllst'S larger o.-cilbtion:; in the 
r<.,,pou~c than when n d1·lay of the s:1111c rnagnitudr occurs in 
the rontroller. In tlw iornl!'r cusc the filtc• r· prodlll'l'S c:;ti-
111alc:< dday1•d by ai, x (t - a). The rr:;pon;c.; for a 1 = 0, 
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Figure 8. Comparison of filtered and unfiltered responses 
witn a2 = 0.1 
"a 
2.1 
Figure 9. Comparison of filtered a nd unfiltered responses 
with a 2 = 0.15 
a,~ 0.15 urc prrsent!'d in Fignre 0. Whereas in Fiv;ure 8 the 
clctC'rministic x, <•xperien <:<'s tl<'tayi11i.: osci llations, now with a 2 
i11ncas!'d to 0. 15, the clct1·rrni11i."tic x2 unclrrg;ocs "istainccl 
<N°illatio11... It has l)('t'n slroll'll that li111it r:,,·dc hl'lr:wior is 
olrtninccl for <'<·rtai11 co111lri11atio11s of k and a in the clcter-
111i11istic sy.,(<'111 with proportio11al control (Sl'infcltl, l!lti!J) . 
Tire 1111rill<"r<'d x2 <·:dribit.s the sarne o.,cillatory lic•havior 11s in 
Figurn 8. A compnri>o11 of the dl'i.<•rn1i11i,tic and u11[iltl'r<'cl 
x2 in Figure 0 shows th:it th:it 1111i.sc makes the oscillations 
more scvrn•. The filtered x2 is kept more clo.,cly to the 
determi11istic x,. 
Effect of Noi•e on Control of CSTR 
111 l'ach of t.lrP alHl\'t' <':l.,<'s, both cly11a111ical n11d mcas11rn-
n1Pnt noi"• lras IH'l' ll co11sid1•rcd. l>y11:u11ical noise enter; t.he 
pnH:rss as inputs :ind tire dilforcntial equatio1h as random 
forcinp; tl'rnrs. The C:~TH acts u." a nat11rnl filter ns long as 
the principal irrqurnry lia.nd of the power spectrum of the 
110i;c is 11111ch gn•atcr than the charnctcri.-tic frcquenc:• of the 
CSTR (the reciprocal of the time constant, q/ I'). Thus, in 
the ab, cn<"c of obscr\'aticrnal errors, the unfiltered r!'actor 
rcspon'e with high frequ<•n1·y dynan1ical noi:;e is not too 
diffcrrnt from the rrsponsc with no noi;;c at nil. If the frr.-
qucncy of the clyna111ical noi;c approaches the characteristic 
irrquency oi the sy:;te111, thl' dynamical noi.>e affects the 
system like an a<l<litionnl disturbance in the input. The 
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"' WITH OBSERVATION 
ERROR ONL.Y 
3 
Figure 10. Effect of dynamical and observation noise on 
CSTR. a2 = 0.1 
l'ff<-cb of <lynnmirul and nwa,11rrml·11t noi>r nre d1·pictrd in 
:Fil"irc 10 for the cn>c of no filtrr and a 1 = 0, a,= 0.1. The 
dclern1ini.,tic :r2 (l) i' the mnw n.-; in Fiµ;urr 8. The J'('.'l"•n>e 
x2 for dyna111irnl 1•rror 011ly i,; ><'<'II to he tlo.-;c to thr dt'lrr-
mini.-tic :r,. !'011linni11µ; the 11at11ral filkrin~ ..J1aractt'ri.'ti1· of 
the (.';:;TH. Thr n·,1•111.-r i ·, wi:h 11b,rrl'atio11al l'ITor 011ly i,; 
~rcn to 1><' nnl<'h num• violrnt. Thr Xz r11rve with both 
d3,1aniiC"nl a11d 1111·a.-urr111rnt ll<•i'r is tlir .-:rn11• a-; thr 1111filt .. rrd 
x2 in Figure S. It i-" 1;livio\1:-o. tl:at the lllC':1 -"1 1rf'11W])t 11ni . .;.c is 
th(" kry fat'lor in .-11,(']i:i,ti" 1·011trol. 111 tl1i' l'xarnpll', ti1c 
~Cl~;nn TlH':\:•lll'f'llH'llt 11oi:--C' lia . ..: l':.Lll:'l'rl tl1l' l'nlin· loop to 
entf'r a limit ''.\'c·lt·, wlwn•a:-; in tl1f' n\i.-.('\H'I' 1Jf tl1i_.., 1111i ..... P tl11• 
:-;y . :.tern i:-. drin·11 to tlw d1· .... in·d :-taft'. Fo1· otl11·r 1·0111hi11ati1111 .~ 
of k am! a,. tl11· noi.''' ro1dd (':111,1· till' ,ysll'!il lo go t.o 011" 11f tliP 
,wl.I•· ,,t1·ady 'la(r,, It is i11 11 f'U'" of this t-,\'l"' Ll1at filteri11i; 
is of rno:-.t u .... <•fulnrs.~. 
Summary 
Tl1I' oloj1•1·l of thi> work h:l' l11•i•11 to pn•,;cnt a11d l'xa111i11<' 
i-.chc·Jue:-: for llH' t•o11tr11l or nni~.'· 1101dint'ar dynamical :--y .. t~·Jlh . 
Tl11• udditio11 of IL filtl'r 'iµ;11ili1·1111tl.1· i111pron·> pl'l"ior111a111•p 
wl11·11 th!' a11q1lit11dl' of 11<>i••P i> lar1(1'. '1'111• a1·t11al ..!1oi1·l' of 
whrtlwr <•I' 11<1(. to i111:l11<l•• a fill<'r d1•p1·111l" 011 l11t• (rad1•-off 
l><·twN·u tlw i111pro\'C"d JH 1rlor111:u1n' oi n•µ:ulatim1 n11d tl11• ('fl:"1. 
of C"OIUJHlfl'I' ll:-.e. 
If J>ll!"I' ti1111• dday.-< lw1·0111P larµ;e, 011<• 111iµ:ht t r.1· t.o 1'<1111-
}K'll"\t<• lo.1· pln1·i11µ: IL pn•di<'lor 1Lftl'I' tl11: lilt1•1·. For 1"\:rn1pl1", 
if th<' liltl'r output i.-; X (I - a 1 ), t.hl' prl'di1·t11r would i11tl'~ral" 
the 1kt<·rn1i11i,tir ,,~·.-tpru 1'l(ll1Lti01is fr11111 l = l - a 1 lo l · ~ l 
to prod11r1• x (I) at t'31'h i11.-ta11t. Thi.-< ,;..J"·1111' \I'll.-< al'tuall.I' 
tried iu lhi.' ,f11dy. Tll<' i11t•no:1>1·d p!'l'for1111L111'C' ll'ILS no• 
comme11.-11ralc with the udditio11nl' <'omp11ti11µ; n•q11ir .. 11w11l,;, 
and for modem!<' time lu!<s a prcdi .. tor is prulmbly u1111 .. c·1•,;-
i;ary. 
Nomenclature 
A1, .4.2 error amplitudes 
c concentration, lb. moles/cu. ft. 
C, spcrific heat of reaction mixture, B.t.u./lb.-°F. 
D = over-all heat tra11,fer cocfiicicnt, B.t.u./min.-°F. 
r: = activation energy, ll.t.u./lb. mole 
n-<limensionai vector function 
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g 
h 
I 
k 
p 
q 
Q 
u 
R 
t 
T 
u 
v 
w 
x 
y 
r-dimrnsional \'CCtor function 
111-di111!'11,.ionnl \'Cctor function 
performance index 
prnportionnl g;ain 
n X n covariance matrix 
flow rnte, cu. ft./rnin. 
m X 111 weight inµ; mntrix 
p,a., ro1i..;tnnt, ll.t.11./lh. mole-0 R. 
n X 11 ll'!'iµ;htinµ; matrix 
time v:ninblr, min. 
time variable 
tcmprratme 0 H. 
r-dimerHinnul rontrol vector 
\'olumr of rl'ador, cu. ft. 
n-di11H'n>io11al wctor function 
n-<!i111rnsionnl stntc \'cctor 
111-<limcn~ionnl output vector 
GREEK LETIERS 
a, ai, a 2 = ti1uc lag!i 
f3 "01i..;ta11t dcfin!'d in Eq11atio11 13 
-y eo11'ta11t dcfitll'd in Equation 13 
~ 11-<limcnsional 1111i.,c 1"1·ctor 
n m-di1nen'.--ional 11oisf' Vl'ctor 
0 di111c11,ionle,., heat tran.-f<'r coefficient 
p fluid drn.,ity 
r ti mo 
di1nt•11:-;i1>11lP:' . .; c·o11rcntration 
di nll'll.'io1 ii"·'·' 1Pmperat11rc 
- noi~e freq11e•11cit•s 
St:lJSCllll'l':i 
er 
" 
rnola11( fluid 
roolarll rah• 
initial or i11il·t. 
st<·ady slate 
·-= rstimntcd \'aln~ 
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APPENDIX II-B 
The effect of the measurement error on the proportional con-
stant of the CSTR system in Appendix II-A is illustrated by means of 
the describing function approach . The dynamic equation of the CSTR 
with measurement error only can be written, from equations (21) and 
(22) in Appendix II-A, as 
(1) 
(2) 
where 
xl ct> - cps (3) 
x2 = .14J - 14! s (4) 
y = x2 + n (5) 
2 y .2:. 0.05 
a = 1 + ky -0 . 05 < y < 0.05 (6) 
0 y ~ -0.05 
where n is the measurement error. The corresponding dynamic response 
gives the similar results as those shown in Figure 6 in which case 
~l = ~2 I 0 , because the dynamic noise effect is negligible as shown 
in Figure 10. For the evaluation of the effective gain, the following 
assumptions are made : 
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(1) n = N(0,0.01) 
(2) The system can be separated into two parts; one is the 
nonlinear controller, the other is the remaining linear 
part as shown in Figure 11 . 
r; 
~+ y m(y) 
N G x . 
+ 
NONLINEAR LINEAR 
ELEMENT ELEMENT 
Fig. 11. Division of the system into linear and nonlinear portions 
The assumption (2) implies that the present approach is applicable to 
the system linearized around a steady state • . The input signal to the 
controller is the noisy observation y , where the system output x2 
can be considered as a deterministic quantity, since the linear part 
behaves like a low pass filter . For a random input y the controller 
output m(y) is assumed 
m(y) 1 + k y + fd(y) 
eq (7) 
The motivation of the above equation is that the expression 9 = 1 + ky 
is valid for -0 . 05 < y < 0 . 05 • Thus around x = 0 2 the above 
approximation covers almost the whole range of n without serious 
error caused by the saturation points . Here k is so determined as 
eq 
to minimize 
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E{(m(y) - 1 - k y) 2} 
eq 
= E{m2 (y)} - 2 k E{y m(y)} + k2 E{y2 } + 2k E{y} 
eq eq eq 
- 2E{m(y)} + 1 (8) 
Hence 
k = 
eq 
= 0 gives 
E{y m(y)} - E{y} 
E{y2} 
Using the assumption (1) and y 
(9) 
x2 + n ' we obtain 
k = 0.384k 
eq (10) 
For k = 20, we have k = 7. 7 
eq In other words, if x2 = 0 , the 
effective proportional constant is only 38.4% of the original value 
because of measurement noise. As mentioned by Aris and Amundson in 
Appendix II-A, k should be greater than 9.1 to avoid the limit cycle 
for the given system. Therefore, we can expect a sustained oscillation. 
However, this calculation is not enough to justify the limit cycle 
behavior of Figure 6 or Figure 10, since we do not know the overall 
effective k for given operation period and for the whole range of the 
value. The numerical results for the cases of Figure 6 and Figure 10 
up to tf = 21 shows sustained oscillation for both cases. 
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Chapter III 
OPTIMAL LEAST SQUARE FILTERING AND INTERPOLATION 
IN DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS 
1 . Introduction 
The estimation of states and parameters in noisy dynamical 
systems has impo.rtant applications in identification , optimal and 
adaptive control . While this problem has been studied extensively for 
systems describe d by O. D. E. 's, relatively little has appeared for 
distributed systems . To derive the filtering and smoothing equations, 
two different approaches, namely "Direct Method" and "Indir ect Method" 
described in Chapter I have been applied. Yet no previous studies have 
considered the recursive estimation of constant parameters in the 
system and boundary conditions and the estimation of states in P . D. E. 's 
when the boundary conditions contain dynamical noise . 
In this study we derive least square filtering and interpola-
tion algorithms for states and parameters in nonlinear distributed 
systems with unknown additive volume, boundary and observation noise , 
including volume and boundary inputs governed by stochastic O.D . E. 's. 
The optimal control approach suggested by Detchmendy and Sridhar[ll] 
for lumped systems is applied with the extended invariant imbedding 
technique . The solution procedures can be summarized as follows: 
(1) Formulate the stochastic minimization problem with 
the least square error functional . 
(2) Reformulate the stochastic minimization problem as 
a deterministic optimal control problem . 
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(3) Apply calculus of variation to obtain necessary 
conditions for optimality (two point boundary value 
problem). 
(4) Apply the invariant imbedding technique to convert the 
two point boundary value problem into the initial value 
problem (Hamilton-Jacobi type[ 53 J). 
(5) Solve the resulting Hamilton-Jacobi type equations to 
obtain the estimation equations. 
In the present study the one-dimensional case is considered, but the 
present approach can be directly extended to any dimensions. Also, the 
recursive estimation of constant parameters appearing in the system and 
boundary conditions can be handled readily. 
In Appendix III-A the indirect approach used by Pell and Aris[ 52] 
for a linear system is extended to nonlinear cases without additive 
boundary noises to derive the nonlinear filter. In the derivation 
the finite differential difference approximation along the spatial axis 
is used to convert P.D.E. systems into O.D.E. systems to utilize the 
known results for lumped systems. Then a limiting operation is performed 
to obtain the nonlinear filter in P.D.E. form. Also, simplification of 
the covariance equation is shown in a numerical example. 
2. Problem Statement 
We consider the class of systems governed by the nonlinear 
partial differential equation , 
xt(r,t) = f(r,t,x,x ,x ,a(t)) + ~1 (r,t) r rr (2.1) 
defined for t ~ 0 on the normalized domain (0,1), where x(r,t) is 
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n-vector state and ~l (r,t) is an unknown n-vector volume disturbance. 
x , x , x denote 8x/8t, 8x/8r, and a2x/8r2 , respectively. The t r rr 
t 1-vector input a(t) is governed by 
da 
dt = A(t,a(t) ) + ~ 2 (t) (2 .2) 
and the boundary conditions of the system are given in the s-vector 
(s .:5. n) functions, 
g (t,x,x ) + ~ 3 (t) = 0 o r 
with the t 2-vector input b(t) governed by 
db 
dt = B(t,b(t)) + ~ 5 (t) 
r = 0 (2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where ~.(t), i = 2,···,5 , are independent zero-mean random processes 
l. 
with unknown statistical characteristics. We assume that in the absence 
of noise, ~. = O, i = 1, • • • ,5 the problem (2.1) - (2.5) is well posed. 
l. 
Observations of the system consist of them-vector y(r,t), related to 
the state by 
y(r,t) = h(r,t,x(r,t)) + n(r,t) (2.6) 
where n(r,t) is an m-vector of unknown measurement noise. 
Based on the observations y(r,t) in the interval 0 .:5. t .:s_ T 
and rs[O,l], it is required to estimate x(r,t), a(t), and b(t) at 
some time If t 1 = T , this is the filtering estimate, and if 
t
0 
~ t 1 .::;. T , it is the interpolating estimate . For any admissible 
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estimates x(r,t), a(t), and b(t) , 0 :S. t :S. T , which are continuous 
with piecewise continuous derivatives, the criterion of estimation is 
defined by the least square error functional 
1 
I= l { l J (y(r,t) - h(r,t,x))T Q(r,s,t)(y(s,t)-h(s,t,x))drds 
0 
+ 
1 
J 
0 
- f(r,t,x,x ,x ,a(t))) T R1 (r,s,t) ( x (s,t) r rr t 
- f(s,t,x,x ,x ,a(t))l dr ds + (y(O,t) - h(O,t,x))T Q(O,O,t)(y(O,t) 
S SS 
T T 
- h(O,t,x)) + g (t,x,x ) R3(t) g (t,x,x ) + g1 (t,x,x ,b) o r o r r 
R4(t) g1 (t,x,xr,b) + (a(t) - A(t,a))T R2(t)(a(t) - A(t,a)) 
+ (b(t) - B(t,b))T R5 (t) (b(t) - B(t,b))} dt (2. 7) 
The weighting matrices Q(r,s,t), R1 (r,s,t), Ri(t), i=2,···,5 
are continuous with respect to their arguments and positive definite. 
Also Q(r,s,t) and R1 (r,s,t) are assumed synunetric with respect to r 
and s . The necessary positive-definiteness of the above weighting 
matrices in a quadratic error criterion of the fonn (2.7) has been shown 
by Russell and Lukes[ 56 ] for the existence of an optimal control. In 
addition, if 
1 
J R1 (r,s,t) u(s,t) ds 
0 
with an inverse operation 
v(r,t) (2.8) 
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1 
I R1 (r,s,t) v(s,t) ds = u(r,t) (2.9) 
0 
then [ 67 ] 
1 
J 
-R1 (r,s,t) R1 (s, p, t) ds = o (r - p) (2.10) 
0 
follows we denote R1 (r,s,t) 
-1 In what by R1 (r,s,t) . 
If we desire to estimate constant parameter vectors a and b 
appearing in the volume and boundary conditions, it is only necessary 
to let A(t,a) = 0 and B(t,b) = 0 in (2.2) and (2.5). It will be 
seen this is the proper way of treating the recursive estimation of 
constant parameters in partial differential equations, i.e., through 
the definition of auxiliary ordinary differential equations of the form 
( 2 . 2) and ( 2 . 5) . 
3. Optimal Least Square Filtering 
The filtering problem is to determine x(r,T), a(T), and b(T) 
such that the functional (2.7) is minimized. We reformulate this 
problem as an optimal control problem, an approach with the advantage 
of not requiring statistical assumptions on the disturbances[llJ. We 
desire to minimize I with respect to x(r,t), u1 (r,t), ui (t), i = 2, • • ·,5 
TJ{Jl lf T I= (y(r,t) - h(r,t,x)) Q(r,s,t)(y(s,t)-h(s,t,x))drds 
0 0 0 
1 1 
+ J J 
T T 
u1 (r,t) R1 (r,s,t) u1 (s,t) drds + (y(O,t) - h(O,t,x)) 
0 0 
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Q(O,O,t)(y(O,t) - h(O,t,x)) + if
2 
u~(t) Ri(t) ui(t)) dt (3.1) 
subject to the constraints 
xt(r,t) 
da 
dt 
f(r,t,x,x ,x ,a) + u1 (r,t) r rr 
= A(t,a) + u2 (t) 
g (t,x,x ) + u3 (t) = 0 , r = 0 o r 
db 
dt = B(t,b) + u 5 (t) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Note that the initial and terminal states are free, since we will not 
in general know the initial states x(r,O), a(O) and b(O). The 
necessary conditions for optimality for (3 .1) - (3. 6) can be obtained_ 
from the Euler equations and transversality conditions, and are 
= f(r,t,x,x ,x ,a) 
r rr 
1 
-~ I 
0 
-1 R1 (r,s,t) A(s,t) ds 
g (t,x,x ) - l R-1 (t) µ (t) = 0 
o r 2 3 o 
db 
-= dt B(t,b) - _! R-l(t) cr(t) 2 5 
(3. 7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
T 
go 
x 
\(r,t) 
dT 
dt 
0 
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T h (r,t,x) Q(r,s,t)(y(s,t) - h(s,t,x)) ds 
x 
A(r,O) = A(r,T) = 0 
T(O) = T(T) = 0 
cr(O) = cr(T) = 0 
f T A. + [fT A.] r 2hT Q(O,O,t)(y(O,t)-h(O,t,x)) = 0 µ -0 x x x 
r 
T 
gl 
x 
T 
gl 
x 
r 
rr 
µ - fT A. = 0 
0 x 
rr 
l-11 + fT >.. [fT x x 
r 
T A. 0 l-11 + fx = 
rr 
r = 0 
r = 0 
A.] 0 1 = , r = 
r 
rr 
r = l 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3. 20) 
(3.21) 
where A.(r,t), µ
0
(t), µ1 (t), T(t), and cr(t) are Lagrange multipliers, 
or adjoint variables. µ (t) 
0 
A.(O,t) and A(l,t) • 
and µ1 (t) can be expressed in terms of 
.f 0 and g1 
x 
r 
1= 0 , 
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µ (t) -1 fT ;\ r = 0 (3.22) = go 0 x 
x rr 
r 
µl (t) -1 fT ;\ 1 (3.23) = 
-gl r = x 
x rr 
r 
where and can be interpreted as the left inverse when 
s I- n 
(3.24) 
If = 0 
µ (t) 
0 
= g~l {-[f~ ;\]r + 2h~ Q(O,O,t)(y(O,t) - h(O,t,x))},r = 0 
(3.25) x rr 
( ) -1 (fT '] µl t = gl X A r ' 
x rr 
In the remainder of the study we assume 
r = 1 (3.26) 
and g1 ':f 0 . 
xr 
Thus the necessary-conditions are given by (3.7) - (3.17), (3.22), 
(3.23) and 
fT ;\ - fT ;\ + [fT ;\) - 2hT Q(O,O,t)(y(O,t) - h(O,t,x)) = 0 
x x x r x 
rr r rr 
r = 0 (3.27) 
;\ - fT ;\ + [fT ;\) 
x x r 
= 0 , r = 1 (3.28) 
r rr 
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The necessary conditions constitute a two-point boundary value 
problem, the solution of which is the optimal smoothing estimates 
x(r,t), a(t), and b(t) • Initial and final conditions (t = 0 and 
t = T) are given for all adjoint variables, whereas x(r,O), x(r,T), 
a(O), a(T), b(O) and b(T) are free . For filtering the solution of 
the nonlinear two-point boundary value problem (3.7)- (3 .17), (3.22), 
(3. 23), (3 . 27) and (3. 28) is desired for all T ~ 0 • Thus, it is 
necessary to convert the two point boundary value problem into an 
initial value problem with T as an independent variable . 
If the original optimal control problem is well-posed, there 
exists a unique x(r,T), a(T) and b(T) when the final conditions 
A(r,T) = T(T) = o(T) = 0 are satisfied. Let us consider a more gen-
eral class of problems, namely those in which A(r,T) = c(A)(r) , 
T(T) = c(T) and O(T) = (0) c • The solution to the-general class of 
problems can be denoted 
_ (A) (T) 
x(r,T) - ijJ(r,T,c (r), c , c(O)) (3 . 29) 
a(T) = ijJ(a)(T , c(A)(r), (T) c , (3 . 30) 
b(T) ijJ(b)(T , c(A)(r), (T) c , (3 . 31) 
The solution we desire is (a) ijJ(r,T,0,0,0), 1jJ (T,O,O,O) and 
1jJ (b) (T, 0, 0, 0) . 
Our objective is to determine the initial value problem govern-
ing 1jJ, 1jJ (a) and 1jJ (b) . . The technique for converting a boundary 
value problem into an initial value problem by imbedding the desired 
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problem in a more general class of problems is tenned invariant imbed-
ding and has received considerable attention for ordinary differential 
equations. We will employ this technique on the present problem. 
Let us represent (3. 7), (3.10), (3.11) , (3.12), (3.i3) and 
(3.14) by 
xt = a(r,t,A,x,a) 
da 
-= dt p(t,a,T) 
db 
-= dt n(t,b,cr) 
A = S(r,t,A,x,a) 
t 
dT dt = y(t,x,A,a,T) 
dcr dt = 9(t ,x ,A,b,cr) 
For a final time T + ~ we can write 
where 
oc(A)(r) 
is a functional derivative[ 70J . 
(3 . 32) 
(3.33) 
(3 . 34) 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
(3.37) . 
(3.38) 
We also can write 
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(T)+ A (T) 
c uc , 
(A) (A) 
= x(r,T) + a(r,T,c (r), ~(r,T,c (r), (T) (er)) c , c , 
(3.39) 
In addition, we let 
(T) (er)) ,,,(a)(T (A)() c , c •'I' ,c r , 
!:.c(er) = G(T, ~(r,T,c(A), c(er)), c(A)(r), ~(b)(T,c(A)(r), 
c (er», c (er»!:. 
(T) 
c , 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
Combining (3.38) and (3.39) and taking the limit !:. + 0 , we obtain 
the Hamilton-Jacobi type equation 
(3.43) 
Similarly, we can obtain 
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ij;(a)' c(T)) + ij;(C~) 9(T,ij;,c(A)(r), ij;(b) ' c(o)) = p(T,c(T) ,ij;(a)) 
c 
(3.44) 
and 
1 
(b) I om (b) (A) ( ) (b) (/.) ij; + ~ . S(r,T,c (r),ij;,ij; a )dr + ij;c(T) y(T,ij;,c (r), T 0 oc(A)(r) 
The desired initial value problems for 1j;, ij;(a) and ij;(b) 
given by (3.43) - (3.45). Let us assume solutions of the form 
1 . 
ij;(r,T,c(A)(r),c(T), c(o)) = ~(r,T) - ~ J P(vv)(r,s,T)c(A)(s)ds 
0 
are 
-% p(va)(r,T) c(T)_ % p(vb)(r,T) c (a) (3.46) 
1 
ij;(a)(T,c(A)(r), c<T>, c(O)) = a(T) - ~I p(av)(s,T) c(A)(s)ds 
0 
c 
(0) (3.47) 
1 
ij;(b)(T,c(A)(r), c(T), c(o)) = b(T) - ~ J P(bv)(s,T) c(A)(s)ds 
0 
c 
(o) (3 . 48) 
When c(A)(r) = c(T) = c(o) = 0 , the assumed solutions reduce to the · 
optimal estimates, £(r,T), a(T), and b(T) • Thus (3.46) - (3.48) can 
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be viewed as first order linearizations about the optimal estimates in 
the deviations (a) c • This type of assumed solu-
tion to the Hamilton-Jacobi type equations was used in the lumped 
parameter case[ll]. In the linear white noise case (3.46)- (3.48) 
yield the exact solutions of (3.43) - (3.45) and 
P(vv)(r,s,T) = E {(x(r,T) - x(r,T))(x(s,T) - x(s,T)) T} 
P(va)(r,T) = 
P(vb)(r,T) 
p(aa)(T) 
p(ab)(T) 
p(bb)(T) 
Thus 
. T 
P(va) = p(av) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
{(x(r,T) - x(r,T))(a(T) - a(T))T} 
{(x(r,T) A A T} - x(r,T))(b(T) - b(T)) 
{(a(T) - a(T))(a(T) 
{(a(T) - a(T))(b(T) 
{ (b (T) A - b(T))(b(T) 
A T} 
- a(T) 
- b(T))T} 
- b(T))T} 
T p(ba) 
(3.50) 
In the nonlinear case these functions do not have a direct statistical 
interpretation. The equations governing these functions are determined 
by substituting (3.46) - (3.48) into (3.43) - (3.45) , linearizing each 
A A A 
of the nonlinear terms about x(r,T), a(T), and b(T) up to first 
order in c(A), c(T), and 
(X) c(T) like order in c , 
(a) 
c , and equating coefficients of terms of 
and c(a) • It is this linearization that 
enables the explicit determination of the governing differential 
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equations for x(r,T) , a(T) , b(T) and all the P functions. Sub-
stituting (3.46) - (3.48) into (3.43) and linearizing to first order 
we obtain 
1 1 
A ( ) f( A A A A) xT r,T - r,T,x,x ,x ,a - I I (vv) T " " P (r,s,T)h (s,T,x) Q(s,s,x) r rr x 
0 0 
1 
(y(s,T) - h~s,T,~))ds ds - 1 I n(A)(r,sT)c(A)(s)ds - ~ n(T)(r,T)c(T) 
0 
where 
- ; Q(cr)(r,T)c(cr) - ; {P(vv)(r,s,T) f~ c(A)(s) 
s 
1 1 
- J f (vv) p (r,s,T) S(s,V,T) 
0 0 
(vv) (vv) "T (vv) "T P (v,s,T)ds dv - P (r,s,T) f (s) - P (r,s,T) f (s) 
x s x 
s 
(3.51) 
- P(vv) (r s T) £T (s) - f (r) P(vv) (r s T) - f (r) Pr(vv) (r,s,T) 
SS ' ' X X ' ' X 
SS r 
- fx (r) P;;')Cr,s,T) - P(va)(r,T) t!(s) - fa(r) P(av)(s,T) 
rr 
(vb) T -1 "T -1 
+ P (r,T) g1_ g1 fx o(s-1) - R1 (r,s,T) D x SS 
s 
(3.52) 
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1 1 
n(T)(r,T) = P~va)(r,T) - f J P(vv)(r,s,T) S(s,V,T) P(va)(V,T)ds dV 
0 0 
- f (r) P(va)(r,T) - f 
x x 
r 
(~) P(va)(r,T) - f 
r x 
rr 
(r) P(va)(r T) 
rr , 
(3.53) 
1 1 
n(o)(r,T) = p~vb)(r,T) - J I p(vv)(r,s,T) S(s,V,T) p(vb)(V,T)ds dv 
and f (r) 
0 0 
- fx(r) P(vb) (r,T) - fx (r) P(vb) (r T) - f 
r ' x 
(r,T) P(vb)(r T) 
rr ' 
r rr 
(3.54) 
T A A 
= [h Cs,T,x) Q(s,v,T)(y(v,T) - h(v,T,x))] 
x x 
(3.55) 
A A A A 
denotes f(r,T,x,x ,x ,a) 
r rr 
in the above equations. In 
order to evaluate the last three terms of (3.51), we need the boundary 
conditions on (vv) P (r,s,T) . From (3.8), (3.9), (3.15), (3.22) and 
(3.23) we have the following relationships when T is the final time: 
g (T,~,~ ) = 0 
o r 
r = 0 (3. 56) 
0 , r = 1 (3.57) 
If we consider the :imbedded final time case, i.e., c(A)(r) i 0 , 
c(T) ~ 0 , and c(cr) ~ 0 , we can obtain the following after substitut-
ing (3.22), (3.23), (3.29) - (3.31) and (3.46) - (3.48) into (3.8) and 
(3.9) and expanding about ~ , ~ , A and b : 
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1 
- ~ J 
0 
p(bv)(s,T) 
1 (gl p(va)(r,T) "' P(va)(r,T) gl p(ba)(T)] (T) 
2 + gl + c r 
x x b 
r 
1 [gl P(vb)(r,T) "' P(vb)(r,T) gl p (bb) (;)] (a) 
2 + 81 + c r 
x x b 
r 
2 (T) 2 (cr)2 
+ O(c(t.) c c ) = 0 , r = 1 (3.58) 
In order to use (3.56) and (3.57) as the boundary conditions for 
"' x(r,T) for the imbedded final time T + /J. and to satisfy (3.46) -
(3. 48)' we need each coefficient of c (A) (r) (T) and (a) in 
' 
c c 
(3.58) to become identically zero. The same applies to the r = 0 
case. Thus we have all the necessary boundary conditions, 
P(vv)(r,s,T) + g"' (vv) 1 "'-1 "'T 
o P (r s T) + R-3 (T) g f o(s) = 0 x r ' ' o x 
r X SS 
s 
r = 0 
glx p(vv)(r,s,T) · + glx p;vv)(r,s,T) + glb p(vb)\s,T) 
r 
p(va)(r,T) ·+ g 
0 
x 
r 
P(va)(r,T) 
r 
r = 0 
= 0 r = 0 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
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T 
glx p(va)(r,T) + glx p;va)(r,T) + glbp(ab) (T) 0, r = 1 (3.62) 
r 
p(vb)(r,T) + g p(vb)(r,T) 
o r 
x 
r 
0 r = 0 (3.63) 
Using (3.27), (3.28), (3.50), (3.59), and (3.60) the last three terms 
of (3.51) can be evaluated 
(vb) "T "-1 T (1) · (/..) 2 
-p (r,T)g1 g1 f c/\{s)+O(c ),s=l b x xss 
s 
-P(vv)(r,s,T) f~ c(A)(s) + P(vv)(r,s,T)[f~ c(A)(s)]
8 
S SS 
1 
- h(O,T,~)) - P(vv)(r,s,T) S(O,O,t){ J P(vv)(s,v,T)c(/..)(v) dV 
0 
s = 0 
(3.65) 
(3.66) 
Combining (3.51) with (3.65) and (3.66) we obtain the differential equa-
" (vv) (va) (vb) tions governing x(r,T), P (r,s,T), P (r,T) and P (r,T) . 
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1 1 
~T(r,T) = f(r,T,~'~r'~rr'~) + J f P(vv)(r,s,T)h~(s,T,x) Q(s,V,T) 
0 0 
(y(v,T) - h(v,T,~)) ds dv 
+ P(vv)(r,O,T) hT(O,T,xA) Q(O 0 T)( (OT) h(O TA)) ' ' y ' - ' ,x x 
+ f 
x 
rr 
1 1 
T 
(s) + f (r) P(va) (s,T) 
a 
(3.67) 
+ P(va)(r,T) £!cs)+ J f P(vv)(r,s,T) S(s,v,T) P(vv)(v,s,T)ds av 
0 0 
(vv) (vv) -1 + P (r,O,T) s(O,O,T) P (O,s,T) +R1 (r,s,T) (3.68) 
A ,... ,... ,... p~va)(r,T) p(va) p(va) p(va) p(aa) = f (r) + f (r) + f (r) + f (r) 
x x r x rr a 
r rr 
1 1 
+ p(va) A; + I J P(vv)(r,s,T) S(s,V,T) P(va)(v,T) ds av 
0 0 
+ P(vv)(r,O,T) S(O,O,T) p(va)(O,T) (3.69) 
p~vb)(r,T) A P(vb) ,... P(vb) ,... p(vb) + f (r) p(ab) = f (r) + f (r) + f (r) 
x x r x rr a 
r rr 
1 1 
+ P(vb) B~ + I J P(vv)(r,s,T) S(s,V,T) p(vb)(V,T) <ls av 
0 0 
+ P(vv)(r,O,T) S(O,O,T) P(vb)(O,T) (3 . 70) 
Similarly, we can substitute (3.46) - (3.48) into (3.44) and (3.45), 
linearize and collect coefficients of like powers of c(A), c(T) and 
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c(o) to obtain the differential equations governing ~(T), b(T), 
p(ab)(T), p(aa)(T), and P(bb)(T) • The resulting equations are 
1 1 
d:~T) A(T,a) + J J p(av)(l,;,T) h~(l,;,T,x) Q(z:.;,v,T}(y(v,T) 
0 0 
- h(v,T,~)) dz; dv + P(av)(O,T) hT(O,T,~) Q(O,O,T) (y(O,T) 
x 
A 
- h(O,T,x)) 
A 
db(T) 
dT 
1 1 
= B(T,b) + J J p(bv)(z:,;,T) h~(z:.;,T,~) Q(z:.;,v,T)(y(v,T) 
0 0 . 
(3.71) 
- h(V,T,~))dl,; dv + P(bv)(O,T)hT(O,T,~) Q(O,O,T)(y(O,T) -h(O,T,~)) 
x 
dP(aa)(T) 
dT 
1 1 
= A"ap(aa) + p(aa) AATa + J J p(av) (r T) s(r T) .,., .,.,v, 
0 0 
(3.72) 
(3.73) 
1 1 dP(:~)(T) = Aa P(ab) + P(ab) B~ + J J P(av)(l,;,T) s(z:.;,v,T)P(vb)(v,T)dz:,;dv 
0 0 
+ P(av) (O,T) S(0,0,T) P(vb) (O,T) (3. 74) 
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1 1 
ii~ + f f T P (vb) (r ,T) S (r T) .., .., ,v, 
0 0 
p(vb)(V,T) <ls dv + R~1 (T) (3.75) 
Equations (3.67) - (3.85) constitute the distributed nonlinear 
filter for (2.1) - (2.6). 
T 
It is easy to check that p(bv) = p(vb) , 
T 
p(av) = p(va) , and P(ab) = P(ba) T 
The filter obtained can now be summarized: 
Initial 
Equation Conditions Boundary Conditions 
Estimates 
A A 
x(r,T) (3.67) x(r,O) (3.56) (3.57) 
A A 
a(T) (3. 71) a(O) none 
A A 
b(T) (3. 72) b(O) none 
Covariances 
P(vv)(r,s~T) (3.68) (vv) P (r,s,O) (3.59) (3.60) with 
P(va)(r,T) p(va)(r,O) 
(3.50) 
(3.69) (3.61) (3.62) 
p(vb)(r,T) (3.70) p(vb)(r,O) (3.63) (3.64) 
p (aa) (T) (3.73) p(aa)(O) none 
p(ab)(T) (3.74) P(ab)(O) none 
p(bb)(T) (3.75) P(bb)(O) none 
4. Optimal Least Square Interpolation 
The sequential interpolation (fixed-time smoothing) problem is 
interpreted as choosing x(r,t1), a(t1) and b(t1) , where t 1E[O,T] 
and TL t 1 , which minimize the error criterion (2.7). This 
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statistical minimization problem can be reformulated as an optimal con-
trol problem as shown in the previous section. In this section the 
approach of Kagiwada et a1[ 29 l for sequential interpolation in non-
linear lumped systems is extended to nonlinear distributed systems. 
Reformulating the original problem as an optimal control 
problem, we want to determine x(r,t1), a(t1) and b(t1) to mini-
mize (3.1) subject to constraints (3.2) - (3.6). If we have the optimal 
* * * solution x (r,t), a (t) and b (t), t e: [O,T] which minimizes (3.1) 
with (3.2) - (3.6), then the optimal solution will satisfy the necessary 
conditions for optimality, (3.7) - (3.21). In addition, the optimal 
least square interpolation solution which minimizes (3.1) coincides 
with and from the assumed uniqueness 
of the optimal solution. Hence we have the same necessary conditions 
for optimality for the interpolation problem as for the filtering 
problem. 
It is necessary to determine the Cauchy type representation of 
the interpolation solution on the basis of the two point boundary value 
problem. If we consider the imbedded final time case where A(r,T) = 
c(A)(r), L(T) = c(L) and cr(T) = c(cr) , the interpolation solution 
can be written as 
()..) ¢(t1 ,T,r,c (r), 
Therefore the desired solution becomes ¢(t1 ,T,r,O,O,O) , 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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(a) (b) 
<j> (t1 ,T,0,0,0) and <j> (t1 ,T.O,O,O) • Using (3.32) - (3.37), we 
can write the following relationship for the final time T + ~ 
A(T + 6) = A(r,T) + AT(r,T) ~ + 0(~2 ) 
= c(A) (r) + B(r,T,c(A) (r), <j>(T,T,r,c(A) (r), 
<j>(a)(T,T,c(A)(r), c(T), c(o:)))~ + 0(~2) 
(T) (0)) 
c ' c ' 
(4.4) 
Also we have 
<P(t1 ,T + ~. r, A(r,T +~), T(T+~), cr(T +~)) 
(T) (0)) 
c , c (4.5) 
Similarly, we have 
T(T + ~) = c(T) +y(T,<P(T,T,c0') (r), (rr) (a)) c ' c , c(A)(r), 
(4. 6) 
o:(T + ~) = c(cr) +9(T,<j>(T,T,r,c(A) (r), c(T), (a)) 
c ' 
c(A)(r), 
<j>(a)(t 1 ,T+~, A(r,T+~), T(T+M, cr(T+~)) 
= <j>(a)(t
1
T,c(A)(r), c(T), c(cr)) 
(4. 7) 
(4. 8) 
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(b) A ¢ (t1,T +/:;;), A.(r,T + /:;;), -r(T + /:;;), cr(T + Ll)) 
(1") (0) 
c ' c (4.9) 
Substituting (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.5), and taking the Taylor 
expansion with limiting operation /:;; ~ 0 , we have 
1 . 
,1, + J 6¢ · (/,.) (a) (/,.) 
'I' ( 1 ) 13(r,T,c (r), 1/J,1/J )dr+cp (-r)y(T,1/J,c (r), 
T 0 <Sc /\ (r) c ' 
• 1/>(a) ,cC-r)) +cl> (cr) 9(T,1/J,c(A.)(r), 1/J(b), c(cr)) = 0 
c 
(4.10) 
Similarly we obtain 
1 
,1,(a) + j' 6,j,(a) (/,.) ( ) ( ) ( 1 ) 
'I' ~ S(r,T,c (r),1/J,1/J a )dr + cp a(-r) y(T,1/J,c /\ (r), 
T 
0 
6c (A.) (r) c ' 
(4.11) 
1/>(a)' c(-r)) + cp<~~) 9(T,1/J,c(A.)(r), 1/>(b), c(cr)) = 0 
c 
(4.12) 
where 
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Equations (4.10) - (4.12) are the desired initial value problem together 
with (3.43) - (3.45) and (4.13). Consequently we can consider only¢ , 
,i..(a) d ,i,(b) 
'I' , an 'I' , since (3.43) - (3.45) generate the previous filter 
results. Let us assume the solutions of the form, as a first order 
approximation 
1 
¢(t1 ,T,r,c(A)(r), c(T), c(cr)) = ~(r,t1 ,T) - ; J .w(vv)(r,s,t1 ,T) 
0 
(A) 1 (va) (T) 1 (vb) (cr) 
c (s) ds - 2 W (r,t1 ,T) c - 2 W (r,t1 ,T) c 
( 4 .14) 
1 
(T) 
c ' 
1 J (av) (A) 
- z W (s,t1 ,T)c (s)ds 
. 0 
c 
(cr) (4.15) 
1 
(T) 
c ' 
c(cr)) "' · 1 J (bv) (A) 
= d(t1 ,T) -z- W (s,t1 ,T)c (s)ds 
0 
c 
(cr) (4.16) 
From (4.13) we have 
;(r,T,T) "' = x(r,T) 
~(T,T) "' = a(T) 
"' "' d(T,T) = b (T) 
(4 .17) 
(vv) W (r,s,T,T) = P(vv)(r,s,T) W(aa)(T,T) = p(aa)(T) 
W(va)(r,T,T) = p(va)(r,T) wCab)(T,T) = p(ab) (T) 
W(vb)(r,T,T) = p(vb)(r,T) w(ba)(T,T) = p(ba)(T) 
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In the interpolation case we do not have the similar relationship to 
(3.50), since we are dealing with the quantities at t 1 and at T • 
If the system is linear and with Gaussian white noise, then (4.14) -
(4.16) yield the exact solution of (4.10) - (4.12) with the following 
statistical interpretations: 
(vv) W (r,s,t1 ,T) = { " " T} E (x(r,t1) - z(r,t1 ,T))(x(s,T) - x(s,T)) 
(va) { " " T} W (r,t1 ,T) = E (x(r,t1) - z(r,t1 ,T))(a(T) - a(T)) 
(4.18) 
To obtain the governing differential equations for the W's we can 
follow the same procedure as in the filtering case. Substituting 
(4.14) - (4.16) into (4.10) and applying Taylor expansion, we can obtain 
where 
· 1 1 
" f f (vv) T " zT(r,tl,T) - w (r,s,tl,T) hx(~,T,x) Q(s,V,T)(y(V,T) 
0 0 1 
- h(v,T,~)) ds dv - ; f f(A)(r,s,T) c(A)(s) ds 
0 
- ; f(T)(r,T) c(T) - ; f(cr)c(cr) - ; {W(vv)(r,s,t
1
,T)c(A)(s)fx (s) 
s 
(vv) · (A) (vv) 
- W (r,s,t1 ,T)[c (s)f (s)] +W (r,s,t1 ,T) x s s 
SS 
l
s=l 2 2 2 
c(A) (s)fxs} s=O + O(c(A) ' c(T) ' c(cr) ) = 0 (4.19) 
-so-
l 1 
r(A)(r,s,T) = W~vv)(r,s,t 1 ,T) - J J W(vv)(r,s,t1 ,T) S(s,V,T) 
0 0 
P (vv) (v,s,T) d d (vv) ( ) f"'Tc ) (vv) ( ) f"'T (s) s v - W r,s,t1 ,T x s -Ws r,s,t1 ,T x 
(vv)( ) "'fT ( ) (va)( ) f"'T(s) 
- Wss r , s,t1 ,T x s - W r,t1 ,T a 
SS 
0 
0 
fT (s) o (s-1) 
x 
SS 
1 
J 
(vv) W (r,i;,t1 ,T) 
0 
s 
(4.20) 
S(i',;,V,T) 
(4.21) 
S(i',;,V,T) 
(4.22) 
To evaluate the last three terms of (4.19) we__need the boundary 
condition on W(vv) at s = 0 and s = 1 . But we cannot handle the 
boundary conditions as (3.58) because of (4 . 18). From the analogy to 
the linear system with Gaussian white noise, i.e.·, (4.18), we can 
(vv) 
assume the boundary conditions for W (r,s,t1 ,T) at s = 0 and 
s = 1 in the form 
(4.23) 
s = 1 (4 . 24) 
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and 
g (t 1 ,~.~ ) = 0 , r = 0 o r (4.25) 
(4.26) 
Combining (3.27), (3.28), (4.23) and (4.24) with (4.19) we can obtain 
A (vv) the following differential equations for z(r,t1 ,T), W (r,s,t1 ,T), 
(va) · (vb) W (r,t1 ,T) and W (r,t1 ,T) , 
1 1 
zT(r,t1 ,T) = J J W(vv)(r,s,t1 ,T) 
0 0 
T A h <s,T,x) Q(s,v,T) (y(v,T) 
x 
" (vv) T " 
- h(v,T,x)) ds dv + W (r,O,t1 ,T) hx(O,t,x) Q(O,O,T) (y(O,T) 
- h(O,T,~)) (4.27) 
W(vv)( T) W(vv)( T) f"T(s) + W(vv)( T) f"T (s) T r,s,t1 , = r,s,t1 , x s r,s,t1 , x 
+ w~:V)(r,s,t1 ,T) f~ (s) + W(va)(r,t1 ,T) f!(s) 
SS 
(vv) (vv) 
+ W (r~O,t1 ,T) S(O,O,T) P (O,s,T) 
1 1 
s 
(4.28) 
w~va)(r,tl,T) = w<va)(r,tl,T) A~+ J J w<vv)(r,s,t1,T) S(s,v,T) 
0 0 
P(va) (v,T) ds .dv + W(vv) (r,O,t1 ,T) S(O,O,T) P(va) (O,T) (4.29) 
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1 
W(vb)( T) = W(vb)(r,tl,T) T r,tl' f (vv) W (r,1;,t1 ,T) S (I;, v, T) 
0 
P(vb)(V,T) di; dv + W(vv)(r,O,t1 ,T) S(0,0,T) P(vb)(O,T) (4.30) 
Similarly, we can obtain the differential equations governing ~(t1 ,T), 
W(av)( T) W(aa)(tl,T) s, tl' , from (4.11), (4.14) -
(4.16) 
1 1 
;T(tl,T) = J J w<av)(l;,tl,T) 
0 0 
T A h (1;,T,x) Q(l;,V,T) (y(V,T) 
x 
A (av) T A 
- h(v,T,x)) di; dv + W (O,t1 ,T) hx(O,T,x) Q(O,O,T) (y(O,T) 
- h(O,T,i)) 
(av) AT (av) AT 
+ W (s,t1 ,T) f (s) + W (s,t1 ,T) f (s) S X SS X 
S SS 
1 1 
+I I w<av)(l;,tl,T) 
0 0 
S(l;,V,T) p(vv)(v,s,T) di; dV 
+ W(av)(O,t1 ,T) S(O 0 T) P(vv)(O T) ' ' , s, 
1 1 
wiaa)(tl,T) = w<aa)(tl,T) A~+ J I w<av)(l;,tl,T) S(l;,V,T) 
0 0 
P(va)(v,T) di; dv + W(av)(O,t
1
,T) S(O,O,T) P(va)(O,T) 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
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1 
w~ab)(t1 ,T) = w(ab)(t1 ,T)B~ + J 
0 
where the following boundary conditions on 
and s = 1 are assumed for (4.32) 
S(r,;,v,T) 
(4.34) 
at s = 0 
s = 0 
(4.35) 
s = 1 (4.36) 
Combining (4.14) - (4.16) with (4.12) and following the same procedure 
as before, 
1 
J 
(bv) W (r,;, t 1 , T) 
T h (r,;,T,x) Q(r,;,v,T) (y(v,T) 
x 
0 
A (bv) T A 
- h(v,T,x)) dr,; dv + W (O,t1 ,T) hx(O,T,x) Q(O,O,T) (y(O,T) 
A 
- h(O,T,x)) (4.37) 
+ W(bv)(s,t1 ,T) fT (s) + W(bv)(s,t1 ,T) fT (s) S X SS X 
S SS 
1 1 
J J 
(bv) (vv) 
+ W (r,;,t1 ,T) S(r,;,v,T) P (v,s,T) dr,; dv 
0 0 
+ W(bv)(O t T) (vv) ) , l' S(O,O,T) P (O,s,T (4.38) 
1 
w~ba)(tl,T) = w(ba)(tl,T) A!,+ J 
0 
1 
w~bb)<t1,T) = w<bb)<t1,T) B~ + J 
0 
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1 
J w(bv)(~,t1 ,T) S(~,v,T) 
0 
1 
J w(bv)(~,t1 ,T) S(~,v,T) 
0 
~here the boundary condition of W(bv)(s,t1 ,T) is taken as 
s = 1 
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
This completes the derivation of the interpolation equations 
for the nonlinear distributed system. The initial conditions for 
(4.27) - (4.42) can be obtained from (4.17) if we take T = t 1 • Thus 
to solve the interpolation problem at t 1 we have to integrate the 
filter equations first up to t 1 • Then we have to solve the filter 
and the interpolation equations simultaneou~ly for T > t 1 • 
The interpolation equations can be summarized: 
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Initial 
Equation Condition Boundary Condition 
Estimat es 
z (r , t 1 ,T) (4 . 27) x (r,tl) (4.25) (4 . 26) 
e(t1 ,T) (4 . 31) a(t1) none 
d(t1 ,T) (4 . 37) b (tl) none 
Covariance 
(vv) W (r,s , t 1 ,T) (4.28) 
(vv) P (r , s,t1) (4 . 23) (4 . 24) 
(va) W (r,t1 ,T) (4 . 29) p(va)(r,tl) none 
(vb) W (r , t 1 ,T) (4 . 30) P(vb)(r,tl) none 
(av) W (s , t 1 ,T) (4 . 32) p(av)(r,tl) (4 . 35) (4.36) 
(bv) W (s,t1 ,T) (4 . 38) P(bv)(r , tl) (4.41) (4 . 42) 
W(aa)(tl,T) (4 . 33) p(aa)(r,tl) none 
W(ab)(tl ,T) ( 4 . 34) P(ab) (t ) 1 none 
W(ba)(tl,T) (4 . 39) p(ba)(t) 1 none 
W(bb)(tl,T) (4 . 40) p (bb) ( t ) 1 none 
5 . Examples 
5. 1 Example 1 . It is r equired to perfonn filtering and sequen-
tial i nterpolation for the heat conduction system 
2 
x (r,t) = 0 . 1 x + 0 . 1 x + ~1 ( r, t) t r r (5 .1) 
x(O , t) - 0. 05 xr = ~3 (t) , r = 0 (5 . 2) 
(5 . 3) 
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with unknown initial condition 
x(r,O) = 2 sin TI r (5.4) 
and noisy observations generated by 
y(r. ,t) = x(r. ,t) [l + n(t)], 
l. l. 
i = 1,2,3 (5. 5) 
where r 1 = 0.25, r 2 = 0.50, r 3 = 0.75 • The dynamical disturbances 
are generated by 
s1(r,t) = 0.1 G(0,0.5) 
= s4(t) = 0.15 G(O,l) (5. 6) 
n(t) = 0.1 G(O,l) 
where G(O,o) is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero 
and standard deviation a . 
The filter equations for Q = 1 are 
A2 3 (vv) A ~T(r,T) = O.lx + O.lx + l P (r,r. ,T) [y(ri. ,T) -x(ri,T)] 
rr i=l l. 
(5. 7) 
A A 
x(O,T) - 0.05x = 0 ' r = 0 (5.8) r 
A 
x = 0 r = 1 (5.9) 
r 
P(vv)(r s T) = A P(vv)(r,s,T) (vv) A T , ' 0.2x(r,T) + 0.2P (r,s,T) x(s,T) 
(vv) · . (vv) ~ (vv) (vv) 
+ 0 • lP ( r , s , T) + 0 • lP ( r , s , T) - l P ( r , r . , T) P ( r . , s , T) 
rr ss i=l i i 
-1 + R1 (5.10) 
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P(vv)(O,s,T) - 0.05 P~vv)(O,s,T) - 20 R;l o(s) = 0 (5.11) 
P(vv)(l s T) - R-l o(s-1) = 0 
r ' ' 4 
Initial conditions for (5.7) and (5.10) were chosen as 
~(r,O) = O (5.12) 
p(vv)(f,s,O) = 25 exp(-0.5jr-s!) (5.13) 
The additional interpolation equations are 
3 (vv) A 
= I W (r,r . ,t1 ,T) [y(r.,T) - x(r.,T)] 
. 1 J. J. l. i= 
(5.14) 
(vv) " (vv) 
= 0.2W (r,s,t1 ,T) x(s,T) + O.lW (r,s,t1 ,T) . SS 
~ (vv) (vv) 
- l W (r,r.,t1 ,T) P (r.,s,T) 
. 1 J. J. i= 
(5.15) 
(vv) (vv) W (r,O,t1 ,T) - 0.05W8 (r,O,t1 ,T) m 0 (5.16) 
(5.17) 
= P(vv)(r s t ) 
' , 1 (5 .18) 
(5.19) 
Numerical solution of (5. 7) - (5 .19) was carried out using 
quasilinearization and the Crank-Nicholson method[ 43 , 54 J and the 
alternating direction method[ 54 l for (5.10). The Dirac delta function 
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was approximated by l/~r the mesh spacing. The results are shown 
in Figures 1 and 2 for Q 1 , -1 R1 = 0.5 , 
-1 -1 R3 = R4 = 1.0 . The 
filter estimates shown in Figure 1 converge rapidly to the true 
(undisturbed) trajectories. Figure 2 presents a comparison of the true 
A 
profile at t = 0.4, the filter estimate at T 0.4 x ( r , 0 • 4) , and 
the interpolating filter estimate of ~(r,0.4) at T = 2.0 
A 
z(r,0.4,2.0) . The additional observations collected from t = 0.4 to 
t = 2.0 are useful in improving the estimate at t = 0.4 through the 
use of the interpolating filter. 
5.2 Example 2. We desire to estimate the state and the con-
stant parameter a in the hyperbolic system, representing a plug flow 
tubular chemical reactor 
da 
dt 
x(O,t) 
= - ax 
= 0 
::: 1 
with unknown steady state solution 
x(r,O) = -1 (1 + ar) 
2 
and unknown true value of a = 2 . The observations are 
y(r.,t) = x(r.,t) (l+O.l G(O,l)), i = 1,2,3 
l. l. 
with r 1 = 0.25 , r 2 = 0.5 , and r 3 = 0.75. 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
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The corresponding filter equations for Q = 1 are 
" "2 ~ (vv) " ax + l P (r,r. ,T) (y(r. ,T) - x(r1 ,T)) 
. 1 1 1 1= 
= - (5.25) 
" da 
dT 
3 
= l P(av)(r.,T) (y(r.,T) - ~(r.,T)) 
1 1 1 i=l 
(5.26) 
(vv) PT (r,s,T) = - " " (vv) " (vv) " 2a x(r,T) P (r,s,T) - 2a P (r,s,T) x(s,T) 
( ) 3 (vv) (vv) 
- P vv (r,s,T) - l P (r,r.,T) P (r.,s,T) 
s i=l 1 1 
P~av)(r,T) = -2~ ~(r,T) P(av)(r,T) - P~av)(r,T) 
with 
and 
dP(aa) 
dT 
3 (vv) ( ) \' p ( T) P av (r. ,T) l r,r., 
. 1 1 1 1= 
P(vv)(O,s,T) = 0 
P(av)(O,T) = 0 
" x(r,O) = 0 
~(O) = 1 
P(vv)(r,s,O) = 20 sin(0.8 ~r) sin(0.8 ~s) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
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P(av)(r,O) = 15 sin(0.8 ~r) 
P(aa)(O) = 20 (5. 31) 
The numerical results for ~(0.5,T) and ~(T) are shown in 
Figure 3. Although convergence is slower than in Example 1, the 
results obtained confirm the applicability of the filter for estimating 
parameters in distributed systems. 
6. Remarks 
For discrete spatial measurements we define a new Qd(i;;,v,T) as 
shown by Meditch[ 46 ) as 
(6.1) 
where 
(6.2) 
Thus the integrations become discrete summations and Qd becomes an 
(nM) x (nM) matrix. 
-1 -1 R = R = 3 4 0 . When In the case of no boundary noise, we put 
g = 0 
0 
0 with boundary noise, (3.25) and (3.26) give 
x 
r 
o'(s) or in (3.59) and (3.60). However, in the linear case, 
Green's functions or eigenfunctions can be used to avoid the delta func-
tions in the boundary conditions of (vv) P (r, s, T) • Then the present 
. [39 40] 
results coincide with previous results ' • Also, if we assume 
(2.1) is valid for the closed interval [O,l] and at r = l,g1 P(bv)(r,T) ~ P(vv)(l,r,T), then the present results reduce to those of App!ndix III-A. 
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7. Figures 
Figure 1. True and Filtered Values of x(r,T) at Three Selected 
Locations for Example 1. 
Figure 2. Comparison of True Profile at t = 0.4 with the Filter 
Estimate, ~(r,0.4), and the Interpolating Filter Estimate 
A 
at T = 2.0, z(r,0.4,2.0), for Example 1. 
Figure 3. True and Filtered Values of x(0.5,T) and a for 
Example 2. 
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SESSION PAPER 22-C 
NONLINEAR FILTERING IN DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS * 
J. H. Seinfeld , G. R. Gavalaa, and H. Hwang 
Chemical Engineering Laboratory 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, California 91109 
ABSTRACT 
A general nonlinear filter is derived for systems 
deocribed by partial differential equations which con-
tain random disturbances in initial and boundary condi-
tions, as dynamical inputS -and measurement errors. 
Observations are assumed to be made continuously in 
time at an arbitrary number of discrete spatial loca-
tions. AtJ an example, the filter is used to estimate 
the state in ~ nonlinear hyperbolic system describing 
a tubular flow chemical reactor. 
INTRODUCTION 
Estimation of the state of a nonlinear dynamic 
ays tem has important engineering applications in model-
ing and adaptive control. With few exceptions, work on 
the estimation of the state of dynamic systems has been 
~onceotrated on systems described by ordinary differen-
tial equations. A large number of practical processes 
a re described by partial differential equations, for 
vhich the problem of state estimation in the presence 
of noisy inputs and measurement errors is important. 
For example. estimating the effect of random disturb-
a nces on a transmission line, estimating the composi-
tion, temperature profiles, and catalyst activity in a 
pa cked bed catalytic reactor, and determining reservoir 
pressures from data at selected well locations repre-
aent applications involving the estimation of the state 
and parameters of a distributed system. 
E.Xact aolutiona to the filtering problem for non-
linear lumped parameter systems have not been obtained, 
although a number of approximate nonlinear filters hav~ 
been proposed ( 7). The purpose of this paper is to 
propose a nonlinear filter applicable to systems des-
cribed by partial differential equations. Several 
atudies have appeared recently on filtering for linear 
partial differential equations: Balakrishnan (1), 
Meditch (4), Thou (9), Tzafcstas and Nightingale (10, 
11), and Pell and Aris (5,6). A problem of similar 
nature, filtering for linear systems with time delays, 
va• considered by Kwakcrnaak (3). 
Nonlinear filters for distributed systems havo 
been presented by Seinfeld (8) and Tzafestas and 
Nightingale (12). The former study (8) presented a 
filter applicable to nonlinear hyperbolic and parabolic 
ays tems with spatially continuous measurements. On the 
basis of a least square estimation criterion, a 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation was d·erivcd and solved approx-
1..ately by a linearization in the region of the optimal 
es timate. The filter obtained is only an approximation 
to the more exact filter for spatially continuous mea-
surements obtained in the latter study (12) by the same 
technique. Both of these filters assume deterministic 
boundary conditions. 
In the present study a general filter is derived 
for systems described by nonlinear partial differential 
equation• vith unknown a tochastic inputs in the system 
* 
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and the boundary conditions and noisy measurements car-
ried out at an arbitrary number of d!screte spatial 
locations . The approach of Pell and Aris (5 ,6) is used, 
namely conversion of the distributed system to a lumped 
system by finite difference approximations, application 
of a lumµed parameter filter, and then performing a 
limiting operation on the spatial increment. Each of 
the linear and nonlinear filters cited above are 
special cases of the general nonlinear distributed fil-
ter presented here. The nonlinear filter is applied to 
estimate the state in a nonlinear hyperbolic system 
which describes the time-dependent behavior of a tubu-
lar chemical reactor. 
DERIVATION OF THE FILTER 
The problem is to estirnate continuously the state 
of a distributed system, based on continuous noisy mea-
surements carried out at a discrete number of spatial 
locations. We will consider the general class of sys-
telllS on the reduced spatial domain, r<[ 0, l J, described 
by the vector 
xt • f(t,r,x,xr,xrr} + ( 1(r,t} (1) 
where x(r,t} is then-dimensional state vector, ( 1 (r,t) is an n-dimensional vector of unknown random inputs, 
assumed to have zero mean, and xc• xr• and Xrr are par-
tial derivatives. 
The initial condition for (1) 1a 
x(r ,O) • x0 (r) (2) 
which, in general, will not be known exactly. The gen-
eral boundary conditions at r • 0 and r • ~ can be 
expr~aa~d as followa: 
g0 (t,a0 (t}, x(r,t); x,<r,t)) Jr-o •0 (3) 
da0 (t) dt • v 0 (t,a0 (t}) + t 2 (t} (4) 
• o<0> • •oo <5> 
g 1(t,a1(t}, x(r,t}, "t-(r,t))lr-l -0 (6) 
Conditions (3) and (6) are completely general and 
include t 0 and 1 1-dimensional inputs, a 0(t) and a 1(t}, 
each of which is governed by an ordinary differential 
equation containing random excitations, ~ 2 (t) and ( 3(t}. a 0(t) and a 1(t) account for the exia.tence of 
controlled or uncontrolled inputs at the boundary of 
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th• procaaa. 
In the following derivations it is convenient to 
rewrite the boundary conditions ()), (6) in tho fonn, 
x(r,t>l.-o • v(t,a0 (t), x(r,t), xr(r,t)Jl.-o (9) 
x(r,t)lr•l • k(t,a 1(t), x(r,t), Xr(r,t)) lr-l (10) 
Observations of the system are carried out at m 
discrete points in the spatial dom3in, r 1 ,r2 ,•••,rm• At each point a q-dimcnsional vector of observations is 
made, y(ri,t), i • 1,2,•••,m. Let us define the mn-
dimcnsional vector, Xob(t), consisting of the states at 
each measurement point. 
x0b(t) ~ G<rl't)r, x(r2 ,t)r, ••• , 
Then the observations can be included in a p-dimension-
al vector y(t) and related to the state by 
y(t) • h(t,Xob(t)) + n(t) (12) 
where n is a 
ment errors. 
the foll""ing 
each of which 
m • 2 and q • 
p-dimcnsional vector of Wlknown measure-
Thc significance of y(t) can be seen from 
example. For a process with two states, 
is measured directly at two points,. n • 2. 
2, the observations are described by 
Y1(rpt) • x1(r 1,t) +(errors) i • 1,2 
Yi(r2 ,t) • Xi(r2,t) +(errors) • 1,2 
from (11). Xob(t) • [x1(rl't), x2 (r 1,t), x 1(r2 ,t), 
x2 Cr2 ,t)Jr. If we let h(t,x0b(t)) • Xob(t), then y(t)• 
[y 1 (r~t), y2 (r 1 ,t), Y1(r 2 ,t), y 2 (r2 ,t)JT, and p • 4. 
In general, hovever, p is not necessarily equal to mq 
because a combination of values at different points may 
be the observed quantity rather than individual state 
measurements at each point. Thus, (12) represents a 
completely general representation of the measurements 
on the distributed system. 
Approximation of the Distributed System 
Tiie filtering problem is the following: Given the 
observations y(t) from t • 0 to t • T, what is the best 
estimate of the state of the system, x(r,t), at t • T? 
The first step in solving the filtering problem is to 
·approximate (1) by a set of ordinary differential equa-
tions using finite diffe'rences. The r-interval, [O,l), 
1a divided into N parts and (1) 1a rewritten as 
~ ( x(i)-x(i-1) dt •f 1ll,t,x(1), 6 
x ( i+l)-2x(i)+x( i-1)) 
62 
vhere ll • l/N 
+ c1 (ill,t) 
•f(i) + c1 (1ll,t) 
(13) 
x(i) • x(i6,t) ; i' 0. O,l, •••, N (14) 
Let ua n°" define X(t) as the (N+l) n-dimens1onal 
vector. 
X(t) ~ [x(O,t)r, x(6,t)r, ••• , x(l,t)TJT (15) 
Then (13) can be written 
where 
and 
~~ • F(t,X(t)) + C(t) 
F(t,X(t))~ [fT(O), fT(l),···. fT(N))T 
C(t) • [C1T(O,t), C1T(6,t),•••, t 1T(l,t)]T 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
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where ( 1 (0,t) • ~60 (t) C2 (t) ond ( 1 (1,t) • k41 (t)C 3 (t), 
and va 0 • (I-vx)-
1
va and k4 • (I-• )-11<8 • 0 l " I 
The observations take the form, 
y(t) • H(t,X(t)) + n(t) (19) 
vhere H(t,X(t)) is obtained from h(t,Xob(t)) by relat-
ing x0 b(t) to X(t). For this purpose it can be asswaed 
that the m points of measurement coincide Yith mesh 
points since the mesh spacing 6 will be much finer than 
the measurement spacing. This assumption will not be 
required once the distributed filter has been recovere4 
Derivation of the Estimator Equation 
llith the use of finite difference approximations 
for the spatial derivatives, the distributed system haa 
been transformed into a lumped system, for which the 
filtering problem is: Given the observations y(t) froa 
.t • 0 to t • T, what is the best estimate of the state 
of the system X(t), at t • T? One of the several non-
linear filters proposed for lumped parameter systems 
can now be applied to (16) and (19). Using the least 
square filter of Detchmendy and Sridhar, vc obtain the 
nonlinear filter applicable to (16) and (19), 
~~ • F(t,X(t)) + P'(t)H~ Q(y-H(t,X(t))) (20) 
~~·- FxP' + P'F~ + P'[H~ Q(y-H(t,X(t>))lxP'+R-1 (21) 
vhere X is the least square estimate of X and Q and i 
.are p x p and (N+l)n x (~+l) n-dimensional weighting 
matrices which must be specified a priori and P' is a 
(N+l)n :x (N+l) n-dimensional matrix, corresponding to 
the covariance matrix of the estimate error in the 
Kalman filter. If the system is linear and f;(t) and 
n(t) are zero-mean Gaussyan white noise, then 
E(((ri,t) f;(oj, 1 )T) • R- (ri,Pj,t) 6(t-t) and 
T -1 
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E(n(r1,t)n(oj,t) ) • Q (ri,pj,t) 6(t-t) where Rand Q 
are positive definite. As 6r + O, R • R(r,p,t) and 
Q • Q(r,o,t), a- 1(0,0,t) • v8 (t) E(C2 (t)t2 (t)T) v10 Ct) 
-1 o T 
and R (1,1,t) • Ka
1
(t) E{f; 3(t)f; 3 (t) ) 1<l 1Ct). we 
assume that E{f;tr,t) n(r,t)T) • 0, 1.e. the dynamic and 
observation errors are uncorrelated. 
Let us n°"' partition P' into submatricea, each of 
dimension n. x R. We denote each submatrix by P'i1(t), 
where 1 • o,l,•••, N and j • 0,1.•••, N. and def fte the 
follO'W'ing n x n matrices, 
6 P(r,p,t) • Pij<t) ; r • 16,o • jll (22) 
Poo<t) ~ P(O,O,t) if 1 • j • 0 (23) 
P0 (r,t) ~ P(r,O,t) if j • O, i + O (24) 
In the linear case these matrices are defined a.a the 
covariances of the estimate error, 
P(r,o,t) • E!(x(r,t) - x(r,t)) (x(o,t) - ;(o,t))T)(25) 
Po(r,t) • E!(x(r,t) - x(r,t)) (x(O,t) - ;(0,t))TJ (26) 
Poo<t) • E{(x(O,t) - x(O,t))(x(O,t) - ;(O,t))Tl (27) 
The foll°"ing symmetry property, evident from (25), cu 
also be expected to be valid in the nonlinear case. 
P(r,o,t) • PT(p, r,t) (28) 
We now take the limit as N + •, 6 + O, with ~N • l 
and obtain from. (20) 
•x ( · •x •2Xi r · at • f r,t,x,•r' 'r~J + p bh Q(y-h(t,x i.>) 
• o "ob o 
(29) 
where 
P0 b(t) ~ [P(r,r 1,t) , P(r,r2 ,tl.•",P(r,rm,t)J · (30) 
The •sti,... tor eq uation (29) is subject to the follOYing 
boundary conditions, which are obtained directly from 
(9) a nd (10), 
~ (O,t) • v(t,;0 (t), x(O,t), ir(r , t)lr•O) (3l) 
and 
(32) 
Estimator ~quations for a0 and a 1 can be obta ined 
by performing the limiting operation on the i • 0 com-
ponent of (20) . Differenti a ting both s ides of (9) with 
respect to time we obta in' 
i: CO ,t ) • [•t+vaowo+vx x(r,tl+vxrxr]r•O + vao(2 
•(I - •.>-1 ~t + v•owo + vxrirJ+ ~o (2 
(33) 
The utimate e quation fo r x(O, t), analogous to (20), 
can ba obtained by combining (20) and (33) , 
dx(O,t) • 
dt [vt+ v• w0 (t,;0 (tl) + v icr,t)+ vx ir] o x r r-0 
(34) 
vhere 
PO,ob ~ [P(O,r1 ,t), P(O,r2 ,t) ..... P(O,rm,t)J 
T T T (35) 
: . [P0(rptl , P Cr2 ,t) ,. • ., P0 (r,.,t) ] 
Differentia ting (31) with reapect to t, we obtain 
d;co,t) + dao ' J ' I 
dt • vt Yao dt + vxx r-0 + vxrxr r-0 (36) 
Col!lbining (34) and (36) we obtain the desired equation 
f o r 80 , 
r-0 • T -I T 
d"t ·· vo(t, • o(t))+(va ov• o) vao Po,ob h; Q(y-h(t,~ b>) 
ob 0 
(37) 
The aame proce dure can be used with the boundary condi-
tion at r • l, (10). In thio case we obtain 
where (38) 
nie estimator equations for x(r,t), a (t), and 
aJ (t), (29), (37) and (38), require ini tia£ conditions. 
The initial conditions are generally our best guesses 
of the initial values of x(r,t), a 0 (t) and a 1 (t) at 
t • O. The se initia l conditions will be denoted 
Xg(r), ao(O) and al(O), since in general the actual 
initial conditions x0 (r), a00 , and a 10 are unknown. 
Derivation of the Covariance Equations 
Now the equation governing P(r,o ,t) will be deter-
mined. For convenience t he se are termed the covariance 
e quations e ven though this .association i s only exact 
for the linear case, Consider (21) for the i,jth sub-
-67-
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matrix of P' , P'i,j• 
dP' ~·ti ,1-1Pi.-1,tf i ,iP i..tfi,1+1 p i.+i ,j+Pi.,j-l f~ ,j-1 
fT ' fT 
+ Pj_,j j,j + Pi,j+l j,j+l 
(40) 
where 
at(1A,t,x(1), 
f1,1~1 • 
x(i)-x(i-1), x(1+1)-2x(1) 
A A2 
+ X(i-1)) (4l) 
3x(1-l) 
which be comes 
(42) 
In a aimilar manner we obtain , 
(43) 
(44) 
Then (40) becomes 
dP' P' - P' 
.::.hi• f (i)P' +P' fT(j)+ f (1) ( i,j i-l,j) + 
dt x 1,j i,j x xr A 
P' - P' ( i,j 1,j-l)fT (j) 
A xr 
We now l et N • •, 6. + O, noting that 
dP' lim.:.:..!J.J..~) 
N-> • dt 3t 
A-+0 
(45) 
(46) 
Performing the liMiting operation on (45), we obtain 
aP(r,p,t) 
at 
f () P( ) P(r,p,t)fT(p) f () 3P(r , p,t) 
• x r r,p,t + x + "r r ar 
T 
f (p) 
Xr 
(Eq. con't) 
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+ l l P(r,r,.,t>'\,tP(r1 ,p,t) + R- 1(r,p) k t (47) 
where ~.l ia the n x n- diD'ICnsional submatrix defined 
by 
N°" we consider the boundary conditions for (47). 
In order to derive t11cse conditions we will consider 
two cases: (1) No noise in the boundary conditions, 
i.e. C2 (t) • ( 3 (t) • 0 ; "(2) Noisy boundary conditions 
as represented in (4) and (7). \le treat first the case 
or deterministic boundary conditions. 
Let ua use the foll<Ning identities, 
~(O,t) • C(t,r,x,xr,xrr> lr-o + g0 (t,a0 ,x,xrl lr-o (49) 
and 
x(O,t) • f(t,r,x,xr,xrr>i 
r-0 
(50) 
~(l,t) • f(t,r,x,xr,xrr>i + ( 'I 
r•l &1 t,al ,x,xr r-1 (51) 
x(l,t) • f(t,r,x.xr·~r' I 
r-1 
(52) 
Combining (49) and (47) evaluated at r • 0 and then 
combinins (50) and (47) at r • 0 yield• tvo equations 
for ~). \/hen these are equated we obtain the 
r • 0 boundary condition for (47), 
g0 x(t,a0 ,x.~r> P(O,p,t) 
( •• .• ) oP(r,p,t) I + g0 t,a0 ,x,xr xr or r-0 
pc[O,l] 
• 0 
Th• correaponding boundary condition at r • l ia 
a1 (t,&p~•;r> P(l,p,t) 
x 
+ &1 (t,apx,xr> or • 0 ... ~1 
xr r-l 
pc{O,l] 
(53) 
(54) · 
In tho linear case these. conditions can be uhown to 
reduce to those of the linear filtera (11). For the 
special case in which g ia independent of xr• the pro-
per boundary condition 2or (47) 1a obtained from (53) 
.. 
P(O,p,t) • 0 (55) 
Siailarly, 1f a1 ia independent of Xro . 
P(l,p,t) • 0 (56) 
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Also, if g0 and g1 are independent of x, i.e. depend 
only on a 0 • a 1 , and Xr• the boundary condition• fro~ (53) and (54) are 
oP(r ,o ,t) 
or I . 0 r•O (SJ) 
Now let us consider the case in which the bound-
ary conditions of the system contain noisy inputs n0(t) 
and a 1 (t), i.e. c2 (t) + O, c3(t) + 0. In this case we 
"ill distinguish tvo aubcases: (a) g0 and g 1 do not depend 00 Xr, i.e. So(t,ao,X) • 0 at r • 0 and 
s1 (t,a 1 ,x) • 0 at r • l; (b) g and g 1 depend on xr u 
in (3) and (6). Since Pis a ~unction of rand p, 
where rc[O,lj and oc[O,lJ. and since the system (l) m.ay 
in general be second order in r, we require two bound-
ary conditions on r and two boundary conditions on p 
for (47). These conditions can be written aa follOlls: 
p • 0 (58) 
p • l P(r,l,t) • P 1 (r,t) (59) 
From (28) we see that P(r,O,t) • P(O,r,t)T and 
P(r,l,t) • P(l,r,t)T so that r • 0 and r • l boundary 
conditions can be obtained directly from (58) and (59). 
Let us n<N derive the equations satisfied by P 0(r,t) 
and P1(r,t). 
lie consider subcase (a) first and rewrite (3) in 
the form 
(60) 
Differentiating (60) with respect to t we obtain 
Thua, if x(O,t) • f(O) + ~I (O,t), we obtain 
f(O) • &0-1[c1 - 80 > w0 (s0<t.,a0 ,x>)-&0 } (62) x a0 t 
~ b 0 (t,a0 ,x) 
Similarly, letting o 1 (t) • g1 (t,a 1 (t) ,x), th• relation 
at r • 1 analogous to (62) ia 
to> - s1:1{(I - &1a1> "1(s1<t,a1·">l-f,tl (63> 
~ b 1 (t,al'x) 
Evaluating (47) at r • 0 and r • 1 and uaing (62) 
and (63), the following equations an obtained for 
P0 (r,t) and P 1(r,t), 
aP 0 (r,t) 
--0-t-- • fx(r)P 0 (r,t) + P0 (r,t)b~ 
. " 
(Eq. con't). 
(64) 
... 
+LL P(r,rk,t) '\ 1 P0 (r1 ,t) + R- 1(r,O) 
k ' • 
(65) 
We oov need boundary conditions for (64) and (65) at 
r • 0 and r • l. These are obtained by evaluating (64) 
aod (65) at r • 0 aod r • 1 and are denoted by 
r • 0 P0 (0,t) Q P00 (t) P1(0,t) Q P01 (t) (66) 
r • l P 0 (1,t) Q P01 (t)T P 1(l,t) Q P11 (t) (67) 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
Nov ve consider subcasc (b) in which g0 and g 1 may 
contain •r• Using (9) and (10) we can write 
(71) 
(72) 
-69-
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COlllbinin~ (71) end (72) witb (47) ve obtaio th• bound-
•ri conditions for (47) as 
a.P 1 (r,t) 
--0-t- • fa(r)P 1 (r,t) 
<lP
1 
(r,t) o2P 1 (r,t) 
+ f (r) --0-r- + fx_ (r) ---xr -.r ar2 
aP0 (r,t) a2r 0(r,t)J 
+(fx_(r) + f (r)vx (r))-0-r- + fx r•O 
-. x r rr ar2 
a2p~ (r,t) T ~ 
+ fa (r) 
ar2 rr r•O 
(75) 
dP01 (t) r. 
_d_t_ • lfa(r)vx(r)P1 (r,t) 
(Eq. con't) 
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a2p I (r. t) J ~ T T T 
+ fx (r) r•O + P ( r,t)k (r)f (r) 
rr ar2 o x :a 
T 
oP0 (r,t) T T T (f ( ) + •· (r)f (r)) +--,-- x r --,.
.r r r x 
ap 
1 
(r,t) 
+ (f,. (r) + f (r)I<,. (r)) --,-r-
r x r a 
T 
aPI (r,t) T T T 
+ a (f,. (r) + ~ (r) f (r)) 
r r r x 
(76) 
(77) 
For a ayatem vi th n etate variables the distribu-
ted lilter cons iata of tha following nwnbar of equa-
tions: 
x(r,t) n P.O.E. 
•o (t) lo O.D.E. 
;I (t) 11 o.o.E. 
P(r,o,t) n2 P.O.E. 
P0 (r,t) n2 P.D.E, 
P1(r,t) n2 P.D.E. 
Poo<t> n(n+l) /2 o.o.E. 
POl(t) n2 o.o.E. 
p II (t) n(n+l) /2 o . o.E. 
We note that the initial condition required for 
(47), namely 
P(r,o,O) • pO(r,o) r,o t[O,l] (78) 
vhen specified provides values for P 0 (r ,0), P1(r ,0), P00 (0), P01 (0) and P11 (0) , The choice of P0(r,o) is 
arbitrary, hovcver in the linear case pO(r,o) • 
E{(x(r,O) - i (r)) (x(o,O) - it (o)T) which might be 
0 . 0 
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chosen from the degree of knowledge of the initial 
s t a te x0(r). 
'nle present resulta are related to systems des-
cribed by (1). However, a much wider class of dis-
tributed systems can be treated by a simple change of 
variable. Consider the diatributed system defined by 
(79) 
If ve let z(r,t) • xt(r,t) then (79) become• 
(80) 
If •t appears non-transcendentally in (80), (80) is now 
in the form (1) . We note, however, that this procedure 
cannot be used for systems of the form (79) 1f the left 
aide of which is ~("t'"tr) only. 
EXA.'!PLE 
We consider the problem of estimating the time-
dependent concentration distribution in an isothermal , 
plug-flow chemical reactor with a second order irrever-
sible reaction, based on noisy measurements at finite 
locations along the reactor. Let x(r,t) be the dimen-
sionless concentration of component A at time t and 
position r in the reactor in which A decomposes accord-
ing to the second order reaction, 2A ~ B + c. 
The dynamic behavior of the reactor in the pre-
sence of random excitations in the system and the 
initial conditions is described by 
xt(r,t) + xr(r,t) • -Sx(r , t)2 (81) 
x(r ,O) • x
18 
(r) (82) 
(8l) 
(84) 
The inlet concentration will often not be exactly a00 but will fluctuate because of variations upstream of 
the reactor. These inlet condition fluctuations are 
included by the error c2 (t) in (84) which produces a 
noisy a0 ( t) . 
Finally, the observations which consist of direct 
measurements of x at various locations r1• 1 • 1,2, • ••, 
m are corrupted with additive experimental errors, 
n(t,ri). 
The filtering problem can be posed so follows: 
Estimate the concentration distribution, x(r,t), based 
on noisy measurements of x(r,t) carried out am loca-
tions along the reactor for the oyetem governed by 
(81)-(84) and 
The filter is obtained from (29), (37), (ls), 
(47), (64), and (68), 
-72-
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error only. 
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+ I P(r,r1,t)(y(r1,t) - x(ri,t)J (86) 
1•1 
~(O,t) • a0 (t) (87) 
a -28(x(r,t) P(r,p,t) + x(p,t) P(r,p,t)] 
m 
- l P(r,ri't) P(ri,p,t) 
1•1 
m 
- l P0(ri,t) P(r,r1 ,t) 1•1 
(89) 
(90) 
(91) 
where Q haa been taken aa one. The initial conditions 
for (86), (88) and (89)-(91), x0 (r), a0 (0), and pO(r,p), 
are arbitrary and must be specified a ?riori. The 
errors C1 (t) and ni(t) were simulated by 10 G(O,l) and 
0.1 G(O,l), respectively, where G(O,l) is a nonnally 
distributed random variable with zero mean and unit 
standard deviation. It was assumed that the actual 
initi&l state, x86 (r), was unkno\ffl. The initial condi-
tion, i 0 (r}, was taken aa a constant Xo• We expect the 
inaximum value of pO(r,p) to occur at r • p with mono-
tonically decreasing values as j r - I) I increases. Thus, 
the following condition vao ueed, 
pO(r,p) • 10 exp( - Ir - Pl) (92) 
Numerical computations were carried out for the ateady 
etate input and a ramp input given by 
; 0(t) • 3 + C1(t) 
• C2 (t) 
0 s. t ~ 0.1 
s O.l (93) 
In the atudy, 8 • 3, xo(r) • 0, ; 0 (0) • 0 and R • 10. 
The filtering results arc shown in Figs. and 2 
for the steady state input (83) and (84) and m • 1,3,5. 
Thus, the problem is to estimate the steady state con-
c::entration profile in the reactor from noisy measure-
D')C:nts at various locationc along the reactor when the 
a teady atate input contains time-dependent fluctuations. 
Tile inlet fluctuations cause the reactor concentr~tion 
to be continuously time-varying. In each case r 1 • 0 
and i;. • 1, v1th intermediate mcasureG>Cnta equally 
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opac~d. Fig. l ahowa the rote of convergence of ;(r,t) 
from the initial gucso of i:0 • 0 to the actual steody 
s tate profile, shO\m by curve 7, for m • l and m • 3. 
The initial guess of i:0 • 0 was chosen as representing 
one that reflects no knowledge of the actual state of 
the system. The rate of convergence for m • 1 is slmlt 
as evide"nccd by curves l and 2. The rate of conver-
gence is increased significantly with the .addition of 
more measurement locations, as seen by curves 3 - 6. 
It is interesting to note that while the filter con-
verges much more rapidly for m • 3 than for m • 1, add~ 
tional measurements to m • 5 do not significantly 
improve conver.gcnce over m • 3. When m • 1 better con• 
vergence is obtained for r 1 • 0.5 than for r1 • 1.0. 
Thia is simply a result of the fact that information 
reaches r • 0.5 tvice as soon as r • 1.0 because of th• 
hyperbolic nature of the system. 
Fig. 2 ehows the rate of convergence of x(r,t) at 
four locations form• 3 and 5. For both values of m, 
i(O,t) converges most slowly because of the combined 
effect of the inlet distrubances and the measurement 
errors at r • O. Filtering results for the ramp input 
a re shown in Fig. 3 for m • 3 and 5 at the same four 
locations as in Fig. 2. In this case, the inlet con-
centration undergoes a definite change, as shown by the 
r • 0 curve. Because of the - -~econd order reaction the 
ramp change is attenuated at increasing values of r. 
Again, due to the large change at r • 0, i(O,t) con-
Vf7rges slowest. 
Obviously, the dimensionality of the filter becomes 
a severe problem as n increases. For real time appli-
cat ion to large systems it is thus desirable to elimi-
nate some of the equations by appropriate approxima-
tions. One possible approximation is to assume the 
form of the solution of the equation for P(r,p , t) . In 
constructing the approximation ve expect that P(r,p,t) 
should be a maximum at r • p. In addition , P(r,p,t) 
will decay from its initial distribution, approximately 
in an exponential manner. Thus it was assumed that 
P(r,o,t) • C exp(- >.t) exp(- ulr - ol> 
"'here C, l. and u are constants chosen such that the 
filter converges. 
(94) 
In the present example, the following values were 
chosen: C • 10, l. • 2, u • 1. The results o( filter-
ing using (94) are shown in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2 
by curve l we see that convergence actually improved 
with (94) instead of (89). This can only be attributed 
to the particular numerical values used for the para-
meters in (94). The computing time required for the 
approximate filter was reduced to 1/3 of the time 
required for the full filter. Although specification 
of the parameters in on approximation for P(r,p,t) may 
be difficult, such approximations have promise for 
applications to higher dimension systems. The comput-
ing time for the m • 3 case using the full filter to 
T • 1.6 was 3 minutes on an IBH 360/75. 
SUHHARY 
A general nonlinear filter has been derived for 
distributed parameter systems that contain noisy dynam-
ical inputs in the system and boundary conditions and 
measurement errors~ The filter was applied to esti-
mate the state in a nonlinear hyperbolic system. An 
approximation to the solution of the covariance equa-
tions was found to be highly effective in reducing the 
amount of computing required for the filter. The ques-
tion of convergence of the fllter was not studled, a 
1.2 
I. I 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
~0.7 
<~ 
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3 r = o 
r=o.s 
I 
0.3 fL~~~:::::Jc=:::=:==::::::':?-~r~·~1~.o:__: 
0.2 
0.1 
0 0.5 
t 
1.0 
I - ma 3 
2- ma 5 
3- TRUE 
Fi&• 3 x ( r,t) for ramp input. Input and oboerva tion errora. 
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1.5 . 
question vhich is related to the observability of the 
1tate baned on t.hc noise-free observations. Thia point 
ia currently under investigation. 
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8. Notation 
a = constant parameter 
a(t) = .Q.1-dimensional vector 
A(t ,a) = .Q.1-dimensional vector function 
b(t) = .Q.2-dimensional vector 
B(t,b) = .Q. 2-dimensional vector function 
c = constant 
d .Q.2-dimensional vector 
e :: .Q.1-dimensional vector 
E{•} = expectation operation 
f = n-d imens ional vector function 
g = s-dimensional vector function 
G(a ,b) = Gaussian distribution with mean a and standard 
deviation b 
h = m-dimensional vector function 
I = performance index 
J = performance index 
p = covariance matrix of filtering estimation error 
Q = weighting matrix 
r = independent variable 
R = weighting matrix 
s = independent variable 
= time variable 
u = control vector 
w = covariance matrix of the interpolation estimation error 
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x n-dimensional state vector 
y = m-dimensional observation vector 
z = n-dimensional vector 
Greek Symbols 
a(•) = n-dimensional vector function 
8(•) = n-dimensional vector function 
y(•) = i 1-dimensional vector function 
c(t) = Dirac delta function 
s = dummy variable 
n = m-dimensional observation error 
8(-) = i 2-dimensional vector function 
A.(r,t) n-dimensional adjoint variable 
µ(t) = s - dimensional adjoint variable 
\) = dummy variable 
~ = dynamical noise vector 
p(•) = i 1-dimensional vector function 
cr(t) = i 2-dimensional adjoint variable 
T = dummy variable 
¢( • ) = final state vector for the generalized case defined 
in Equation (3.29) 
~( · ) = state vector at t = t 1 for the generalized case defined in Equation (4.1) 
Superscripts 
= estimated value 
* 
= optimal value 
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Subscripts 
o = initial or at r = 0 
1 = end or at r = 1 
~. Introduction 
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Chapter IV 
OBSERVABILITY OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
A question fundamental to the analysis of physical systems is 
whether the state of the system can be uniquely determined from its 
output data. Specifically, given the dynamic description of the system 
and the observation process, we can ask under what conditions can the 
initial state of the system be determined uniquely on the basis of the 
observed output on a given time interval. This problem is called the 
inverse or observability problem. The test of a system's observability 
is a necessary prerequisite to the estimation of states and parameters 
from the output of the system. 
In this study we consider the problem of determining conditions 
for the observability of the initial state and a vector of constant 
parameters in systems governed by nonlinear ordinary differential equa-
tions. New necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for local 
observability in the neighborhood of a given value of the initial state 
and a given value of the parameter vector. In addition, a technique 
is presented whereby the local observability results can be used to 
study the entire domain of initial conditions and parameter values. 
The local approach is based on the extension of the necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for observability of time-varying linear systems to 
nonlinear systems. 
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2. Review of Linear Observability Theory 
Definition 2.1. A state x is observable at t if, given 
0 0 
any control u(t) and the output y(t), t
0 
..$. t ..$. T, x
0 
can be 
determined uniquely. If every state 
we say the system is observable at t 
0 
Theorem 2.1 [7l] The process 
x 
0 
is observable at 
x(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t) 
y(t) = H(t) x(t) 
t , then 
0 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
with x £Rn, u £ R , and m y £ R , is observable at t 
0 
if and only if 
the symmetric matrix 
¢T(t,t ) HT(t) H(t) <P(t,t )dt 
0 0 
= 
t 
0 
is positive definite for some t 1 , t 0 ..$. t 1 ,:S. T , where 
(J¢(t,1;) 
dt = A(t) ¢(t,z;) 
<P(t,t) = I 
Theorem 2. 2 · [ 33 ] The system of (2.1) and (2.2) is 
completely controllable if and only if the symmetric matrix 
tl 
J 
t 
0 
is positive definite for some t 1 , t 1 > t 0 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Theorem 2.3 [7l] The range of both M(t ,t) and W(t ,t) , 
0 0 
t > t is monotone nondecreasing with increasing t • 
0 
Now let us extend the problem slightly by considering the 
conditions for observability of both x and a vector of constant 
0 
i parameters p, pER , in the modified form of (2.1) and (2.2) 
x(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) p (2.7) 
y(t) = H(t) x(t) 
We want to determine the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
observability of both x and p • These conditions are stated in 
0 
Theorem 2. 4 • 
Theorem 2.4 The initial state x and the parameter vector 
0 
p in (2.7) and (2.8) are observable if and only if the synunetric 
matrix K(t
0
,t1) is positive definite for some t 1 , t 0 ~ t 1 .5. T , 
where 
and 
tl 
Kll(to,tl) = J 
t 
0 
tl 
Kl2(to,tl) = J 
t 
0 
~T(t,to) 
Kl2 (to' tl) ] 
K22(to,tl) 
HT(t) H(t). ~(t,t ) 
0 
dt 
~T(t,t ) HT(t) H(t) 
0 
~(t,t ) q(t) dt 
0 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
t 
0 
t 
0 
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(2.12) 
J qT(t) ~T(t,t ) HT(t) H(t) ¢(t,t ) q(t)dt (2.13) 0 0 
t 
0 
t 
q(t) = J 
t 
0 
<i>(t ,r;;) B(i';) di'; 
0 
(2.14) 
The proof of the necessary part of Theorem 2.4 proceeds as 
follows. The solution of (2.7) is 
t 
x(t) = ~(t,to) XO+ J ¢(t,r;;) B(r;;) p dr;; 
t 
0 
Substituting into (2.8) 
t 
y(t) = H(t) ¢(t,t )x + J H(t) ¢(t,r;;) B(r;;) p dr;; 
0 0 
which can be rewritten as 
t 
0 
y(t) • [H(t) O(t,t
0
), H(t) O(t,t
0
) q(t)] [:o] 
Solving for x and p we obtain 
0 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
[H(t) ¢(t,t ), H(t)¢(t,t )q(t)]T y(t)dt 
0 0 
(2.18) 
Hence, the positive definiteness of K(t
0
,t1) for some 
t 0 < t 1 ~ T is a necessary condition for the existence of a unique 
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(x ,p) . The proof of sufficiency proceeds exactly as for Theorem 2.1 
0 
and is presented in references [33,71]. 
of 
The observability of x at 
0 
t 
0 
which is identical to 
only requires the existence 
as expected. The 
observability of p only requires the existence of 
Note, however, that because p is time invariant , K22 (t0 ,t1) is dif-
ferent from wct;,tl), although the concepts of controllability of (2.1) 
and observability of p in (2.7)and (2.8) are closely related . The 
range of K(t ,t), t >t 
0 0 
is monotone nondecreasing with increasing 
For completeness we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. [ 60] The system of (2.1) and (2.2) is observable 
on [t ,T] if and only if Q(t) does not have rank less than n on 
0 
any subinterval of [t ,T] where 
0 
Q(t) = [S (t), s1 (t), .. ·, S 1 (t)] o n-
S (t) = HT(t) 
0 
If any state x 
0 
in (2 . 1) or any state x 
0 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2 . 21) 
and any parameter 
vector p in (2. 7) are observable at t , the systems are observable 
0 
at t 
0 
If y(t) is available in addition to y(t) , t
0 
~ t ~ T , we 
can modify (2.2) as 
t. 
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y(t) = 
[ 
y(t) J = 
y(t) [
H(t) 
H(t) + H(t)A(t) 
0 J rx(t)J 
H(t)B(t) L p 
The modified form of (2.17) is 
where 
-H(t) = 
YCt) D H(t) [ :o J 
H(t) <l>(t,t ) 
0 
H(t)<I>(t,t )q(t) 
0 
(H(t)+H(t)A(t))<I>(t,t) (H(t)+H(t)A(t))<I>(t,t )q(t) 
0 0 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
+ H(t)B(t) (2.24) 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for observability of x and 
0 
p at t when both y(t) and y(t) are known are given by Theorem 
0 
2.4 with K(t
0
,t1) replaced by 
tl 
K(t
0
,t1) = f HT(t) H(t) dt 
t 
0 
3. Local Observability of Nonlinear Systems 
We now consider the class of systems governed by 
x(t) = f(t,x(t),p) 
y(t) = h(t,x(t)) 
(2.25) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where (t,x) ES CR1 xRn, p ER CRR,, y ER CRm and t E [t ,T] • We 
. p y 0 
assume that S is compact, R is a linear space, and p 
1 f and h E C • 
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In addition, f and h are assumed to have continuous first order partial 
tial derivatives with respect to their arguments. The observability 
question, namely, under what conditions can x 
0 
and p be uniquely 
determined from y(t), t e: [ t , T], can also be stated as under what 
0 
conditions there exists a one-to-one correspondence between (x ,p)e: W 
0 
and y(t) , t
0 
..:S. t ..:S. T , where W is the domain of initial states x
0 
and parameter vectors p • 
Lee and Markus[ 42 ] obtained necessary and sufficient conditions 
for observability of nonlinear systems in the neighborhood of the 
origin by applying the results for linear, time invariant systems. 
Roitenberg[SS] considered the construction of a Lyapunov function for 
the linearized system to study the observability of nonlinear systems. 
Kostyukovskii[ 3s, 36 J and Griffith and Kumar[ 23 J determined conditions 
for observability of nonlinear systems from the one-to-one mapping con-
ditions from x(t) = [x1 (t),···,xn+t(t)] to y(t) = [y(t), y(l)(t), 
···,y(n+t-l)(t)] where y(i)(t) is the ith order time derivative of 
y(t) • Therefore y(t) is considered as another variable in Rmn and 
· i · d th f e: cn+t-l and y e: cn+t it s require at The Jacobian matrix 
ay/ax is required, however its nonsingularity is not sufficient, in 
general, for a unique mapping from Rn to Rmn. The approach is some-
what analogous to Theorem 2.5, in that repeated time differentiations 
of the output are required. 
In this study we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for 
observability of both x 
0 
and p in the system 3.1 and 3.2. The con-
ditions are obtained for the observability in the neighborhood of 
(x ,p ), N(x ,p ), by application of Theorem 2.4 to the linearized 
0 0 0 0 
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trajectory of (3.26) and (3.27) from x(t ) = x 
0 0 
and Thus, 
we extend the work of Lee and Markus[ 42] from local observability about 
the origin (equilibrium point of the system) to any point in the entire 
initial condition and parameter domain of (x ,p) . The approach 
0 
enables the examination of the observability of any (x
0
,p) and avoids 
the stringent differentiability requirements of references (23,35 ,36]. 
In order to justify linearization of (3.1) we will first requir e 
an embedding theorem for differential equations presented by Hestenes 
and Guinn( 25 l. The theorem is quoted without proof. 
Theorem 3.1. (Z5 , 45 l Let x(t), t
0 
~ t ~ T be a solution of 
(3.1) with initial condition x 
0 
and parameter value 
set of (f,;,p) satisfying the relationships 
llt,;-xlJ<o 0 IJP - P II< o' 0 
there is a unique solution v(t,f,;,p), t
0 
~ t ~ T of 
p • 
0 
For each 
(3.3) 
v(t) = f(t,v(t),p) (3.4) 
v(t ) = t,; 
0 
satisfying the inequality 
IJv(t,E,;,p) - x(t) IJ < £ 
where er ' > 0 , and G > Ci ' 
t 
t < t < T o- -
G = sup 
0 <t~T ti I 
t 
0 
{f(s,x(s),p)-f(s,x(s),p
0
)} ds II 
and 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3 . 7) 
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(3.8) 
jjf(t,x,p) - f(t,v,p)jj ~ L(t) !Ix-vii (3.9) 
for all (t,x), (t,v) e: S and all admissible p £ R • p 
Theorem 3.1 is crucial to our analysis since it establishes 
precisely the conditions under which the perturbed trajectory 
v(t,~,p) remains close to x(t), t < t < T. Our notion of obser-o - -
vability in a neighborhood about (x ,p ) will derive its validity from 
0 0 
Theorem 3.1. 
Let us consider a reference trajectory x(t) with initial con-
dition x(t ) = x and p= Po . Perturbation cif x 0 0 0 
~ = x + ox and p = P + op , produces a trajectory 0 0 0 0 
= x(t) + ox(t) . Then ox(t) and oy(t) are governed 
where 
ox(t) = A(t) ox(t) + B(t) op + O(e:,o') 
0 
ox(t ) = ox 
0 0 
oy(t) = H(t) ox(t) + O(e:) 
A(t) = f (t,x(t),p) 
x 0 
B(t) 
H(t) = h (t,x(t)) 
x 
and po , 
v(t,~,p) 
by 
(3 .10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
From Theorem 3.1, (3.10) and (3.11) are unique expressions for 
ox(t) and oy(t). For 0 <a, a',£<< 1, we obtain 
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ox(t) = A(t) ox(t) + B(t) op
0 
, ox(O) = ox 
0 
(3.16) 
oy(t) = H(t) ox(t) (3.17) 
If we can determine the necessary and sufficient conditions under 
which ox0 and op0 can be determined uniquely in the neighborhood of 
(x p) N(x ,p ), from 
o' o ' o o. 
oy(t), t 0 .S. t .S. T , then we have the desired 
result. However, Theorem 2.4 can be applied directly to (3.16) and 
(3.17). by K(t ,t1 ;x ,p ) , since its value 0 0 0 
clearly depends on the reference trajectory of (3.1). The positive 
definiteness of K(t ,t1 ;x ,p ) is then necessary and sufficient for 0 0 0 
the observability of (3.1) and (3.2) at t 
0 
in the neighborhood of 
(x ,p ). If x is known, the positive definiteness of 
0 0 0 
p • 
0 
We can, in principle, examine the observability of the entire 
domain W by computing K(t ,t1 ;x ,p ) 0 0 0 at a number of grid points 
separated by a distance k , k < min(cr,cr') • However, we must consi-
der the possibility that two or more isolated points or sets of points 
in W , each of which generates a positive definite K(t ,t1 ;x ,p ) 0 0 0 
might yield identical observations y(t), t .:::_ t .:::_ T . 
0 
By "isolated" 
we mean that the distance between the two neighborhoods is greater than 
£ • In such a case, even though the system is locally observable at 
each point, the system is unobservable at 
following theorem• 
t 
0 
We will now state the 
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Theorem 3.2. If K(t ,t1 ;x ,p ) is positive definite for 0 0 0 
all (x ,p ) £ W , then there cannot exist two or more isolated points 
0 0 
or sets of points in W which yield identical observations for 
t
0 
~ t ~ T • Thus, if the system of (3.1) and (3.2) is locally 
observable on the entire domain of W , it is observable at t 
0 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 proceeds as follows. For convenience, 
let us consider the case in which 2m ~ n+ £ . The set of x(t) that 
satisfy the observation relation y(t) = h(t,x(t)) can be denoted by 
the (n+i-m) dimensional manifold n(t) • From the assumption that 
he:C1 , y(t) can be considered as an additional observation, related 
to x(t) and p by 
y(t) = h (t,x) + h (t,x) f(t,x,p) 
t x 
(3.18) 
Let n(t) represent the (n+£-m) dimensional manifold of the solutions 
x(t) and p of (3.18). Hence, both y(t) and y(t) assume the 
role of observations for t < t _< T • 
o-
Let us assume that each point (x
0
,p) in 
positive definite K(t ,T;x ,p). 
0 0 
Since 2m > n+£ 
n(t ) generates a 
0 
, A(t ) = n(t ) n 
0 0 
n(t ) may contain a number of isolated points, that is, there may 
0 
exist more than one value of (x
0
,p) satisfying (3.2) and (3.18). 
Suppose A(t0 ) contains two points (x ,p) and (x'p') at each of 0 0 
which K is positive definite. Thus, these two points generate 
identical values for y(t ) and y(t ) . If we fix y(to) and thus 0 0 
fix Q(t ) 
' 
there exist bounds on the value of y(t ) , 
0 0 
a* ~ y(t0 ) ~a*, such that allowing y(t ) to vary within this range 0 
A(t ) Q(t ) * of values will cause to cover all of . a* and a can 0 0 
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be determined from the requirement that 
we certainly can choose y(t ) 
0 
such that 
A(t ) must be non-empty. Then 
0 
II (xo,p) - (x~,p') II < E:/2 
namely, so that the two points satisfying both (3.2) and (3.18) lie 
within their common neighborhoods. Note that all elements of A(t) 
satisfy (3.1). However, from Theorems 2.4 and 3.1, if two points 
within a common neighborhood yield identical values of y(t), K must 
be singular. Thus, by contradiction, it is not possible for A(t ) to 
0 
contain two isolated points or sets of points if all points on Q(t ) 
0 
are locally observable. The proof is easily generalized to the case in 
which 2m < n+ 2. 
From y(t
0
) = h(t
0
,x
0
) we can determine the possible manifold 
of x values Q(t ) • From (3.18) evaluated at t we can determine 
0 0 0 
another possible manifold of x 
0 
and p -values, Q(t ) • 
0 
We can then 
test the local observability of the system by simply calculating K at 
every point in A(t ) • 
0 
A criterion determining when, for all practi-
cal purposes, the system is unobservable may be set. For example, if 
det K < o [l6] then the system may be considered unobservable. 
If these procedures indicate that the system is observable for 
the given value of T , we can then examine the effect of reducing T 
on observability. Each neighborhood in A(t ) 
0 
has its own character-
istic time T* such that K(t
0
,T;x
0
,p
0
),T ~ T* is nonsingular. The 
overall characteristic observation time for the system would be 
* T = 
ob sup 
x ,p E: A 
0 0 
* T (x ,p ) 
0 0 
(3.19) 
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4. Examples 
Example 1. Let us consider the consecutive chemical reactions 
P1 P2 
A ---> B ---> C 
If we let and denote the concentrations of A and B ' 
respectively, the dynamic description of the system is 
(4 .1) 
(4 . 2) 
where P1 and P2 are the rate constants for the steps shown. We 
assume P2 is known, and the observability of the system will be 
defined for the determination of xl 
' 
x2 and po from given 
0 0 
observations. 
Consider first the observation of the concentration of species 
A only 
y(t) = x1 (t) 
At t = 0 , if we have observations y(O) and y(O) = -p1 x1 
0 0 
(4.3) 
we can determine both x1 and p1 Thus, the locus of intersec-
0 0 
tion of the set of solutions of (4.3) and ~(O) = in the 
x1 ,x2 ,p1 space is the line which at all points has x1= x1 and 
0 
pl= P1 
0 
We can test K(O,t;x1 ,x2 ,p1 ) 
0 0 0 
K is singular. line and we will find that 
at every point on this 
Thus, the system of 
(4 . 1) - (4.3) is unobservable. Physically, this result is easily 
explained, since from observations of the concentration of species A 
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only, we can never determine the initial concentration of B • 
Now consider the case in which we observe only the concentration 
of species B , 
At t = 0, y(O) = x2 and y(O) = p1x1 - p2x2 • The locus of 
0 0 0 
intersection of the solutions of these two relations is the curve 
pl x1 = y(O) + p 2y(O) 
0 0 
in the plane of x2 = x in the space of 20 
(4.4) 
x1 ,x2,p1 • K(O,t;x1 ,x2 ,p1 ) is positive definite along this curve, 
0 0 0 
so the system of (4.1) , (4.2) and (4.4) is observable. Thus by meas-
uring the intermediate component in simple consecutive reaction schemes 
rather than the primary component, the system can be made observable. 
Example 2. We consider the following system 
x1 (t) = x 2 (t) (4. 5) 
*2(t) = x1 (t) (4 . 6) 
y(t) = x1 (t) x2(t) (4.7) 
Thus, 
(4.8) 
Let us assume .that . y(O) = 3 and y(O) = 10 • Thus we can have 
(x1 ,x2 ) equal to (3,1) or (1,3) . The solutions corresponding to 
0 0 
these two possible initial conditions are 
( ) 2e t + e-t x1 t = (4.9) 
( ) 2e t _ e-t x 2 t = ( 4 .10) 
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and 
( ) 2e t _ e-t x1 t = (4.11) 
( ) 2e t + e-t x2 t = (4.12) 
Each set of solutions generates the same y(t) and y(t) , t ~ 0 . 
It is easy to show that K(O,t;x1 ,x2 ) is nonsingular in the neigh-
o 0 
borhood of both (3,1) and (1,3) However, from Theorem 3 . 2 we know 
that if there exist two or more initial conditions which satisfy both 
(4.7) and (4.8) then the system cannot be observable on the entire 
domain of xl and x2 In fact, in this example, any initial con-
0 0 
dition on the line xl = x2 yields a singular value of K • Thus 
0 0 
the system of (4.5) - (4. 7) is unobservable at t = 0 . 
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5. Notation 
A(t) = n x n time dependent matrix 
B(t) = n x Q, time dependent matrix 
G =constant defined by equation (3.7) -
H(t) = m x n time dependent matrix 
h 
I 
L(s) 
M(t1 ,t1) 
N(x ,p ) 
0 0 
p 
q 
Q(t) 
s 
S(t) 
t 
u(t) 
v 
x 
y 
Greek Symbols 
= m-dimensional vector function 
= identity matrix 
= synunetric matrix (proposed observability matrix) 
given by equation (2.9) 
= Lipschitz constant 
= controllability matrix defined by equation (2.3) 
= neighborhood of the point (x , p ) 
0 0 
= constant parameter 
= vector function defined by equation (2.14) 
= observability matrix defined by equation (2.19) 
dummy variable 
= matrix function defined by equation (2.20) 
= time variable 
t-dimensional control vector 
= n-dimensional vector 
= observability matrix defined by equation (2.6) 
= n-dimensional state vector 
m-dimensional observation vector 
= variation 
= constant 
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= dununy variable 
= constant 
= constant 
<j>(t,T) = transition matrix 
&t(t ) 
0 
= initial manifold determined by y(t ) 
0 
Superscripts 
= time derivative 
= new quantity 
* 
= characteristic, or upper bound 
Subscripts 
* 
= lower bound 
Chapter II 
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Chapter V 
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
The objective of this chapter has been to present and study 
schemes for the control of noisy dynamic systems. When dynamical 
noise enters a process in the form of additive inputs, the system acts 
as a natural filter as long as the principal frequency band of the noise 
is much greater than the characteristic frequency of the system. The 
key factor in stochastic feedback control, however, is noise due to 
measurement error. Addition of a filter significantly improves the 
controller performance when the noise level is high. The proposed 
scheme can, in principle, be applied to distributed parameter systems 
with simple controller function. In practice, the scheme can be 
profitably employed when the improvement of system performance justi-
fies the cost of additional computation. 
Chapter III 
General nonlinear filtering and fixed-point smoothing (interpola-
tion) equations have been derived for distributed parameter systems. 
The system and the boundary conditions contain noisy inputs which are 
described by stochastic O.D.E. 's. Additive dynamical and observation 
noise can also be present both in the interior and the boundary. The 
observation process can be either discrete or continuous along the 
spatial axis, but is continuous with regard to time. The results 
obtained have been applied to estimate the state and the parameter of 
a nonlinear hyperbolic system and the state of a parabolic system. An 
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approximation to the solution of the covariance equations was found 
to be highly effective in reducing the computation required for the 
filter. 
Future work might be to develop corresponding statistical 
approaches to derive a nonlinear filter with the present results as a 
guideline . A systematic approximation of the solution of the 
covariance equations can be investigated for on-line applications. 
Filter convergence which is related to observability should also be 
studied . The optimal choice of measurement devices for accuracy and 
good convergence of the filter can then be investigated . 
Chapter IV 
New necessary and sufficient conditions for the local observa-
bility of nonlinear lumped parameter systems have been obtained. The 
local observability for any initial condition can be determined by 
computing the proposed observability matrix , and global observability 
can be examined by extending the local result. Although the present 
result provides a computational method for determining the observa-
bility condition , it requires excessive computation for general prob-
lems. The approach can be extended to some limited classes of 
nonlinear P.D.E. systems if there exists an effective and general 
numerical technique for evaluation of the Green's function for the 
linearized system. This extension requires consideration of questions 
of well-posedness and of the perturbation theory of nonlinear P ~ D.E. 
systems , for which existing theory is inadequate . 
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P-I 
Review of Numerical Integration Techniques 
for Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations 
(Part of this work has been accepted at the candi-
dacy examination in February 1969.) 
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Review of Numerical h1tegration Techniques for 
Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations 
John H. Seinfeld, Leon Lapidus,1 and Myungkyu Hwang 
Chemical Engineering Laboratory, California Institute of Teclmowgy, Pasadena, Calif. 91109 
Ordinary differential equations with widely separated eigenvalues (stiff O.D.E.) occur often in practice and 
present severe numerical integration problems. The stability and accuracy problems associated with the 
numerical solution of such equations ore outlined. Several methods, including o modified Runge-Kulla method 
due to Treanor, o class of implicit Runge-Kulla methods, extrapolation methods, and methods based on the 
inclusion of second derivatives ond exponential fitting, ore considered. Numerical results ore given on three 
stiff systems for stiff cind conventional methods and recommendations ore mode on what methods to use for 
particular systems. 
M,sy r11vs1CAL svsTt:Ms give rise to ordinary differential 
equntions (0.D.E.), the magnitudrs of the eigenvalues 
of which vary greatly. Such situations nrise in the study of 
the flow of a chemicnlly reacting gas (Emanuel, JOG3; Eschrn· 
roroer ct al., l!JG2), exothermic chemical rraction in a tubular 
reactor (Amundson, l!JG5; Amunrl,on nnd Luss, l!JGS), 
circuit theory (Brayton ct al., l!JGG; Calahan and Abbott, 
1%7), nnd 1iroce!'s dynamics and control (Davison, l!JG8; 
Kalman, l!lGG; Mah ct al., l!JG2). It is common to rdcr to 
such systems as "stiff." 
Let us examine the particular problems associated with the 
numerical intrgrntion of stiff equations. To do this consider 
the linror O.D.E. 
y' ~ Ay 
where y - [y1,y2 ]r,y(O) = [2, l Jr, and 
A _ [-500.5 49!J.5] 
499.5 -500.5 
The l!IOlution of Equation 1 is 
y,(x) ~ l.5c-' + o.sc-1oooz 
!/2(x) - I.Se-' - 0.5e-IOOOZ 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
whl'rc the eigenvalues of A nrc ll, = -1000 nnd ll, = -1. 
Iloth y1 and y2 have a rapidly drcnying component, corre-
Rponding to ll1, which very quickly brcomcs insignificant. 
After 11 brief initial phaRe of the solution in which the 1'1 
component is not negligible, we would like to proceed, if 
we ...-rrc integrating Equation 1 numerically, with n step 
length h which i>i determined only hy the component of the 
solution corrl'sponding to ll,. However, for a stable numerical 
solution most methods require that I h1'.J and I h1'2I be 
bounded by a single small number, the order of l to 10. 
The ~tahilit.y of numrrical int('grution of Equation l will be 
gO\"l'mcd by I -1000/il-for example, for Euler's method it 
is nl'CC&;ary that I -1000/il < 2, giving the maximum stable 
h ~ 0.002. Thus, 500 inlrgration steps would be required to 
rroch r ~ 1. 
Although the component of the solution corresponding to 
l\1isof110 prnctic11l interest, the criterion of nbsolute stability 
I Depnrtmont or Chemicnl. Engineering, Princeton University, 
Prioccto11, N. J. 08.Y10 
(defined precisely below) forces us to use an extremely small 
value of hover the entire range of integration. As n rc,ult, the 
computation time necesHnry to intrgrate 11 highly stiff system 
can become exccs•ivc. 
The purpo'e of this pnprr is twofold. First, we outline 
the problems of nunwrical stability and accuracy in the inte-
gration of stiff O.D.E. Second, we present several numerical 
intq~rali<1n algorithms for stiff O.D.E. togcthrr with detailed 
numerical results on the use of these algorithms on example 
systrms. 
Stability and Accuracy in Integration of Stiff O.D.E. 
Numerical Stability of Linear Multistep Methods. An 
important 11nd extensive class of numerical integration 
formulas is represented by the general linear multistcp 
method 
Y•+• ~ "'•Y• + 
h[fi,y'•+• +_ ... + tltY'n+1-tl (5) 
where·y., Yn+•• . .. , nrc the numerically computed approxima-
tion to the exuct solutions, y(x.), y(x.+1), ••• , of the O.D.E. 
y' = f(x,y) (6) 
nt equidistant points, x. = x0 + nh, Xn+• = Xo + (n + l)h, 
etc. If fJo = 0, Equation 5 is explicit, and if tlo =I= 0, it is im-
plicit. It is convrnicnt to develop the concepts of numerical 
stuhility with reference to this class of method~, althoui;h the 
ideas arc completely general and arc applicable to all classes 
of numerical intrgrntion methods. 
In the numerical solution of nn O.D.E., a sequence of ap· 
proximntions Yn to the true solution y(x.) is generated. The 
stability of a numerical method refers to the behavior of the 
difference or accumulated error y(x.) - y. as n becomes large. 
Extensive treatments of numerical stability arc given by 
Dahlquist (195G, 19G3a,b) and Hcnrici (19G2). In this section 
we outline only those aspects bearing on the stiff problem. 
Consider for the moment the numerical integration of the 
scalar form of Equation 1 
y' - lly; y(xo) - 1 (7) 
by Equation 5. The chnractcristie equation of Equation 5 is 
Reprinted from l&EC FUNDAMENTALS. Vol. 9, No. 2, p. 266, May 1970 
Copyright 1970 by the American Chemical Socie1y and reprinted by permission of the copyright owner 
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k k 
,.- - I: .. .,.--c - h'A I: p.,.--1 - 0 (8) 
•-1 •-o 
which is n kth~rdrr polynomial in,.. The k solutions of Equn-
tion 8 nrc the chamctrristic roots ,.,, i • 1,2, ... , k. The 
numerical solution is thus 
(0) 
One or the charnctrristic roots npproximntrs the Taylor 
, S('rics C'xpansion of the true 'olution, y ~ exp ('Ar), with n 
truncntion error correspond in~ to the onlrr p of the method . 
If we let this root be "" thrn ,., - exp (/1'A) + O(h" +•) us 
h - O. This root, cnll<'d the prineipal root, is the root which 
we wish to be rrprrsrntrd in the nunwricnl solution, since 
,.,• approximnks rxp (nh'A) . The othrr k - I roots nre coiled 
~purious or {'Xtr:H\{'ous roots a111l nre n rrsult of the use of n 
dilTrrrncc NJUntion of dq.:rrc k lo r<'prcsrnt n first-ord{'r 
dilT{'rentinl NJuation. Thi• rxtranrous roots hnve no relation 
to the {'Xnct solution but, nr\·rrthrlrs.,, fire unavoidnbl<'. 
The chnrncteristic roots of Equation 8 arc the snme as those 
oC the dilTcrrncc l'<]Uation for the error,•• - ll• - y(.r.)-i .c., 
(10) 
For n valid num{'ricfil ~olution we require tlrnt •• not grow 
with n. A linear multistrp method is called 
Absolutely stnbl{', if 1,. 1!:::; l i c 1,2, ... , k 
Rl'lntivcly staiil<', if,,.,, s; !I'd i = 2,3, . .. , k 
The Fin~lc 0 .D.E. y' ~ 'hy will be called inh{'rrntly stable if 
Re('A) < 0. In this case the <'Xart solution is dccn·asin~ with 
x., nncl the important condition is absolute stability, since the 
num{'rical solution must abo drr.rrasc with r • . If, howcvN, 
Rc('A) ;:::: 0, the exact solution is ~rowin~ with r. , and we do 
not want '"'' s; I; ratlwr it is rc·lati,·c stahilit.y that is the 
important consiclrratio11 . Jn othrr wonb, we will have a valid 
solution a" long as no romponcnt of the nu111C'rical solution, 
,.,", incrrascs faster tlwn the one corrc·spo111lin~ to the prin-
cipal root. The critic·al prohlrms of n11rncrical stability in 
stilT O.D.E. arc ussociatC'd with inhrm1tly stable O.D.E., 
Hc(X) < 0, i = 1,2,. .. , 111, in which ah"1lutc stability is the 
important fartor . Thus, in this paprr we confine our attention 
to stilT O.D .E. of this type. 
The value of /ix for whirh ,,.,! = l nn•I for whirh u small 
inrrrasc in I i1"AI mukrs I ,.;j > I is callrd the grnrral stabilit:)'. 
bounclnry. Since in general 'A is compl{'x, we can let X = A 
C'Xfl (io), wlwrc )i nncl 0 nrc real. Then we can rnakc similar 
definitions of the real nnd ima~inary stability hounclarics, 
corrC'spondin~ to the values of '>..h nrul i(Xh), where the root 
conclit.ion is obey{'(!. ,\ny nwtho1l with fi finite grnrrnl stability 
bounclnry ran be called conclitionally stahlr, wh{'rcas any 
method with nn infinite ~c·nrrnl stability bo11ndary can be 
cnllcd unconclitionally stat.Ir, or .-I-stable. Th11s, 11 linC'ar rnulti-
i;tcp method is A-stnblc if 1111 soluiions of E<1uation 0 trnd to 
zero, ns n - co, whrn the method is appliC'1l with fixed h > 0 
to y' = 'hy, where 'A is u complex constant with Re('A) < 0. 
An ckgnnt theory exists for stability or lin<'ar multistcp 
methods ns Ii_.. 0 (Dnhl1111ist, l!l5G, 10G3h; Henrici, J()G2). 
While m:111y intrrcst inµ; r{'sults have been ohtainccl in this 
asymptotic {'ase, it is not of prime concrrn in the stiff problem. 
Dnhl11uist (105G, J()G3a,h) has }JrO\'C'cl two important theo-
rems relating p n111l k for 11-stahlc multistrp mcthocls. 
Tm:on~:M l. An explicit k-ste1> method cm111ot be A-stable. 
Tm:on.:M 2. The order p of un A-stnhlc hncnr mult1stcp 
method cannot excred 2. The smallest truncation error in such 
case is obtained for the trapezoidal rule for which p ~ 2, 
k - 1. 
The conc{'pt of ; I-stability cun be modified somewhat to 
ullow for methods of hi~her nccurncy. Widlund (1967) hus 
proved thnt .-1-s tuble methods for whirh k = p ~ 3 nnd k -
p - 4 rxist if 'A is n complex constant which lies in the wcclge-
shnpc<l region, s, = I z: I urg <-z) I < o, z =t= ol. o.co. ,..;2). 
In general, it is impossible to construct urbitrnrily accurate 
A-stable lin{'nr multistcp methods. An important point, 
however, is thnt Th<'orems I nncl 2 in no way restrict the con-
struction of more accurate A-stable methods which urc not 
of the linear mult istcp type. Such methods cnn be constructed. 
Stability of Multistcp Methods in Integrating Coupled 
O.D.E. In this section we consider the relationship 
between the chnructcristic roots of n linear multistcp 
· method and the cip;cnvulucs of the O.D.E. Let us still 
cor;fine our attention to the lincnr O.D.E. Equation 1. 
First let us consider the numcricnl integration of Equation 
l by Euler's method, 
Yo+i • Y• + hy.' {11) 
ond the trapezoidal rule (modified Euler method), 
h ( , ') Y•+• • Y• + z y •+• + y. (12) 
The cxact solution of Equation l will l'h:in~c over a step h 
by the fnctor cxp (Ah)~i.e., y(.r •• ,) = cxp (Al1)y(x.). A singlc-
stcp method whcn applied to Equation I cnn be expressed as 
Y•+i - M(hA)y. (13) 
the prop{'rties of which arc dct{'rminccl by how \\'{'II M(hA) 
upproximntC's rxp (hA). For Euler's mrthod, M(hA) = I + 
/iA, the first 2 l1•rmH in an infinite ~rrir~ expansion of exp 
(hA). For the traprzoidal rule, M(l1A) = (I - 1/2/iA)-• 
(I + 1/2/iA), the fir,;t diav;onal l'udc approximnnt to exp 
(hA) (C11l11han, l!lG7; l\rlly, J()G7). 
For nn m-dimrnsional linear O.D.E. and 11ny single-step 
mrthnd, the stnbility of the alp;orithm clcpcncls only on the 
{'igenvulucs of the O.D.E. This can be ~hown M follows. 
Let u~ curry out the similarity transformation 
y = Pz (14) 
so thnt Equution l becomes 
z' - p-•APz (15) 
z(O) - p-•yo 
If the eigenvalues ">o. 1 of A nrc distinct, Equation 15 reduces to 
z' - Az (16) 
where A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvnlues "A,. The solution 
of Equation I is 
y(r) .. P exp (Ar)P-•yo (17) 
or, in n recursive notation, 
(18) 
A single-step method can be expressed as Equation 13, so 
thntwc want 
M(PAP-1/i) ~ P exp (Ah)P-1 (19) 
If we consider the general rational form of n Pnd6 approxi-
mation, which includes nil forms of characteristic roots, 
(20) 
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and let 
B • P1P-1 (21) 
then 
M(PAP-1) - (t b,(PAP.- 1)')-1 (£ a.(PAP-1)') 
,_1 ••1 
• P(t b,1')-• (£ a.,\•)p-1 (22) 
•-l •-1 
- PM(A)P- 1 
Referring to Equation 19, we sec that 
M(Ah) ~ l'XJl (Ah) (23) 
Since each m:i.trix is Jiagon:i.1, the corresponding <lingonul 
clements of M (,\h) npproxirn:itc those of l'XJl (Ah). Each 
dingonnl dNnc11t of M is ~imply the ch:i.rnctcristic root 111 
of the singlc-~tl'p method, so that E'luation 23 can be written 
µ 1(/1'111) ~ exp (liX,) i - 1,2, .. . , m 
Absolute stability rcquirl's that 
jµ,(hx,)l51i~ 1,2, ... ,m 
(24) 
(25) 
for exnmple, for m - 2 and Euler's method, Equation 25 is 
j 1 + hX.j $ I; I 1 + liX,l 5 l (2()) 
and for the trapezoidal rule, 
1 1 
I+ z hX1 1 + - hX2 2 
I - 2_ h'/o.1 
$I; 
I - _!... hX, 
:::; l 
2 2 
(27) 
Equation 2() is sati,fil'd if I iix,I :'O 2, where X, is the laq~cst 
cigc11vulue in uh"'ilutc v11l11r . Froan Tlworl'rn 2 we know that 
Equation 27 is sati,fit~I for ull He(>. 1) < 0. The important 
point is that in numerically integrati11R a coupled set of linear 
0.D.E. it io suflicirnt to con,idcr the method as applied to the 
scalnr l'quation y' = 'l'.,y, where 'i'. 1 takes 011 the values of the 
eigenvalues of the O.D .E. 
The nnaJy,is can l'asily he extendcil to k-step methods. 
The kth-dcgrl'C characteristic polynomial inµ yields k roots 
for each of them eigenvalues 'i'. 1, j = 1,2, ... , m. 
So fnr we have considered lin ear O.D.E. Our real nim in 
discussing stability of numerical intl'gration methods of 
O.D.E. is to treat nonlinear O.D.E. However, there docs not 
exi.,t nt this time a gl'nernl theory of nhsolutc stability of 
linear multisl<'p methods, such that the stabil ity behavior of 
different multistcp methods when applied to nonlinear O.D.E. 
cnn be determined in n systematic manner. What is normally 
done in the nonlinear case is to let the eigenvalues of the 
O.D.E. be the eigenvalues of the Jacobian f 1 , a procedure 
valid for small h (IIilckbrund, Hl5G). We can expect that 
st.'lbility limits derived on the basis oi the eigenvalues of the 
local Jacobian m:i.trix will not be exact. ;\" cvrrthclcss, we 
will rely on such limiL~ ns representing a good approximation 
to the true stability limits , which, of course, arc unknown. 
The problem as>ociated with stiff systems is twofold: 
stnbility naad accuracy. lf a method with a finite absolute 
stability boundary is used, large negative real parts of some 
'11 1 will force the step length used to be excessively small. 
On the other hand, if an ,t -s tahlc method is used-e.g., the 
trapezoidal rule-the stnbility problem is avoided but for a 
reasonable s tep length h the solution component correspond-
ing to the largest eigenvalue will be approximated very 
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innecurntely. For example, in the case of Euler's method the 
accuracy is determined by the approximations 
(1 + >.,h) ~ e~'h 
(I + >.2h) ~ e~•h 
Since these approximations improve as '1'. 1h -+ 0, the poorer 
approximation will be n.<socinted with the lar(.\cr eigenvalue, 
'I'.,. Simibrly, for the tnqwzoidal rule, the characteristic root 
in Equation 27 improves in approximation to exp (h">. 1) as 
h">. 1 --.. 0. For n multistep method only the principal root"" 
is an npproxima tion to exp (h">. 1), the others bring extraneous. 
It is natural to require close approximations to exp (h>. 1) 
in the neighborhood of the origin, and this is normally the 
considcrat ion in determining the principal root. At points 
where the X, have laq;e awgative real parts, the cxnct solution 
components corresponding to these eigenvalues nrc negligible 
when conipared to the other solution components. It is 
only necessary then that the prin.:ipn! root abo be negligible 
for the st ifT eigenvalues. 
N umerical Integration Routines for Stiff O.D.E. 
We now outline "evC'ral mcthocls that have been rroposcd 
for the numerie:il int<'l!;ratiQn of 'tilT O.D.E. Our treatment 
is limited to t•xplicit aaul implieit si11µ:lc-~tcp methods which 
have hcrn fo11nd most l'ffiricnt in actual applications. Addi-
tional nwtho<I., not outlinctl in clctail arc cited. 
Treanor's Method. A modified explicit Iluni;c-Kutti.L 
method has been proposed by Tr<':inor (HJGG). It as9umes 
thnt E<]uation G cnn be approximated in an interval by the 
linear form 
where P., D11, D21 , and D,, nrc parameters to be determined. 
If one applies the iourth-order lluni;c-1\utta ml'thod to 
Equation 28, the following algorithm is obtained for each 
component of vector y, 
J.(F, - 2F,)) {2!l) 
Y•+• = y. + hf.f<'i + hv,(Py. + J.) + 
hv,(Pv. +112< 1> + /.w,<l)) + 
hv,(Pv.+112w + /.+112""-) + hv,(Pv.+1<•> + J.+i<'>) 
where 
F, 
and 
e-Ph - 1 
-Ph 
e-Ph - 1 +Ph 
F1 = ------(Ph)' 
e-Ph - 1 +Ph - __!._(Ph)' 
2 
Fi= 
-(Ph)' 
(30) 
V1 = -F, + 4Fa v, = 2(F, - 2Fa) Va = 4Pa - 3F1 (31) 
The only undetermined parameter is P. In Equation 28 
we have used P., whereas in Equations 29 and 30 a scalar P 
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Table I. Parameters for Semiimplicit Runge-Kulla Methods 
Reference p 01 
"' Ro::cn brock, 2 
1 
_ -v2 1- V2 1963 2 2 
3 1.40824829 0.59175lil 
Calahan, 
1968 3 0. 78867513·1 0 .788675134 
Trapezoidal 
rule 2 1/2 1/2 
hM been usc<l. The relation is ag follows. The vnlu~ P, arc 
det('rmincd as the ratio of the terms in the first two steps of 
Equation 29 
P, __ /.+112c•> -_j_.+111°> 
y,.+112u> - y,.+111°> 
(32) 
whrrc the <livi~ion is drfinc<l to mean that an clement in the 
vector in the numerator is di,·idcd by the corrc>pondin~ 
element in the vector in the <l<'nominntor. The vnluc of I' 
u.<;ed in Equation" 29 nnd 30 i" takrn to h<' the lnrg<'st value 
of P 1 computed from Equal ion 32. If this value is 1wgativc, 
Pis set {'(]Ual to zero. Using a 'ralar P cnsurrs that <'ach of the 
m 0.D.E.'s is <lilT('renC('U with the sunc step length. 
If the 0.D.E. were uncoupkd, the /' 1 would reprc~cnt the 
local l'iv;envulucs of the indi,·i<lual l'<!Uation<. Takini.: the 
single value of I' equnl to the larg••st P, makC'!< the ali.:orithm 
approximate the corresponding 'olution component. 
The algorithm is IL>ed :L~ follows: 
1. Select nn initial step lrngth It . 
2. Compute Y•+"'( n n1ul y .. ,,,(2) from the first two equations 
of Equation 20. 
3. Compute /> ns the largest /'; from Equation 32. If all 
P, < 0, ~ct P = 0. 
4. Compute Y•+• from the Inst cquntion of Equation 29. 
5. If IY•+• - y.1/1 Y•+• I > <m .. , ~ct h = lt/2 and return to 2. 
6. If Y•+• - y.I/ y •• d < <m;., set h = 2/t and return to 2. 
A complete stnhility analysis of Treanor's method has been 
carried out by Lomax and Jlaili•y (1967). As It- 0 the metho<l 
i.~ identical to the fourth-order Ilung<>-Kutta method. For 
-2 < hX < 0, the method i>< stable for nny vuluc of P. If 
h>. < -2, the method is conditio1111lly stnble. If l'h = 8, 
the real stnbility bou1ulnry is -10, compared to the fourth-
orckr Rungc-Kutta value of -2.i85. 
The method hns the ndvnntnge of improving on the stahility 
chnrncteristic8 of the fourth-order Rungc-Kutta method 
wbilc maintainini.: the same accuracy. lb major disadvantages 
arc that it is still only conditionnlly stable and that becnu'e 
of the form of the approximation Equation 28 the method 
can only be u5ed when the Jncoblan matrix of the original 
O.D .E. has large diago11nl cleme11t~, not large off-diagonal 
elements. 
Semiimplicit Runge-Kutta Methods. Implicit Runge-
Kutta methods (Butcher, 196-1) arc attractive for sti!T 
systems becau~e of being highly stable. A pnrticulnrly 
important clnss of implicit Runge-Kuttn methods has been 
developed by Hosenbrock (1%3), Cnlnhnn (1968), and 
Allen (19G!J). The~e methods possess the dual adrnntages 
or explicit form and high stability, and arc referred to as 
scmiimplieit Ilunge-Kutta me~hods. 
Ir we consider the nutonomo11s form of E<1uation 6, y' ~ 
f(y), and define the Jacobian matrix A(y) - f 1, the thir<l-
wder method can be written as 
b1 •• w1 W1 
cV2 - 1)/2 0 0 
0 . 17378667 0.17378667 -0.41315432 1.41315432 
-1.15470054 0 0 .75 0.25 
0 0 0 
k1 - h[I - ha,A(y.) J- 1f(y.) 
k, - h[I - ha,A(y. + c,k,)]-•f(y. + b1k1) (33) 
Yn+i .. y. + w,k, + w,k, 
Pnrnmcter v11h1es for Equation 33 determined by Roscn-
broek (1963) nnd Calahan (1968) for different orders p nre 
shown in T11hlc I. Each of the methods i~ A-stable. The 
. ehnrnctcristic root of C11lahan's method is 
1 - 0.578 ltX - 0.451) /it>,t 
µi - 1 - 1.578 hX + 0.622 li'X' (34) 
Even though the method is A-stable, µ 1 .... -0.735 as hX .... 
- '''. so that we might rxpect accurncy problems to nrise in 
simulati11g the sti!T eig•·nvalucs. 
Extrapolation Methods. The concept of Richnr<lson 
extrapolatio11, traditionally used in Romhrrg 's method of 
11umerically evaluating integrals (Davis a11d Habinowitz, 
1967), has recently been propo~ed ns a tcchni<]uc to be 
used in conjunction with certain singl~~stcp methods i11 the 
numerical integration of O.D.E. (llauer ct rd., 1963 ; Gragg, 
19ti5). By forming a linear combination of the numerical 
results evaluated using two values of It, the lending error 
term in the asymptotic error, expansion of the numerical 
method can be cli111inat!'<l (IIcnrici, l!J6·1). This procedure, 
which cnn he n·r"·att•d inddinitely with decreasing vnlues of 
It, each time removing the leading error term, is called "ex-
trnpolat ion to the limit.'' 
If we consider Euler's method, Equation 11, in which p - 1, 
the asymptotic error cxpan~ion is 
y. ~ y(x.) + t 1(x.)h + •i(x.)h' + .,(x.)h1 + . . . (35) 
Values of y. cnn be generated using Euler's method bnsed on 
a ·sequence of Ii,, k = 0,1,2, . . ., and the y.(h,) obtained 
can be denoted as Y0<•>. In this case the totnl interval length 
x. - x0 is h0• Extrapolation to the limit can be applied to 
. Equation 35. If successive interval halving is used-i.e., 
h, = ho/2'-thc recursion relation for generating the cver-
improving approximation to y. is 
2"'Y <•+o y c•> y (t) == m-1 - m-1 
.. 2"' - 1 (36) 
Convergence of Y ,,.<•>to y(x.) is guarnntccd if /(z,y) satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition (Bauer ct al., 1963). 
In the discussion so far we have considered the extrapoln-
tion procedure ns nppliecl o\'Cr the interval x0 to x •. What is 
done in practice is use extrapolation locnlly ut each step in 
the integrnt.ion, x1, x,. . . , where x,+1 - x, = h0 • The procedure 
is self-starting and the choice of ho is fairly arbitrnry, since h 
is automatically reduced until the required accuracy is achieved 
at each step of the solution-e.g., I (Y .,<•> - Y .,<•-~>)/ 
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Y .<•-1ij < '•· A complete description of Euh•r's method 
coupled with local extrnpolation is i.;inn by :'l!cCalla (l\lG7). 
Grn!ig (19G5) and Jlulir,;ch nnd Stocr (IO!iG) have pro-
po.<;ed using the midpoint rule couplC'd with local extrapolation. 
This algorithm conn•rµ;e,; more f]Uickly than one based on 
Euler's method because the midpoint rulc, Yn+1 = Yn-1 + 
2hy' •• has nn error expan,;ion in powers of h' ruthcr than h. 
The theory bchind the alµ;orithrn i~ ba,ic:illy the same ns 
described for EulC'r's mcthoJ. Both of thc.<e ali:;orithms arc 
based on local extrapolation, where the cxtrapolation is car-
ricd out at cach step in the inteµ;ration. The other alternative 
i~ i:;lobal extrapolation, whcrcin the particular numerical 
method is fin-t npplicd ovrr thc entire ranfie of intrµ;ration 
from ;r0 to ;r. for a drrrC'a>inµ; ~e<Juencc of strp lcnµ;th~, and 
thcn extrapolation is applied to the rnlues obtained at each 
orii:;inal m~h point, r. ~ r0 + nli0 • 
The algorithm commonly u:<cd with i;iohal cxtrapolntion 
j., the trapczoidal rule. Globnl ·extrapolation with the trape-
zoidal rule is necc,;.<ary to pr~ervc A-stability, as we show 
shortly. 
A single-step method is usually cxprcs.<ed in the form, 
v .. 1 ~ µ 1 (~)y •. An cxtrapolntion nlµ;oritlom applied locally 
over the interval (r., r 0 1) can be expressed as 
V•t1 - P(h.,>.,M,K)y. (37) 
where K is the numbcr of stcp lengths for which the core 
algorithm is used o\·cr the ovcr-ull stcp lrngth h0, and .1/ 
is the numhcr of time~ that extrapolation is curried out. 
ARsuming .U and K rlo not vary from step to step, ah~lutc 
stability requires that 
jp(h.,>., M,K)j ~ 1 (38) 
Jn order to determine the stnhility hounds of the algorithm 
it i~ nerc,;.<ary to dctcrm inc for fixed ,\/ nnd K the valu<'s of 
Ii,). for whirh Equation 38 is just O<Utbficd. For Euler's method, 
F..quation 36 can be expressed a.~ 
.. 
y .,1ti .. L c.,.,._1Y0<•+1> 
•-o 
(39) 
where the coefficients obey the recursion relation (Bauer et 
al., 1963) 
c •. .-, 
2"'c,,.-1,"'-' - C'"-1.m-1-' 
2"'-1 
HY.,<•> is taken as v.+i. Equations 37 and 3!) yield 
M [ /1 ;\ ]2•+1 {J(~.M,K) - i~O CM.•H l + 2•"+• 
(40) 
(41) 
In order to determine the stability region corresponding to 
various vnlucs of K and .1/, it is necc:.;>ary to determine the 
values of h.,>. corrC':.;pondinµ; to K and .\/ that Equation 38 is 
just ~ati,fied. This has bc('n carried out for /( = 0 (the 
diagonal clements) and various values of M for real, negative 
Ji,;.. The bounds arc: 
M 2 3 4 5 6 
(ho>-)~ .. -2 -2.785 -4.23 -9.06 -10.88 -13.5 
As the number of extrapolations .V is increased, the over-all 
algorithm becomes more stable. In the limit of an infinite 
number of extrapolations the method approaches .{-stability. 
Ilcc.'luse the midpoint rule is ·only weakly stable (Henrici, 
1964), the extrapolation with the midpoint rule will be less 
stable than with Euler's method and thus not well suited for 
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stiff systems. If the trapezoidal rule were applied locally, the 
modified characteristic root is 
M 
fJ(ll<). 111!,K) - L c'"' ,>1-1 
•-o 1-~ 
2•+•+• 
(42) 
It is easy to show that for M = l, K ~ 0, for example, 
Jim {J(/101',l,O) = 5/3 and the method loses A-stability. 
ho>.-m 
Single-Step Methods Employing Second Derivatives. 
Let us now consider the general class of single-step meth-
ods employing second derivatives, 
Yn+1 ~ Yn + hPoY' 01 + h'yoy•.+1 + hfj,y' • + h'y1y•. (43) 
for which the chnrncteristic root is 
(44) 
Thl'orem 2 limits the order of accuracy of A-stnble linear 
multistcp methods of the cluss of E<Juation 5 to p ~ 2. 
The indusion of scco111l 1lcrivativcs in Equation 43 enables 
us lo devise A-stable methods of this class. The same µ;<'neral 
churacteristic root is obtained for the scrni'implicit ltunge-
Kulln methodo-e.g., E<Juation 3·1. In fact, the charactl'fistic 
root of Equation.4·1 is simply a general l'adc approximant to 
exp (h:\), the diagonal approxirnnnts of which are A-stable 
(Birkoff and Varga, HlG.5). 
,\problem with such ..I-stable methods is that E<Juation 4·1 
may still he a poor approximation to cxp (h1' 1), whC'rc >.,is the 
larµ;l'st ciµ;cnvalur. In particular, we 110! only require A-
stability hut nlso want the principal roots µ, 1(111' 1) to approach 
exp (h:\i) us 111'1 - 0 unrl ,,, 1(/i>.i) lo approach zero as h1'1 -
- CD. If po,;siblc, we want µ(li>. 1) = cxp (h:\1) as lt:\ 1 - - CD. 
If this were tloc casc, we could say µ(lt:\ 1) were exponentially 
fitted lo exp (11>. 1). This idea was presented hy Linigcr and 
Willouµ;hhy (IOG7), who considered two ~pccial forms of 
Equation 43. 
Yu• - y. + h((l - p,)y' n+1 + fj,y' .J (45) 
Yn+i ~ Yn + .!!_ ((1 + a)y'.+1 + (l - a)y'.J -
2 
h' i2 [(I + 3a)y· ... + (l - 3a)y•.J ('16) 
The ordcr of accuracy of E<J1111t ions •15 nnd 16 is p = 1 and 
p = 3, respectively. :I-stability requires that i;, < 1/2 for 
method 1 and a> 0 for method 2. Ilavinµ; obtained conuilion~ 
for A-stability, the next considcration is the accuracy with 
which the charnctcristic roots approximate exp (It>.,), i = 
1,2, ... , m, consistent with thC'sc conditions. The con-
ventional procedure is to equate E<]uation ·H to the Taylor 
series expansion of exp (Ii:\) about It:\ = 0 nnd match powers 
of It>. up to the desired order. For the nonstiff eigenvalue:; this 
procedure is highly effective. However, for the stiff eigen-
values a Taylor series expansion of exp (Ii:\,) about h:\ 1 = 0 
converges very poorly. Thus, as we have noted, conventional 
methods arc inaccurate for stiff systems because they arc 
unable to simulate the stiff components. For stiff systems it is 
necessary to require accuracy and stability for both large 
I ht.,j and li:\ 1 - 0. 
In Equations 45 and 46 the free parameters fj1 and a can be 
adjusted to provide accurate representation of the stiff 
components within the constraint of maintaining A-stability. 
In particular, we drsire for a certain vnluc of Ii>- • q0 that 
11-1 (q.) - exp (qo). We sny that the method is exponentially 
fitted at q0 if the frre pnrnmeter is chogcn to gntisfy this relu-
tion"1iip. Requiring that Equations 45 und 46 be exponentially 
fitted yields 
o(q.) -
fJ,(qo) - -q.-• - (e- - 1)-1 
l 3 [qo' + 6qo + 12 - e.,(qo' - 6q0 + 12) J X 
(47) 
(e .. (qo' - 2q,) + q01 + 2qoJ-1 (48) 
Note from Equation 47 that the tmpczoidal rule (fJ1 = 1/2) 
and the bnckwnrd Euler method (fJ1 = 0) correspond to 
exponential fittinp; nt 'lo= 0 and q0 m - oo, re:;pccti\'cly. The 
authors pro\·e that the procl'dure of rxponentinl fitting is 
compatible with both ,1-stability and uccurncy in the limit 
Ji>. .... 0 for 0 > qo > - .., . . 
Other Methods. Several other methods hnve been 
pro1>0sed for stifT O.D.E. (Certninc, l!l60; Ernnnucl, 
l!l&4; Lomax, l!l68a,b; Pope, I !JG3) . Crnr ( l!l68) has 
considered the problem of devising prrdictor-corrector 
methods for stifT •)'stems. As in \\'idlund's cnsc, by 
requiring less thnn full left half-plane stability, Gear has 
devised methods of order us high ns 6. Numerical results 
using Gear's algorithm, rrportcc.1 by Gear ( l!JG8) and 
RatlifT (l!JGS), indicate superiority of the algorithm when 
compared to classical predictor-corrector methods or 
comparable order. 
Law!-011 (l!JG7) has de\'ised a class of A-stable rxplicit 
Rung<'-Kutta methods li:1'1•d on a J>acll- approxi111ation of 
e.xp (hA). The method i." similar in 1na11y rcspt>cts to the irn-
plirit Hunp;e-1\utta tn<'thods dl'scribed pre;·iriusly. Osborne 
(l!JGS) has corisidrml the problem of clrsiµ;11i11µ; characteristic 
root.~ with the proprrty that µ. 1 - (1//,1') as It>. - - co, 
Dahlquist (l!Jf,<;) has ci!'vi,f'd an alµ;orithm based on local 
polynomial approximations. Da\'i>'on (l!JGS) has co11siclcrf'd 
the problrrn or thr numerical i11tq?;ratio11 of laq.!;c systems of 
constant-codTicil'nt li111'ar O.D.E. The poles and zrros of the 
solution arc obt:1i11rd and the soh1ti1111 constructed in terms 
or a sum or !'Xponrntials. The nwthocl is \i'Pful in the limitrd 
nurnLcr of cases for which it is applic:dilr. Explicit methods 
for l:irp;c stifT sy;;tcrns have been presrntccl by llichards .ct al. 
(l!JG.'l) and Fowll'f and \\'nrt!'n (l!Hii). 
Explicit vs. Implicit Methods. Idrally a numerical inte-
gration method for stifT O.D:E. would possess (1) A-
stubility, (2) high accuracy, (3) µ. 1 - cxp (hX) as It>. - - co, 
and computational l'llicirncy. Clas>'ical rxplirit methods arc 
highly nccuratc anrl computationally rffirient, but arc not 
A-stable. Since A-stability is the most important oft he above 
requirrm!'nts, classical cxplieit mrthods arc not clTicicnt for 
stifT O.D .E. IH'causc of the rigid conditions on h that mu>'t be 
obryc•d. Implicit mrthods, sudi as the trnprzoiclal rulr, have 
two problems a"':ocialr<I with the irusc: failure to meet 
requirrrncnt 3 nnd the neces,;ity to soh•c a srt of nonlinear 
algrbruic equations nt each step. If the characteristic root µ 1 
of an implicit mrthod is not asymptotic to zrro as h'A :..+ - co, 
in the initial phase of the solution when the stiff componrnts 
arc nonncgligible, th<'>'c componrnts will be approximatrd 
inaccurutcly by µ,. This inaccuracy is reflected as slowly de-
caying oscillations o\·er the whole rungc or the solution. 
For the trnp<'zoidal rule, 11-1 - -1 ru; h>. - - co and for 
Calahan's method, Equation 34, µ 1 - -O.i35 ash>- = - oo. 
Calculations with thr~c methods confirm the existrncc of 
oscillations due not to an instability but to an inaccurate 
simulation of the stiff eigenvalue::;. There arc two ways to 
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circumvent this difficulty. The first is n simple filtering pro-
cedure suggested by Dahlquist (1963a) ·for use with the 
trapezoidal rule: 
Use Equation 12 to compute y, and y2• 
Replace Y1 by (110 + 2y1 + y2)/4. 
Use Equation 12 to compute y, and y,. 
Replace y, by (y1 + 2y2 + y3)/4. 
UMc Equation 12 to compute y,, y,, y,,. .. 
An alternative to the filtering procedure is to use a small h in 
the initial phnsc when the stifT solutions nrc nonnrgligiblc. 
Then whrn these have become nrgligihlr, we start using a 
lnrgc h adjusted to the rate of change or the nonstiff com-
ponents. Eveu thoup;h the stifT components will then be 
ir\Uccurutl'ly simulated, if the stifT components do not re-
appear, the over-all solution will be accurate. 
The second ·problrm n'"ociated with implicit methods is 
that a set or nonlinrar alp;rbraic rquations must be solved 
at each step. Evrn though the mcthod may he A-stable, 
convergence rrquircmrnts for the itrrntivc solution of the 
nonlinear nlg<'braic equations pince restrictions on the largest 
value of h that can be used. These restrictions vary eonsi<lcr-
nhly, drprnding on the particular itcrati\'C technique used, 
but 'hould be far lrss severe than for conventional explicit 
methods to retain the advantage of the implicit method. Let 
us consider this point in more detail. 
In particular, WC wnnt to solve the implicit form or Equa-
tion 5, which can be written 
(49) 
where u. includes all the terms indrpendent of Yn+•· Let us 
consider the convrrgenec requirements of four common 
wnys to 'olve Equation -l!l: Jacobi il<'ration, accelerated itera-
tion, Ncwton-Haphson itrrntion, and backward iteration. 
A solution or Equation 4!l by repeated substitutions, 
Yn+l(•+I) - /ifJJ(Xn+h Yn+1 1'>) - Un = 0 (50) 
is termed a Jacobi iteration. Let us call Yn+i • the exact solu-
tion of Equation 50, 
(51) 
Subtracting Equation 51 from Equation 50 and using the 
mean value theorem, 
Yn+l<•+I) - Yn+1• = h#o[fy)y(y.+1<•> - Yn+1•) (52) 
where Yn+1• $ y $ Yn+a<'>. Ir we now assume a Lipschitz 
bound on f 1 , j jf1 j J < L, Equation 52 becomes 
j Jy.+,<i+•> - Y.+a•j j $ htJoL/ jy.+1<•> - Y•+1•j J (53) 
Dy induction it follows that 
/ JYn+1<'+1> - Yn+i•j j $ (hfJoL)'+i//Yn+1 10> - Yn+1•j j (54) 
A necessary an<l sufficient condition for convergence of the 
iterations is then 
/1itJoLI < 1 (55) 
or 
(56) 
This condition is roughly the same as for tho classic explicit 
methods, and thus Jacobi iteration cannot be used efficiently 
when I Am,./ is large. 
A modificn.tion of Jacobi iteration is 
(1 + a)y.+1c•+ 1> - hfJJ[x.+1, Yn+1<'>] -
u. - a.+1C'l "" 0 (57) 
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for which a is an accclerntion pammetcr (a - 0 is Jacobi 
iteration). The convergence condition for Equation 57 can lie 
shown to be 
I h{J,).~ •• + a I < 1 1 +a (58) 
The spcro of com·ergcncc of Equation 57 can lie inercnscd 
over Equation 50 by proper choice or a. 
A "'ell-known method for determining the roots or coupled 
nonlinear nlgcbmic equations is l\"cwton-lbphson iteration. 
This method i.~ based on a linenrization of t .... , about the 
previous value of y • ..., in the itcmtion, and is given by 
Ya+l(HI) - Y·+•<'l + [I - htl.A • ...,<•>1-· x 
{htJJ • ...,<•> - y • ...,<•> + u.} (59) 
where A_. 11•> is the Jncobinn matrix t1 cvnluated nt y._..1<•>, 
The necessary condition for .convcq.:ence of Equation 59 is 
(GO) 
In actual ll'e of J;;..1uat ion 59 it is impractical to recompute 
A • ..., for cach itcmtion, since the time n•qniml to invrrt n 
large matrix dccrl'ascs the utility of the method. It is <>ftcn 
accC'ptnblc to approximate A, .. <•> hy A0 ,<0>. If too many 
iterations arc then rcquiml in a givl'n stl'p, h can be rl'duccd 
and the iteration r~tartcd or A • ., can be re-evaluated. 
Finally, we cnn formulate a backward iteration of the 
form ' 
(GI) 
the convergence conditions of which cnn be shown to be 
(G2) 
Thus, there is a lowN bound on /1 rather than an upper 
bounrl ns in the othl'r three method". 
The real cp1estion of int!'rcsl i" what technique >hould be 
usc<l in conjunction with impliril rnrthock 
Jacobi iteration nnd n1·l·1·l<·rate1l it<'ration arc computation-
ally easy to implcml'nt but have convergence rNp1ircrnl'nts 
depending on the lurg<'st eigenvalue of the .Jacobian matrix 
of the O.D.E. Thus, if 1~ .... I is lurµ:e, an cxtn•rncly srnall /1 
is necessary for com·rrgrnce in these met hods. [ n gcncrnl, 
Nrwton-nnph,on it<'l"ntion ha., a larl'<·r rrµ:ion of con,·prgencc 
than the pn•\'iOllH two rnetho<k Backward iteration has 11 
very large rrgion of convcrg<•ncc hc!"ausc of n low!'r l.10und on 
h rnthcr than nn upper hrnmd. llowcvrr, irnplicit equations 
still have to he solwd in Equation GI. 
Thus, we make the following recommendations for the solu-
tion of nn implicit multi:;tcp equation: 
I. If the ratio of the lar~rst to the smallest ci!(cnvaluc of A 
is small, sny the order of 10, Jncubi iteration or accelerated 
iteration should be used. 
2. H the rntio of the largest to the i;rnallcst rigcnvaluc of A 
is large, "'"Y greater than the ordcr of 10, l\'ewton-llaphson 
itcrntion or backwunl iteration should be used with Ii selected 
on the basis of the number of iterations desired per step. 
The scmiimplicit methods combine the A-stability of im-
plicit methods and the eomputntionnl l'fliciency of explicit 
methods. Ill'causc one or more rnntrix inversions nre necessary 
per step, these methods cnn be- shown lo uc cquirnlcnt to 
corresponding implicit methods with several applications of 
Ncwton-Rnphson itcrution. 
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The choice of a method becomes critical for large stiff 
systems (m > 20) . Current methods described nbove usually 
require evaluation of the Jncobi:rn mntrix or its eigenvalues. 
A method suit11ulc for large stiff s}'stcrn~ mu:;t not r<'quirc 
eigenvalue determination-for example, computing times for 
standard mntrix inversion and eigenvalue determination of 
an m X m matrix on an Illi\I i094 arc: 
m 10 20 30 40 50 
Inversion, sec. 
Eigenvalues, sec. 
0.083 0.533 
1.5 11.2 
l .C.84 3 .917 7.567 
60 
Implicit methods usually require at least one matrix 
inversion per step, if the Jacobian matrix is re-evaluated nt 
each step. Only a few clements of the matrix arc likely to 
ch:rngc significantly from step to step, so it may be po~sible 
to up<latl' the matrix at each step using only n small number 
of derivative cvnluations. 
Examples 
The following three problems will be studied: 
1. y'(x) -200[y - F(x)J + F'(x) 
F(x) 10 - (10 + x)e-• 
y(O) 10 
Exact solution y(x) = 10 - (Ht+ x)c-z + lOe-200• 
2. Equation 1 with y(O) = [2, 1, 2Jr and 
A .. [-~.l =:·9 ~] 
0 70 -120 
Exact solution y,(x) 
y,(x) = e-"'• 
y,(x) = e-io, + e-120, 
3. y', = -0.0·ly, + IO'y,y, 
y', = O.O·ly, - IO'y,y, - 3 X lO'y,S 
y', = 3 X IO'y,• 
y,(O) = 1; y,(0) = O; y,(O) = 0 
System 3 rcprcscnts a system of reaction rate equntions 
(Houcrt:;on, 1967), Yi. y,, and y, representing the mole fme-
tions of the three species. The Jacobinn matrix of the system is 
[
-0.04 
A= 0.~4 
1o•y, 
-1o•y, - 6 x W'v• 
6 X IO'y, 
. lO'v•J 
-1o•y, 
0 
which is singular. The three eigenvalues of A are given by 
>., .. 0 
>.' + (0.04 + 101y, + 6 X 10'y2)>. + 
(0. 24 X IO'y, + 6 X 10 11y22) = 0 
At x = 0, the three eigenvalues nrc >.1 = 0, >., = 0, >. 3 = -0.04. 
The asymptotic behavior of the system for large x is to 
y, = 0 and y, = 0, and y, = 1, since 2:y, = 1 always. For 
large values of x the eigenvalues ·approach >., = 0, >.2 = 0, 
>., = -10•. In fuct, from x = 0 to x = 0.02, x, changes from 
-0 .04 to -2405. The system is thus highly stiff. 
The methods used for the three examples are presented in 
Table II . 
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Table II. Methods Usod for Stiff Systems 
Mothod Designation Comments 
I. 4th-<>rdcr Runge- llK4 
Kutt.a 
2. Adams 4th-<>rdcr P-C DEQ 1 corrector evaluation, 
RK-1 stnrt 
3. Trcnnor's method nr Automntic control of h 
4. Modified midpoint DIFSYS 
rule 
5. Tmpczoidnl rule TR Initinl filtering pro-
cedure used 
6. Tropczoidnl rule with TR-EX Initial filtering. M • 3 
extrapolation 
7. Cnlnhnn's method CAL Adjustment of h 
8. Equation 45 L\Vl 
9. Equation 46 LW2 
Tobie Ill. Computational Results for Example 1 
It" at 
Time, 
Mett.od ,, • - 0,.( • - 1.0 Sec 
RK4 0 .01 1 .0 x 10-• 2 .0 x lo-• 11 
DEQ 0 .005 3 .0 x 10-• 2 .0 x lo-• 18 
T:\I 0 .2• 6 .7 X lO-t I.O x lo-• 16.5 
DIFSYS 
TR 0 .2 1.85 x 10-• 4 .3 X IO""' 2 
TR-EX 0 .2 1.4 x 10-• 1.0 x 10-1 36 
CAL 0 .01/0.24 1. 7 x 10-• 4 .0 x lo-• 1 
LWl 0 .2 I.1 x lo-• 5 .o x lo-• 3 
LW3 0 .2 1.8 x lo-• . 9.0 x 10-• 4 
•Automatic step size control. 
•Initial Hlcp size 0.1, cxlrnpolntion., performed until error · 
<IO·•. 
• Un•tablc. 
4 h changed from 0.0 I to 0.2 at :z: - 0.1. 
Example 1 is n single O.D.E. with n solution containing a 
rapidly decaying component nnd a ~lowly decaying com-
ponent. The eigenvalue is -200, and the solution is de-
sired from x ~ 0 to x = 15. Thus, the solution component 
exp (-200x) becomes ncgligihle nlrno~t immediately com-
pnred to the exp ( ..:.x) component. The result8 of the numerical 
intcgmtion of Example 1 nre presented in Table III. The fl. 
columns show y. - y(x.) nt two values of x, 0.4 and 10. 
y(x.) 
The time column indicates the total computnlion time in 
seconds on an llll.\I 7094. The two points x = 0.4 and x = 10 
were chosen as representative of the errors early nnd late in 
the integration. For a stnble method we expect that the 
solution will be nccurnte at :z: - 10, where the cxtrnncous 
solutions hnve become negligible. All computations were 
performed in n single precision nnd nn entry of zero in the 
error columns indicntcs eight-pince accuracy. 
RK4 and DEQ arc both highly accurate but timc-con8um-
ing. The nutomutic ~teps ize selection routine in T:.\I in this 
cnse determined an h compnrnble to ItK4 and actually re-
quired more time. DIFSYS wns unstable for h vnlul's com· 
pnrnblc to Hl\4 and DEQ. Tll, CAL, LWI, nnd LW3 were 
roughly compnrnhlc. Tll-EX was more nccurnte, as expected, 
but required an excessive amount of time. 
Exan\ple 2 hns eigenvnlucs -120, -50, and -0.1. This 
system is inlerl'sling because it conta ins two stifT eigenvnlucs, 
so thnt three di!Terent chnrnctcri stic times nppear. Results 
of the intq~rntion of Exnmplc 2 ure shown in Table ·iv. 
Agnin it was tk<ired lo inll'gratc from x = 0 lo x = 15 
and errors nre tabuluted nt x = 0..1 and x ~ 10. T:.\I wns 
somewhat less uecurnte thnn RK4, but required only one 
second compared to 20 seconds for RK4. DIFSYS wns 
ngnin unstable, ns evidenced by R. nt x = 10. CAL nnd 
LWl were roughly comparnble and somewhat more aecurnte 
thnnTH. 
Exnmplc 3 is n very stifT set of nonlinear 0.D.E. ,\s noted, 
the eigenvalues change from 0, 0, -0.04 to 0, 0, - 10 •over 
the mnge x = 0 lox = 40, nnd most of this ch:111ge occurs in 
the first few instants. Thus, this example represents the 
severest test of the mcthorls or nil the l'xamplcs. The results 
of the methods on Example 3 nre shown in Table V. All or 
the explicit methods eventually become unstable. With 
h = 0.001 Hl\4 hccnme unstable after :z: ~ lG, where IX., .. j ~ 
2.78 X JO'. On the basis of the time to compute to x = 10, 
RK4 would require 138 seconds to get to x = '10 (if it were 
stable) . DEQ with h = 0.001 was unstable after x = 0.012. 
DIFSYS with h = 0.001 was unstable after x = 0.358. 
T.i'll wns strongly influenced by the ofT-diugonal clements and 
wns completely unstable. 
The semiimplicit method CAL wa8 stable with h = 0.005 
up to x = I and h = 0.02 for x > 1. However, slowly occurring 
oscillations could not be nvoidcrl because of the asymptotic 
root behnvior of the method. For h = 0.0.5 for x > I the 
numerical solution converged to the wrong values without 
exhibiting oscill11lory behavior. 
The full implicit methods, TH, Tit-EX, LWI, and LW3, 
were mo~t npplicuhle. Even though these methods nro nil 
A-stnble, the necessity to solve nonlinear algebraic cquntions 
presented limitations on the size of h (as well, of course, as 
Table IV. Computational Results for Example 2 
R1,. at R:n ot Time, 
Method 
" 
... 0 • .( ... 10 • - 0 .-4 x - 0,.( Soc 
RK4 0 .01 2.0 x 10-1 5.4 x 10-1 3 .o x 10-1 3.0 x 10-1 20 
DEQ 0 .01 2.0 x 10-• 8 . 1 x 10-1 9.5 x 10-1 7.4 x 10' 23 
TM 0 .2• 4.0 x 10-• 1 .35 x 10-• 1.1 x 10' 1.2XIO' l 
DIFSYS 5 .o x lo-• 2.16 x lo-• 9.4 x 10-1 8 .3 x 102 22 
TR 0 .2 i.o x lo-• 2.7 x 10-• 6 . 5 x 10' l.3Xl0' 1.3 
TR-EX 0.2 4.0 x 10""' 8.1x10-1 5.7 x 101 8.0 X JOI 30 
CAL 0.01/0.2• 2.0 x 10-1 2.7 x 10""' 2.5 x 10' 1.6 X 10' 1 
LWl 0.2 4 .o x lo-• i.1 x lo-• 5.0 x }()> 5.0 x 10• 3 
• Automntic step sir.e control. · 
'Initial etep Rize 0.1, extrnpolations performed until error <10""'. 
• h changed from 0.01 lo O.:.! at :z: ~ 0.1. 
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Table V. Compulalional Resulls for Example 3 
Method b • - 0.-4 
RK4 0.001 0 
DEQ 0.001 
TM 0.01• 
DIFSYS 0.0014 
• - 10 • - OA • - 10 
0 0 0 
• - 0.-4 
0 
• - 10 
0 
Time, 
s. .. 
TR 0.2 1.35 x 10-1 1.05 x 10- • 2.12 x 10-1 2.4 x 10- 1 9.0 x 10-• 1.5 x 10- • 9.3 
TR-EX 0.2 1. 72 x 10-1 3.6 x lo-• 3 .5 x 10-• •4.3 x 10-• 6.8 x 10-• 1.2 x 10-• 34 
CAL 0 .005/0.02 
atx~l.O 2.4 x 10-
1 1.01 x 10-1 2.5 x 100 G.O X 10-1 1.62 x 10-1 5.4 x 10-1 10 
LWI 0.02 l.G X 10-• 4.9 x 10- • 2.4 x 10-• 1.3 x 10-• 3.2 x 10-1 4.4 x 10-• 20 
LW3 0.02 5.9 x 10-• 7 .1x107' 2.9 x 10-• 1.1 x 10-• 4.0 x 10-1 1 .9 x 10-1 23.3 
• ID~f 360-75. 
• U n.<tnblc. 
•Automatic step size control. 
'Initial step size 0.1, extrapolations performed until error <10-<. 
accuracy consiclcrations)-for example, convergence of the 
Newton-Ilaphson method u~cd with TR required h ~ 0.25. 
The necessary condi t ion for conveq:ence of the Xewton-
fuphson iteration, Equation 60, prC'clicL'i that h must be lc:;s 
than 10-•,s.- 1 J Jy • .,«+1> - Yn+•''l J j, which is hi~hly con-
servative. ;'\lore improved convrr~cnce conditions for Xew-
ton-H.:>ph.'iOn iteration arc apparently 11 topic of current stucly. 
The init ial filtcrin~ procedure wa,; effective in eliminat ing 
o~cillations due to inaccuracy for h ~ 0.1. The total time 
for x = 0 to x = 40 wa' !J.3 seconds. For the increaccd accu-
racy of TR-EX, 3·1 seconds were required . Because o~ the size 
of the stifT cil\cnvalucs, the exponential filtering procedure 
in L \Vl nnd L\\'3 caused a computer overflow, since the lar~cst 
cxponcnti:il arl\umcnt that cun be handled is 174.673. Thu,;, 
the allowable maximum h is 0.02 in each method. Computing 
times were 20 and 23.3 seconds, respectively. 
From the examples the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. RK4 and DEQ arc both highly nccurntc, DEQ rcq11iri11r.; 
more computation time because of the srnall absolute :;tahility 
bound. Because of the small finite stability bound, it is not 
recommended that either of these methods uc used for stiff 
O.D.E. 
2. DIFSYS has even )('s~ clcsirnhle stability properties 
thnn ItK4 nnd DEQ, confirminl\ our knowlcd~c of the poor 
stJ\hility properties of the midpoint rule. Of all the methods 
used, DIF:-iYS is the least dc,.;ir:ihle for stiiT 0.D.E. 
3. T~l with autom:i.tic control of Ii is ~enernlly not effective 
ns an all-purpose stifT routine. T~I usually decreases the tirne 
from that required by H.K•l for cornparablc accuracy; how-
ever, in some c:iscs, the automatic step sir.c control may de-
crease h to values comparable lo ltf\:·l. In addition, its utility 
is limited to those 0.1).E. with only large uiagonul clements 
in t1'c Jacobian. 
4. The four implicit methods studied, Til, CAL, LWI, nnd 
LW3, were roughly compar:'i.blc in terms of :iccuracy and 
computing; time, and each resulted in significant s:win~s of 
time over the explicit met hods. TR-EX resulted in the hi~h­
cst accuracy in each example but :it the expense oi consider-
able computing time. For systems that nre only moderately 
stitT, CAL is s l i~htly more · nccurate than the other three. 
However, for hil\ lily stiff systems, L\Vl, with proper scaling; 
to avoid computer overflows, appears to be the best even 
though it is the least nccurnte .. lf exponential fitting is not 
used, either the initial filtcrin~ procedure or the step length 
adjustment is nccc,,ary in Tll and CAL to prevent oscilla-
tions from inaccurate simulation of the stiff eigenvalues. 
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Nomenclalure 
m 
.lf 
M(h.A) 
n 
N 
p 
l',,P 
p 
q,qo 
u. 
v, 
W1,Wi 
x 
y 
Ym<t> 
z 
= constants in general root form Equation 20 
= ncljnstablc pamrncter in Equation 46 
= Jacobian matrix of O.D.E. 
= constants in g;cncral root form Equation 20 
= matrix defined in Equation 21 
= cocllicicnts )\overncd by Equation 40 
= constants in Equation lO 
= constants in Equation 9 
= pararnetcrs in Equation 28 
= 111-dirncnsional vector function 
= pararnctcr,; defined in Equation 30 
= step ll'ngth 
= identity matrix 
= dcl\rce of multistep method 
p:imrnetern in Equation 33 
= number of.step length sequences used in cxtrnpoia-
tion 
= Lipschitz constant 
= dirncnsionality of O.D.E. 
= number of extrapolations 
= characteristic matrix of single-step method 
= step index 
= number of steps in interval of integration 
= order of accuracy of method 
= parnrnctcrs in Trl'anor's method 
= matrix in similarity transformation, Equation 14 
= hi. 
= vari:tble in Equ[\tion 49 
= parameters in Equation 31 
= weigh tin!\ coefficients in Equation 33 
= independent variablo 
= dcpcnden t variable 
= extrapolation vnluc of y 
= dependent variaulo from similarity transform 
GREEK LETI'ERS 
a = acceleration parameter 
a, = coefficients in linear multistep method, Equation 5 
,S = characteristic root in cxtrapol:;tion 
{3, = coefficients in linear multistcp method, Equation 5 
'YolY1 = coefficients in· Equation 43 
•n = accumulated error nt step n 
•(x.) = mag;nificd error function 11.t step n 
O = angle 
>., = eigenvalues of O.D.E. 
A = diagonal matrix of eigenvalues 
"'' = characteristic roots of multistcp method 
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Control of Piug-flow Tubular Reactors by 
Variation of · Flow Rate 
John H. Seinfeld,' George R. Gavalas, and Myungkyu Hwang 
Dcparl111c11l of Chemical H11gi11ccring, California /n.~titulc of Technology, l'rwulc1w, Calif. 91109 
The control of isothermal and adiabatic plug-flow tubular reactors by variation of flow rote was 
studied. Proportional feedback, feedforword, and optimal control responses were compared 
for the regulation of reactor conversion in the presence of inlet disturbances. The optimal con· 
trol, comisting of a singular solution in each case, produces a considerably improved response 
over both feedforward and proportional feedback control. 
T h<' c<mtrol of t11l111lar reactors is n prohl<•rn of considernhle 
importance in chc1nirnl proc:cs.sing. Jl:m•d Oil the rnodc or 
opcrntio11-c.g., isollwrmal, adiabatic:, clc.-control can he 
cxcrci:<e<l in a vari<'ty or wnys-c.g., flow rate variation, inlet 
condition variation, hcati11g or coolin,..; rate variation , etc. 
From the standpoint or control, n convenient method of clas· 
sifiention is by the form of the mathemnt ical model uscd to 
dc~crihc the r<'netor. ltcnctor m<>rl<'b can ge11ernlly be pbc<'rl 
in two cnl<'gori<'s: hyp<'l'holie sysl<'rns, in which axial a11d 
rndial ditTusion cfT<'ets 11re 11 eg lr·ct<'d (plug-flow); and parn· 
liolic syst!'111.•, in which difTu sio11 l'lfrcts arc i11cludc·d. 
In the lll'l's<'nt Rtudy we considPr hoth isot lwr111al nnd 
ndinbntie plug-flow rl':tclors for which the t•ontrol ohj1•cti\'e is 
to mnint:lin the outll't composition nt n <ksirl'J \'aluc in the 
prcscnrt' of inlrt. eo11ct'11trntio11 nncl tc111prratur<' fluctuations. 
In the i:<othcrrnnl ca,c, control cnn be cx!'rcisr<l hy \'ariation 
of the flow rate nnd the trn1prra t.urc. In the adiabatic case, 
control cnn be cxercisrd by vnri:1t.ion of the flow rntc and the 
inlet tcrnpcmtmc, nssumin:.: that t he inlet conrcntrntion is not 
nvnilnhle for n<ljustnwnt. Og;unye nnd Hay (!DiO) dctcrmin<'d 
the optimal temperature control policy in both the isothermal 
1 To 'll·hom correspondence should be sent. 
and ndiahatic plug-flow cas<'s in the prcs<'nce of catalyst clecny. 
We consider the otlll'r alt<'rnativc for pl11,..;-flow r<'a<:lor co11-
trol- 11a111<'ly, control of the flow rate. This rnode of control i~ 
of pract ical i1nportanec, since flow rnte is nn easily manipu-
lated variable. 
l\fonipulation of the flow rnte of an isothermal plug-flow 
reactor to co11trol the exit composition wns considered by 
l\opp<'l (l!JGGa,b). i'iinee l\oppcl hasccl his fccdl,nck propor-
tional law 011 n transformed variable rathrr th:111 dir<'ct.ly 011 
the outlet co11cc11tratio11, his rl'sults nrc IH>t ,..;1•ncrully applica- -
hlc. In fact, ns n rrsult or using 11 tra11sfon11cd vari:ibh•, the 
control no longer has a linear relationship to th" error and is 
not proportion:tl ns stat rd. 
The ohj<'<'Li\'!'., of this work :ire the follow in~. 're wish lo 
sol\'e directly the 11onli11c:ir prohlc1n fOI' the dynamic rl'sponso 
of t he isothcnnnl rl'act or with proportional control of the flow 
rate. Thrn, we wi><h to dct!'nnine the optimal flow rate con- . 
trol pulicy for both the i'othernwl nnd adinhatic ca,;cs that 
tninimizrs the int<'gral square error of the outlet conc1'ntration 
for n gi\'en inlet di,turlmnce. Finally, the optimal rr,po11sc is 
compared to the proportionnl fccdl.lllck and simple feedfor-
ward responses to determine the degree of improvement 
achieved by optimal control. 
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figure 1. Dynamic: response of outlet concentration far A 
and n = 1 
0.3, {J = 2, 
Proportionol conlrol 
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Figure 2. Dynamic response of outlet concentration far A 
and n = 2 
0.3, {J = 2, 
Proportional and optimal control 
Isothermal Case 
Proportional Control. The dynamics of an isothermal plug-
fiow, tubular reactor with an nth-order irreversible reaction 
and proportional control of flow rnte is described in dimen-
sionless terms by 
<n(o.~) ox(o.~) ~+II - K [x(O,I) - xd ]j ~ = -{J:c(O,~)" (1) 
where the concentration ~ensing tnkes place at the reactor 
outlet,~ = 1, and the de:;ired outll't concentration, x (0, I), 
is x". We assume that for O < 0 the reactor i~ in a steady state 
for which x (1) = xd, so that the control is shut off. The inlet 
652 hi. £09. Chern. fvndam., Vol. 9, No. "4, 1970 
concentration is a ssumed to undergo a step change of magni-
tude 11 at O = 0 from its steady-state value of 1, 
x(0,0) = l +A B>O (2) 
The object of this section is to determine the exact dy-
namical response of the reactor for fixed va lues of (3, n, A, and 
xd und dilTercnt va lues of the gain, K. The numerical tech~ 
nique based on the method of charncteristics for obtnining the 
solution of Equation l is dcscribrd by Hwang (19G8). 
The exit response x(O,l) is shown in Figure l for (3 = 2, A = 
0.3, n = 1, and K = 1, 5, 10, 20. Similar responses are shown 
in Figure 2 for (3 = 2, A -= 0.3, n = 2, and K ., 1, 5, 10, and 
20. The mngnitude of the otT:;ct, defined as the difference bc-
hn'('n the asymptotic outlet concentration x( co ,I) and x•, can 
be determined from 
{l - K(x(l,m) - z'Jj In[~(:·~]+ 
/J - 0 (n - 1) (3) 
z(m,l) - z4 -a,+ (a,
1 
- 4a1) 1" 
K (n - 2) (4) 
a 1 - 1 + /J(l + A) - K(x• - A - 1) (5) 
a 1 - -K(x'(l + /J + /lA) - (1 + A)j (6) 
In each cnse, ns K is increased the offset is decreased. \Vith 
lnri.'t'r K, the ~ystcm un<lC'rgocs more rapid oscillations before 
reaching the asymptotic v11hie: Gain K cannot he chosen 
arbiLrarily large, because thC' total velocity must l>c greater 
than zero. The maximum 11llowable value of K can be deter-
mined from this requirement as 
~~ 
K..,,. ~A (n - 1) 
[ 
1 +A 1 ]-' 
K..,. .. 1 + /l(l + A) - l + /l (n = 2) (8) 
ginc-c the maximum deviation x(0,1) - x• occurs when 0 = 
I-for example, for n = 2, /l = 2, and ,\ = 0.3, K mu = 36. 
If a pure time delay of magnitude r exists in the control 
loop, r(O,l) in Equation I is r<'placed by x(O - r, I). The 
numrrical technique W'ed ran be extended lo include this case; 
howl'Ver, thrsc n·,.111 s an• not reported hC'rc. 
Feedforward Control. An alternative lo feedback pro-
portional control is simple fccdforw11rd contro l, in which us 
soon as the step change in i11lct concentration is sensed, the 
flow rate is changed lo the steady-state value corresponding; 
to the new inlet concentration which will produce the same 
outlet concC'nlration. The response of x(O,I) in this cnse is 
shown in Figure 3 for n = 2. By comparison to Figure 2, we 
sec that the spcr<l of rc,ponsc ha8 been improved co11siderably 
over proportional control, mai11ly because the rc:;idcnce time 
lag in the rmctor has IJ<'cn nvoidcd. 
Optimal Control. It is or interest to determine the opti-
mal open-loop flow rate policy nnd response and compare 
to the closed-loop proportional and the simple fee<lforward 
responses. Let us rewrite Equation 1 as 
C>x~11) + v(o) ux!11) = -/lx(0,11)" (9) 
We formulate the optimal control problem as follows: It is dc-
siml to determine v(O) over the given time interval (0,01) 
subject to v• > v(O) > t'•• the n111ximum and minimum allow-
able flow rates, such that the integral square error 
(°' 
P - Jo [x(o,I) - x•j• d8 (10) 
is minimized. Ily application of the necessary conditions for 
optimality for distributed parameter systems (Kutz, l!J64; 
Koppel cl al., l!J68; Seinfeld and Lapidus, l!J68a), the optimal 
policy is found to be 
{
v• G(O) < 0 . (' C>x(0,71) 
•(B) - G(fJ) • J~ p(o,71) -C>- d., 
v. G(o) > 0 ° ., 
(11) 
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Figure 3. Comparison of outlet concentration responses with 
feedforward and optimal control 
Isothermal reactor 
where the adjoint variable p(0,11) is governed by 
C>p(o,..,) up(o,71) i)O- + v(O) ~ = 2cl(q - I)[x(O,l) - x•j + 
11{Jp(ll,.,,)x(0,11)•-1 (12) 
p(0,1) c 0 
p(o1,.,) = o 
(13) 
The two-point boundary value problem rep resented by 
Equations I, 2, 11, 12, and !:.! cannot he so lved nnalytically. 
In cases when the optimal control is g;ivcn by a hang-hung 
law, the switching; times can he determined most easily by 
the mctho<l of direct search on the performance index 
(Seinfeld and Lapidus, l!JG8a). 
One complication can arise in optimal bang;-bnng control-
thnt is, if G(O) = 0 on a finite time interval, a singular arc 
results and v(O) may be undefined. Previous work (Seinfeld 
and Lnpi<lus, I \JG8h) has shown that the direct search method 
is particubrly effrct.ivc for determining optimal singular con-
trols, c:;pccially when the value of the control on the singular 
arc can be determined. 
The direct search is simply a systematic search over a num-
ber M of preselected control values until the value of P can no 
longer be decreased. 
If the existence of a singular solution can be ru!Cd out a 
priori, tlicn M = 2 with the two choices us v• and v •. In the 
present case, however, the possibility of u singular solution 
cannot be ruled out, since the two-point boundary value prob-
lem of Equations I, 2, 11, 12, and 13 cannot be solved ana-
lytically. In fact, hyperbolic optimal control problems of this 
type have been shown to involve terminal singular arcs 
(Koppel, 1967; Seinfeld and Lapidus, 1968a). The terminal 
singular control v(O) in these cases corresponds to the simple 
Ind. Eng. Chem. Fundam., Vol. 9, Na. 4, 1970 653 
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fcedforword and optimal control 
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fet'<lforwnrd value ohtnirwd hy s<'lli11g .r(O,J) = xd. In the 
pn.,,<'11l cxnmpll", l'(O) ~ O.ii!l.i for 11 ·,, 2. 
The fullowi11g <'Olnputalions W<'rt' prrforrnccl for 11 = 2, {3 = 
2, A ~ O.:l, v• ~ 1.0, v+ = 0.1, and 20 time increment8. 
1. M = 2 v = 0.1, 1.0 
2. JI ~ 5 v = 0.1, 0.:J , 0.G, 0.S!l5, 1.0 
C:1:;c I wn~ carried out without r<'~rird to the exi,l<'ncc of a 
fi11g11lar arc . Ca'e 2 includ<·d S<W<'ra l control vah1<'s. one of 
which was the fc<'dfonrnrd flow rate value of 0.S!l5. Fi;;ure 4 
prescntti the result~ from ca~es 1 nnd 2. Tlic minimum l'alue of 
P wn• arhicvcd for the policy laJjded optimal, i11dicati11;; the 
existence of a terminal sin)!,t1lar arc for O > 0.4.5. The value of 
the direct search in handling singular solutions i~ evident, 
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tiince the sin1,;i1l:lr control vnlue can be used directly in the 
search. The outlet response x(O, l) corre"po1Hling to the opti-
mal now rate policy is show11 in Fi;.!;urc:; 2 :rnd 3 for compnrison 
to the two prc\·ious modes of colltrol. 
The value of the pcrformallce illdex, I', in the simple fccd-
forward case with v(O) = 0.805, 8 > 0, is 2.187 X 10-•, 
whereas the value of I' for optimal control is G.30!) X 10-•. 
This pro\· id<'s 11 quantit.ative measure of the improvement . 
ga ined by optimal control over simple fccdforward control, 
each of which is decidedly superior to proportional feedback 
control. 
Adiabatic Case 
Feedforward and Optimal Control. The t imc-dependent 
behavior of nn adiabatic plug-now rl'actor with nn nth-order 
irreversible re11ct ion is described in dimensio11less terms by 
W:(o,.,.,) o.r(o,.,.,) [ 'Y J 
- - + 11(8) --- = -r/> exp o/t - - - x(O,.,., )" 
oo o~ T(o,.,.,) (14) 
oT(8,.,.,) uT(o,.,.,) [ 'Y J ~ + 11(8) -~ - = .., exp o/t - T(O,.,.,) x(e,.,.,)" (15) 
For 8 < 0 the reactor is ill a stendy stntc for which x(l) = xd. 
The i11let co11erlltration is nssumcd to UlldCrJ.:O n step chanJ.:e 
of magnitude A at 0 = 0 as ill Equation 2. The illlt't tempera-
ture is assumed to Ullderi;o a step chan~e of 11u1J.:nitudc B at 
8 = 0, 
T(8,0) = 1 + B e > O (lG) 
The folluwin1-: valul's of the paramrtl'rs were d1M<'n: cf> = 3, 
"' '" 38, 'Y = 40, w = 0.:1;,, 11 = 2, .l = 0.:1, and II = -0.03. 
With tlir·sc vah11•s, xd = 0.02%2. 
Sine<' it was shown in tlw isothrr111al ca"<! that pmportionnl 
COlltrol co111parl's poorly with <: Vl'll si 1nplP feed forward C:Olltrol, 
only f<'<·dfonrnnl a1ul 11pti111al control o11·cn• <'x:1111i11t•d ill the 
aclialmt ic cas<'. Fccdforward colltrol l'Ollsi.,ts of .-rt.ti11J.: v equal 
to the new st•·ady-stat<' value corrcspo1uli111-: to x• as soon as 
the illlet di,,turh:rnccs nre se11sed. The valut• c,f v(O) corrc-
spolldi11g ti! tlie parameters \l'ed is 0 . .'i:i!iG. The r<'spo1ise to 
fccdforward rontrol is shmrn in Fi~ure .'i. The \·aluc of 11 ill this 
CllS<' is 5.:3iZ X J 0 -•. 
The 1!pli111al 1· (0) polil'y was dl'trr111illed liy th<' dir<'ct search 
on the Jll•rfor111:111c·e i11d<'X (Fii.:mc 4). A~ain, there is u tl'r111i11al 
'i11~ular rnlution for 0 > 0.3 with v(O) <'qua! to the 11ew i;teady-
state vall1e. The respon:;e to thl' optima l now rate policy is 
shown in Figme ii, and the value of/' in this case is :J.7i5 X 
10·-2• The advullla~e in usini.: optimal rntl11•r th1111 simple fcl'd-
forwarcl c11n be s<'<'n l1y cnll1pari11g thr. rrspo11s<'' i11 Fiµ:ure 5 
as well a>< the nducs of/' o!i1ninecl. This in1provrm<'nt is not 
11>< pro11ou11c<'cl as i11 the previously examint•d isotlll'rnrnl case. 
Summary 
A direct compari>on of fl'cdbnrk, fecdforwnrd, and optimal 
now rnte control has bl'cn presented for isothermal nnd 
adiabat.ic plu;,\-now rl'nctors with 11 sinµ: lc reuctio11 . Appli1':1-
tio11s of this work would be important in the control of liquid· 
nncl p;as phase reactions carried out in now rcactors-c.p;., 
nitration of aromatic compounds and pyrolytiis of lower parnf-
fins. 
In both isothermal an<l adiabatic operation, optimnl control 
produced a considerably bcttcr response than simple feedfor-
war<l control, and both modes were far superior to feedback 
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control. The optimnl flow rntc policy in cnch cnsc hnd a termi· 
nal 11ingular arc corre~ponding to the new steady vo.luc of 
11(~) 
Nomenclature 
A 
B 
G(B) 
K 
M 
n 
p 
p(S,17) 
7'(8,17) 
v(B) 
:r(d,17) 
- dimcnsionle><.• inl<•t conccntmtion change 
- dimcn,ionll'>.< inl<'t tcmperalure cho.np:e 
- swi trhin;: funct inn 
- proportional 1:ain 
- number of control \"llluc" in direct scnrch 
- reaction order 
- p<'rforrn:mce index 
~ adjoint n1riahle 
- diml'n:.:ionle's t!'111p<'raturc 
- dim<'n:.:ionle><.< vdocity 
- dim<'n:.:ionll':<.~ concl'ntmt.ion 
Gat:t:K L1:rn:11>1 
a.,<11 - con:-o.tnnt~ 
fJ - dimen•io11le:.:s reaction group 
'Y • dinw11:.:io11le"" net i\·ation energy 
6(-) - Dirac dt·lta fund ion 
" - dimcn:.:ionlc"" :.:patial \·uriuule 
8 - dirncn:.:ionlc:.:" li111c 
<P - dimen:.:ionle:.:" frequency factor 
Y, - dirncn,:ionlc:.:" ro11:.:t:111t 
w • dime1U1ionlc.o;.~ hciit generation constant 
SUPF.RSCRll'TS 
d • desired 
• 
- mnximum 
Suoscmn 
• "'minimum 
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P-III 
Some Results on Estimation of Parameters in 
Ordinary Differential Equations 
-123-
SOME RESULTS ON 
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS IN ORDINARY 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Abstract 
A new computational algorithm for the estimation of 
parameters in ordinary differential equations is presented. 
The algorithm suggested does not require either the parti-
cular solution of the linearized system equation for 
discrete measurements or the solution of the adjoint equa-
tion for continuous observations. Through consideration of 
the properties of common methods such as quasilinearization 
at a local minimum of the objective function, manipulation 
of the weighting matrix combined with the proposed scheme is 
suggested for convergence to the global minimum. An addi-
tional modification of the scheme is presented to remove ill-
posedness. The new algorithm is demonstrated on a simple 
example which exhibits a local minimum of the objective 
function. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The estimation of parameters in a mathematical model from 
actual observations is an important problem in process analysis and 
control. We consider the case in which the model consists of a set of 
ordinary differential equations (O.D.E. 1s). The estimation of param-
. 0 D E I h . d h . [l-3 ] eters in. • • .. ·s as receive muc attention • Various numerical 
t h . h . 1 . . . [ 3- 5 ] d t d [ 6 ] ec niques, sue as quasi inearization an s eepest escent , 
have been suggested and demonstrated in the literature for this prob-
lem. 
All of the techniques are plagued with two conunon difficulties. 
First, convergence to the global minimum of the objective function is 
never guaranteed if local minima exist. Second, if the system is ill-
posed, that is, when large changes in parameter values cause only small 
changes in the objective function, numerical convergence is extremely 
unstable. In addition, when the observation process is continuous in 
time, we have to solve a two point boundary value problem as the 
necessary condition for minimization of the objective function. The 
numerical solution of the two point boundary value problem is often 
unstable and sensitive to the initial guess of the unspecified boundary 
condition of the adjoint variables. 
The objective of the present study is to present a new com-
putational algorithm for the estimation of parameters in O.D.E.'s 
which: (1) does not require the solution of the adjoint equations when 
the observations are continuous in time, as a modification of quasi-
linearization, (2) converges to the global minimum of the objective 
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function, and (3) removes the ill-posedness of a problem. The only 
requirement that must be satisfied for the present study is that for 
the given set of error-free measurements there exists a unique set 
of parameters, i.e., observability with respect to the parameter 
vector. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We consider a dynamical system described by the O.D.E. 
x(t) = f(t,x,p) 
x(O) = x 
0 
(1) 
(2) 
where x is an n-vector and p is an ~-vector of constant param-
eters. The observations of the system are related to the state by 
y(t) = h(t,x) + (errors) , (3) 
where y is an m-vector of observations. The problem is to find 
the value of p which minimizes the least square objective function. 
If the observations are taken continuously in time t , the objec-
tive function is 
where the norm, 
T 
I(J?) = J II y(t) - h(t,x(t;p)) II ~(t) dt 
0 
. 2 · T 
lly(t) - h{t,x(t;p)) llQ(t) = [y(t) -h(t,x(t;p))] 
Q(t)[y(t) - h(t ,x(t ;p))] 
(4) 
(5) 
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and x(t;p) denotes the solution of equations (1) and (2). If the 
observations are made only at discrete times, t 1 ,t2,···,ts , then I 
is given by 
I(p) = s 2 l jjy(t . )-h(t.,x(t . ;p))jjQ(t) 
i=l J. J. J. i 
(6) 
We assume that · f and 1 h e: C , and f and h have continuous first 
order partial derivatives with regard to their arguments. Q(t) is a 
symmetric, positive-definite weighting matrix . Equation (4) can be 
reduced to equation (6) by the special choice of Q(t) as 
Q(t) s(t-t . ), so that in the following part the system with discrete 
J. 
observations is considered as a special case of the continuous meas-
urement system. Finally, we assume that the error free system of 
equations (1) and (2) is observable with regard to p , i.e., there 
exists a unique value of the parameter p* at which I(p*) = 0 . 
3. A NEW ALGORITHM 
Assume we have an initial guess p(O) which generates a 
trajectory of equations (1) - (3) denoted by (o) x • To describe the 
trajectory of equations (1) - (3) generated by p(o) + op(o) we can 
linearize equation °(l) about 
for some n > 0 ' 
(o) 
x if is chosen such that 
n 
Then we can write · the following unique perturbation equations[ 7 ,Bl 
(7) 
where denotes 
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ox(o)(O) = O 
= h(o)ox(o) 
x 
(af/ax) (o) (o). 
x ,p 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Substituting the solution of equations (8) and (9) into equa-
tion (10), we obtain 
where 
and the fundamental matrix satisfies 
()p(o) (t,T) 
t 
~(o)(t,t) =I (identity matrix) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
It can be easily shown that D(t,x(o)) = (()x/()p)(o) , the matrix of 
sensitivity coefficients, which satisfies 
(16) 
D(o)(O) = 0 (17) 
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If oy(o)(t) = y(l)_ y(o) does not contain measurement errors, and 
9(t,x(o)) is not singular for all admissible p(o) and all t , then 
from equation (11) we can determine op(o) uniquely with one measure-
ment 
(o) 
oy (t), tE:[O,T]. Furthermore, we can obtain p* uniquely 
by using equation (11) only . This point will be considered again . 
In practice, observations are noisy, 9(t,x(o)) is singular if i ~ m 
and it will be necessary to consider all given measurements in order 
to generate J;' (o) up • Then op(o) can be evaluated by using the pseudo-
inverse matrix, 
T 
op(o) = K(T,p(o))-l J G(t,x(o))T Q(t) oy(o)dt (18) 
0 
where T 
K(T,p(o)) = J 9(t,x(o)) dt (19) 
0 
If K(T,p(o))is nonsingular, there exists a unique perturbation op(o) 
corresponding to the perturbation oy(o)(t), 0 ..:5. t ..:5. T . This implies 
that the system of equations (1)-(3) is locally observable with regard 
to (o) ( (o) (o)) [8] p at x ,p • In addition, equation (18) can be applied 
for the case where oy (o) contains measurem~nt errors, i.e., equation 
(10) is replaced by 
because 
oy(o)(t) = h(o) ox(o) + (errors) 
x 
J;'p (o) ( ) u given by equation 18 minimizes 
T 
J lloy(o) 
0 
dt 
(20) 
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Equation (18) can be used to update (o) p • However, in order 
to use equation (18) we must give some special attention to oy(o). 
Th · 11 J:'Y(o) · · b (l) (o) but (l) eoretica y u is given y y - y , y is unknown 
because p(l) is unknown. Thus , to use equation (18) we need to assume 
oy(i) • We therefore replace oy(i) by 
£ 1 [y(t) - h(t,x(i))] (21) 
for some £ 1 > 0 such that equation (7) is satisfied . Combining 
equations (18) and (21) we obtain for the general iteration i 
T 
op(i) = £'K(T,p(i))-l J 8(t,x(i))T Q(t)(y(t)- h(t,x(i)))dt (22) 
0 
Equation (22) provides the basic algorithm to .update (i) p • 
To explore the meaning and numerical convergence of equation 
(22) we consider another derivation of equation (22). At any step in 
the iteration, equation (4) can be written as 
I(p) (23) 
Linearizing h about we obtain 
(24) 
Substituting equation (24) into equation (23) and neglecting second 
order terms, we obtain · 
T 
r Cop (i)) = J II Y -
0 
(25) 
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Using the stationarity condition 
ClI 
= 0 (26) 
and solving for Op(i) we obtain equation (22) with £ 1 = 1 • 
In fact, we can show that the quasilinearization scheme com-
monly applied will yield equation (22) with proper changes in the 
boundary conditions for the homogeneous and the particular solutions 
of the linearized state equation . This is demonstrated as follows. 
If we adjoin to equation (1) the i relations p = 0 and define the 
(n+i)-vector T TT z = (x ,p ) , then z(t) satisfies 
z(t) = g(t,z) (27) 
z(o) = (28) 
Linearizing equation (27) about the ith iterate of z 
z(i+l)(t) (i) (i+l) + (i) (i) (i) g z g - g z 
z z 
(29) 
The solution of this equation is 
(30) 
where the (n+i) x (n+i) matrix cf> (i) satisfies 
~(i)(t) = (31) 
cf>(i)(O) = I (identity matrix) (32) 
and the (n+i)-vector ~(i) satisfies 
I 
~(i)(t) 
l/J(i) (o) = 0 
The objective function is 
T 
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z 
(i) (33) 
(34) 
I= J iiY - h(¢(i)a(i+l)+ l/J(i» li~(t) dt (35) 
0 
and is to be minimized with regard to a.~ i + l) , k = n+ 1, • • • , n+.R. If 
the initial conditions of equations (31) and (33) are taken as 
{ 0 k < n ¢ (i) (O) = kk 
1 k > n+ 1 
(36) 
{ :ko k ..:s_ n l/J(i) (O) = k 
k.?..n+l 
(37) 
Then equation (30) can be rewritten as 
x 
(i+l) 
= 
D(i) p(i+l) + l/J(i) (38) 
and the solution of equation (33) can be shown to be 
l/J(i) , 
= 
x(i) - D(i) p (i) (39) 
Substituting equations (38) and (39) into equation (35), expanding h 
about h(i), and minimizing with regard to p(i+l), we obtain equation 
(22) for £ 1 = 1 • The important point is that the present algorithm 
is computationally much faster than quasilinearization with the same 
accuracy because integration of the particular solution governed by 
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equation (33) is avoided for discrete measurements . 
4. NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME 
Let us first examine the properties of the proposed scheme 
based on equation (22) in the vicinity of a minimum of I • For this 
purpose we rewrite equation (25) as 
0 0 
(40) 
or, equivalently, 
T 
I(op(i)) = llop(i) _K(T,p(i))-1 f 9(t,x(i»TQ(t)(y-h(i))dtll2 . 
0 , K(T,p (i» 
II Tf . (i)T (i) 112 - 9(t,x )Q(t)(y-h )dt (i) O K(T ,p ) 
(41) 
Equations (40) and (41) represent an approximation to the I surface 
by a quadratic function of op (i) in the neighborhood 
value of I corresponding to p (i) is the second term 
of equation (41) and can be denoted I (i) • The minimum 
~p(i) 
_occurs at u given by equation (22) with s' = 1 • 
of (i) ' p • The 
on the R.H.S. 
of I(cSp(i» 
Since the 
third term on the R.H.S. of equation (41) is positive, the value of I 
at the minimum of the quadratic approximation is decreased from I(i) 
by that amount. ·Normally, p(i) will not be in the neighborhood of a 
true minimum of I , so that equation (22) provides a small step in 
• 
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the direction of decreasing I by approximating the actual I surf ace 
by the quadratic form of equation (25). If, however, the minimum of 
_I(cp(i)) occurs at an actual minimum of I , then equation (41) is 
exact to and the condition which holds at the minimum is 
T 
I e(t,x(i))T Q(t)(y - h(i)) dt = 0 (42) 
0 
The essential difficulty with convergence to a local minimum 
is embodied in equation (42). Since equation (42) holds at a local 
minimum, Cp(i) becomes zero from equation (22) . Thus, in order to 
avoid local minima we need another relationship by wfiich cp(i) 
evaluated does not become zero at local minima. 
Let us return to equation (11) to develop a scheme which can 
only converge to the global minimum. We rewrite equation (11) in the 
form 
(43) 
Since the L.H.S. of equation (43) is the difference between the given 
measurements and the predicted measurements with p(i), in the absence 
of errors, the L.H.S. is equal to zero for all t only when 
p(i) = p*, the true value. Let us define an ms-vector Y by choosing 
y(t.), j=l,···,s from continuous observation y(t), 0 .:S. t .:S. T, as 
J 
(44) 
Similarly, an (sm x .Q.) matrix 0(i) is given as 
(45) 
• 
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Therefore we have 
We can choose, in principle, a nonsingular (R, x R.) matrix -(i) e 
(46) 
from 
for which the corresponding R,-vector measurements oy(i) from 
are not identically zero. op(i) is, then, determined from 
(47) 
i:p(i) Computing u in this way, we can avoid convergence to local 
minima of I • However, op(i) generated by the above method may not 
be in the direction of the global minimum of I • This can be illus-
trated easily. Let us consider a scalar p and y(t) = x1 (t) • Then 
from equation (47), op(i) is given by (with -y = y(t*), t*E (O,T]) 
oy(i)Ct*) 
D (t* x(i)) 
11 ' 
(48) 
Suppose oy(t) _2:. 0 for p* < p(i) < p* and all time, but 
(i) n11 (t,x ) changes its sign in some interval of time and in the 
(') . J:p(i) 
range of p i , then u may have a wrong direction, depending 
on the choice of t* and ( o) p • Furthermore, D (t* x(i)) 11 ' must be 
zero at some value of (i) p in the range. For true convergence with 
y = y(t*), therefore, it is necessary that D (t* x(i)) 11 ' does not 
become zero for all admissible (i) p • In general, it is required 
that e is not singular for all admissible values of (i) p which is 
the observability condition of the system with y for p • In 
practice, y(t) contains measurement errors, and the observability 
condition for the given system with the above discrete observation 
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raises another question in addition to the difficulty in choosing the 
measurement locations in the time axis. On the basis of the above dis-
cussions, we can propose a modification of the computational scheme as 
a trial and error procedure for the initial period of iteration. 
Instead of discretizing the continuous observation, we can manipulate 
the weighting matrix Q(t) , knowing the fact that the sign of the 
sensitivity matrix D(t,x(i)) is usually fixed near the given boundary 
condition. Therefore, we can start the computation by using equation 
(22) with Q(t) =I (identity matrix). When op(i) becomes zero or 
less than a preset value, then we can change the weighting matrix 
Q(t) such that a special weight is given to some time interval near 
the boundary where the state variables are specified originally. Hence, 
we can avoid convergence to local minima with.out changing the scheme. 
When I(i)/I(o) <A , another preset value, then Q(t) can be so 
changed again as to give even weight to all data for the faster con-
vergence . This idea is shown in the example. The algorithm suggested 
can be summarized as follows: 
1) Select £ 1 ,£*,A and Q(t) . 
2) Make an initial guess (o) p • 
3) Solve the system equations (1)-(3) with p(o) to 
generate x(o) . Evaluate e(o), K(T,p(o)), and I(o) . 
4) Compute op(o) by equation (22), then determine 
(1) _ (o) + R (o) · p - p up • 
5) R 3 1 • Rp(O) epeat step , rep acing u by op(l), etc. 
6) When. op(i) and I(i) /I(o) >A change Q(t) such that 
a special weight is given to the data near t = 0 • Then 
R (i) 
compute up • 
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7) When I(i)/I(o) <A, change Q(t) again so that even 
weight is given to all data. Or, without changing Q(t), 
proceed until I(i) is less than the desired final con-
vergence accuracy. 
5. TREATMENT OF ILL-POSED PARAMETER ESTIMATION PROBLEMS 
Up to this point we have discussed the convergence problems 
when local minima exist. In this section we consider briefly the case 
when the problem is ill-posed, that is, when large changes in the 
parameter values cause only small changes in the objective function. 
To remove any ill-posedness we will employ the results of 
Klinger(lO] and Franklin[llJ. We quote the following theorem without 
proof. 
Theorem (10). If A is normal, i.e., AA*= A*A, where A* is the 
conjugate transpose of the matrix A , then for all o > 0 
(A+ o(A*)-1 Jx = b (49) 
is better conditioned than Ax = b in terms of the P-condition number, 
unless P(A) = 1 , where 
P(A) = 
maxj).. j 
. l. 
l. 
minjA. I 
i l. 
and Ai are the eigenvalues of A • 
Applying this theorem to equation (22) we obtain 
T 
op(i) = (KTK + O'I)-l KT J B(t,x(i»T Q(t) oy(i) (t) dt 
0 
(50) 
(51) 
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When the problem is ill-posed K(T,p(i)) becomes nearly singular 
(note that K cannot be singular because of the observability assump-
tion). The use of equation (51) instead of equation (22) will remove 
the inaccuracy in computing op(i) as a result of K being almost 
singular. If we choose a large value for a , compared to KTK , 
the magnitude of op(i) will be decreased . A more complete treatment 
of ill-posed linear problems is given by Franklin(ll) and it can be 
shown that the theorem above, due to Klinger, is a special case of 
the more general theory developed by Franklin. 
6. EXAMPLE 
We wish to estimate p for the system (true value is 
rr
2 
= 9.8696044) 
. 
xl = x2 
*2 = -pxl 
x1 (0) = 0 x 2 (0) = 1T 
y(t) = sin 1Tt 0 ~ t < 1 
T 
of J (y(t) 
2 is The curve I = - x1 (t)) dt vs. p shown in Fig. 
(53) 
1. 
There are a local .o. . b minimum at a out p = 117 and other local minima 
not shown at_ larger values of p • 
First, using only equation (22) which, as we have noted, is 
equivalent to quasilinearization, the iterations converged to the 
local minimum at· p = 116.1 from initial guesses of 58 and 100. This 
confirms the inability of the quasilinearization-type algorithm to 
• 
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avoid a local mini.mum. 
Next, the globally convergent scheme suggested is applied with 
p(o) = 220, £ 1 = 0.2 for i ..:::_ 7 , and £ 1 = 1 for i > 7 and 
Q(t) = o(t-t*) Thus, the numerical scheme is given by equation (48). 
Consequently, its convergence becomes slow. With t* = 0.1, 
(8) n11 (0.l,x ) < 0 was maintained for all iterations. But with 
t* = 0.5, n11 (O.S,x(i)) changed its sign during iteration. The re-
sulting state variables oscillated widely, even though the correct 
convergence was obtained eventually . The results of the iteration are 
shown in Tables 1 and 2. For noisy observations simulated as 
y(t) = (1 + 0.2 Gauss (O,l))sin Tit (54) 
where Gauss (0,1) indicates the Gaussian distribution with zero 
mean and the standard deviation of 1, the suggested scheme is applied 
with p(o) = 220 and 
Q(t) = { 
10 
0.1 
t ..'.S. 0. 3 
(55) 
t > 0.3 
The results obtained are shown in Table 3. Because of high noise 
level and the fixed Q(t), the final numerical value has a relative 
error of about 1% from the true value TI2 • 
7. SUMMARY 
We have considered three aspects of the estimation of param-
eters in ordinary differential equations. First, we presented a 
computational method, embodied in equation (22). Second, using the 
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properties of equation (22) in the region of a minimum of I , we 
d f . . . .t'p(i) suggeste a new technique or computing an iteration u which 
would avoid a local minimum of I • Third, we employed a result of 
Klinger and Franklin to remove ill-posedness in a particular prob-
lem. The present study can be directly extended to more general 
cases where the initial conditions and parameters are unknown . Also 
it can be extended to nonlinear distributed parameter systems . The 
algorithm suggested was illustrated on an example exhibit ing a local 
minimum of the objective function • 
.. 
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8. NOTATION 
A = arbitrary matrix 
D = sensitivity matrix 
f = n-dimensional vector function 
g = (n+.R.)-dimensional vector function 
h = m-dimensional vector function 
I = identity matrix, or performance index 
I(p) = performance index 
K(T,p) = observability matrix defined by equation (19) 
p = .R.-dimensional constant parameter 
p(A) = condition-number defined by equation (50) 
Q = weighting matrix 
s = constant 
t,T = time variables 
x = n-dimensional state vector 
y = m-dimensional observation vector 
Y = ms-dimensional vector defined by equation (44) 
z = (n+.R.)-dimensional vector 
Greek Letters 
a m (n+.R.)-dimensional constant 
£' = constant 
n = constant 
e = (m x .R.)-matrix defined by equation (12) 
0 = (ms x t)-matrix defined by equation (45) 
A = eigenvalues 
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cr = constant 
¢(t,T) = transition matrix 
~ = particular solution defined by equation (33) or (39) 
Superscripts 
i = at the ith iteration 
* = particular value, or conjugate transpose of a matrix, 
or upper bound 
Subscripts · 
o = initial 
* = low bound 
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Table 1. Progress of Iterations with t* = 0.1 
Iteration 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
220 
(i) p 
157.40900 
114.42744 
84.415085 
63.233170 
48 . 176544 
37.421631 
y(i) (O.l) 
9.8029 x 10-2 
7.1033 x 10-2 
5.1439 x 10-2 
3.7231 x 10-2 
2.6936 x 10-2 
1.9482 x io-2 
1. 4089 x 10-2 
29.713409 1.0186 x 10-2 
4.7934265 -2.6386 x 10-3 
11.181425 6.7967 x 10-4 
9.5135345 - 1.8471 x 10-4 
10 . 007348 7. 1347 x 10-5 
9.8165331 -2.7478 x 10-5 
9.8900099 1.0669 x 10-5 
9.8614779 -4.4107 x .10-6 
9.8732719 1.7881 x lo-6 
9. 8684893 -5.9605 x 10-7 
9. 8700829 1.7881 x 10-1 
9.8696041 0 
(i) n11 (0.l,x ) 
-3.1323 x 10-4 
-3.3053 x 104 
-3.4279 x 10-4 
-3.5153 x 10-4 
-3.5780 x 10-4 
-3.6231 x 10-4 
-3.6555 x 10-4 
-3.6788 x 10-4 
-3.7551 x 10-4 
-3.7355 x 10-4 
-3.7406 x 10.,...4 
-3.7391 x 10-4 
-3 • 7 3 96 x 10 - 4 
-3.7394 x 10-4 
-3.7395 x 10-4 
-3.7395 x 10-4 
-3.7395 x 10-4 
-3.7395 x 10-4 
-3.7395 x 10-4 
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Table 2. Progress of Iterations with t* = 0.5 
Iteration (i) oy(i)co.5) (i) 
Number p n11 (0.5,x ) 
1 220 8.0823 x 10-l 1.5325 x 10-3 
2 325.47607 9. 3133 x 10-l -2.1042 x 10-3 
3 236.95714 7.9849 x 10-1 5.8717 x 10-4 
4 508.93408 1.1336 2.1553 x 10-4 
5 1560.8730 9.4235 x 10-l 4.0292 x 10-4 
6 2028.6382 1.0273 -3.3674 x 10-4 
7. 1418.5103 1.0047 4. 7748 x 10-4 
8 1839.3652 9.6004 x 10-l -2 . 0574 x 10-4 
9 -2360.1895 -1. 0562 x 109 -3.2463 x 106 
10 -2064.3965 -2.3899 x 108 -8.0455 x 105 
11 -1792.0991 -5.5254 x 107 -2.0441 x 105 
12 -1521. 7881 -1.1537 x 107 -4.7491 x 104 
13 -1278.8391 -2.5043 x 106 -1.1517 x 104 
14 -1061.3914 -5.6417 x 105 -2.9134 x 103 
15 -867.74243 -1. 3169 x 105 -7.6834 x 102 
16 -696.33740 -3.1799 x 104 -2.1119 x 102 
17 -545.76123 -7.9265 x 103 -6.0497 x 101 
18 -414.73682 -2.0348 x 103 -1. 8070 x 101 
19 -302.13477 -5.3619 x 102 -5.6368 
20 -207.01096 -1. 4430 x 102 -1.8429 
21 -128.70990 -3.9254 x 101 -6.3723 x 10-1 
22 -67.109558 -1.0521 x 101 -2.3865 x 10-l 
23 -23.025330 -2.5760 -1. 0310 x 10-l 
24 1. 9609528 -4.4556 x 10-l -5 . 8723 x 10-2 
25 9.5483904 -1. 6343 x 10-2 -4.8562 x 10-2 
26 9.8849701 7.7552 x 10-4 -4.8142 x 10-2 
27 9. 8688107 . -3.9518 x 10-5 -4.8162 x 10-2 
28 9.8696308 1.6093 x 10-6 -4.8161 x 10-2 
29 9.8695974 -4.1723 x 10-7 -4.8161 x 10-2 
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Table 3. Progress of Iterations with Noise Observations 
Number i of (i) Iteration p 
1 220 
2 111. 52681 
3 74.752411 
4 55.308624 
5 44.019943 
6 36.247849 
7 16.143158 
8 8.4432821 
9 9.6022644 
10 9.7483568 
11 9.7580004 
12 9.7585392 
13 9.7585135 
N.B. 
(1) Relative error at 13th iteration = 7.53 x 10-7 
(2) i .:s. 5 
e:' "" 5 < i .:s. 10 
i > 10 
